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MAGNIFICENT SEVEN: T he University of San Diego honored seven alum-

ni for career achievement, C< ntributions to humanitarian causes and volunteer service to the school at a gala at the campus' Jenny Craig Pavil ion. USD
president Mary Lyons and board of trustees chairman Robert Hoehn welcomed guests before awards presentations to honorees Elizabeth Jones,
A. Jackson Muecke, James Power, Juanita Santos-Nacu, John Redmond, Ann Mayo and Susanne Stanford.
WHAT GOES AROUND: T he Women's International Center hosted the 23rd
annual Living Legacy awards at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice on the USD campus. Chaired by Sally B. Thornton, Bridget Brigitte
McDonald, Marianne McDonald and WIC founder and president Gloria
Lane, the awards ceremony recognized individuals who "know the joy and
responsibility of making the world a better place for all to share." This year's
honorees: Ronne Froman, Yolanda Walther-Meade, David Perez, Robert
Rector, Claudia DaMetz, artist Frida Kahlo, Jenni Prisk, Bridget Brigitte
McDonald, actress Lynda Carter, Jean Colarusso and Kathi Diamant.
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USO 1. Miles Harvey, Peter Hughes 2. Jacqueline DeRoche, Gloria DeMent 3. Belena and Preston Raisin
WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL CENTER 4. Marti Emerald 5. Rachel Plaksin, David and Orly Perez 6. Lynda Carter
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Surveillance methods raise privacy issues
[R,E,S,C Edition]
The San Diego Union - Tribune - San Diego, Calif.
Author:
Sandi Dolbee
Date:
Jul 1, 2006
S~rtP~e:
EA
Section :
LIFESTYLE
Text Word Count:
366
Document Text
Copyright Union- Tribune Publishing Co. Jul 1, 2006
Human beings have been fascinated with transforming matter since the days they discovered how to make fire . Now
they're playing with another kind of fire -- surveillance technology.
"This is all about information," said Deborah Hurley, an expert on electronic privacy issues. Speaking Thursday night at
a lecture hosted by the Center for Ethics in Science and Technology, a local education consortium , Hurley walked her
audience of about 65 attendees through the new and emerging ways to gather personal information .
Surveillance systems can identify you by how you walk. Monitors can remotely send vital signs -- and other health
information -- from your body to unseen clinics. Programs can track shoppers' eye movements, giving clerks real-time
information about what you're looking for -- right down to the colors you li~e.
And then there's DNA and the potential it holds for genetic eavesdropping. "DNA is like the gold card of personal
information ," said Hurley, an international consultant and former director of the Harvard Information Infrastructure
Project.
DNA, genetic material inside the nucleus of cells, is more available than you may think. "We shed it all over the place ,"
Hurley said in her talk, which was held at the, University of San Diego's Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice. "It's totally
easy to collect."
Hurley said she marvels at how a nation of such super consumers ca
there are laws about distributing and accessing information, for example,
creation of information ."

about protecting their privacy. While
ry, very few rules that prohibit the

She touts education as paramount, starting with elementary- school pupils. Just as children learn not to get into cars with
strangers , they need to learn to guard themselves on the Internet. Adults, too, should use their "critical thinking skills ,"
whether they're being asked to provide their ZIP code at a checkout stand or personal details on a blog.
Congress also needs to get involved. "We need a federal data protection law," she added . "I'm amazed we don't have
one. It's so intellectually easy."
Sandi Dolbee: (619) 293-2082; sandi.dolbee@uniontrib.com
Credit: RELIGION & ETHICS EDITOR
Reproduced with permission of the copyrigtt owner. Further reproduction or distribution is prohibited without permission.

Abstract (Document Summary)

"This is all about information ," said Deborah Hurley, an expert on electronic privacy issues. Speaking Thursday night at
a lecture hosted by the Center for Ethics in Science and Technology, a local education consortium, Hurley walked her
audience of about 65 attendees through the new and emerging ways to gather personal information.
Then there's DNA and the potential it holds for genetic eavesdropping . "DNA is like the gold card of personal
information ," said Hurley, an international consultant and former director of the Harvard Information Infrastructure
Project.
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CLASSICAL MUSIC SCENE

Young musicians put talent
to
the
test
T
By Valerie Scher

CLASSICAL MUSIC CRITIC

he California International Young Artists Competition, based at the California Center for the Arts,
Escondido, may be a low-key
affair compared to such megaevents as Moscow's International Tchaikovsky Competition, Fort Worth's Van Cliburn
International Piano Competition or Wales' BBC Cardiff
Singer of the World competition.
Like its larger counterparts,
however, CIYAC is devoted to
finding and rewarding exceir
tionally talented musicians.
And it's San Diego County's
ssical music contest
olves instrumentalists
from the U.S. and around the
globe.
'The intention is to attract
musicians before they begin
their professional careers,"
says executive director Melvin Takahara, adding that the
event- rotating between pianists and violinists on alternate years and open to performers age 25 and under has tested the abilities of elementary school children as
well as doctoral candidates.
The eighth competition,
held last month, featured 27
pianisL , some from as far
away as China.
F1TSt prize went to Chetan
Tierra, a 22-year-old Santa
C, LIZ native who studies at the ·
Cleveland In titute o Music.
In addition to &,l?'old medal, diploma and $3,000, Tierra was
awarded a recital date next
summer at Escondido's 40&
seat Center Theater. Also part
of the prize package is an en~
ent next summer at
's Vrana do Castelo
Intt:mational Music Festival,
headed by violinist Michael
Tseitlin, the Escondido compe
4 under and board
pr

Second prize ($2,000) was
awarded to Eric Zuber, 21, a
Baltimore-born student of Leon Fleisher at Philadelphia's
Curtis Institute of Music.
Third place ($1,000) went to
Konstantyn Travinskyy, 24, of
Ukraine, a student at the University of North Texas. (Additional information about winners is available at
www.ciyac.org.)
Founded under the auspices of the Escondido arts center, the competition became
independent in 2001 and now
receives private support (as
from the Staples Foundation)
and public funding, including
grants from the city of Escondido and the county of San
Diego.
"We have a lot of things going for us," says Takahara, citing such attributes as the climate and an outstanding
performance facility, both of
which are attractive to visiting
musicians. 'We also have a
good reputation internationally. The performers feel warmly about their experience
here, so they tell other performers."

More winners
The Musical Merit Foundation of Greater San Diego
awarded a total of$40,000 to
13 music students last month
during its 61st annual awards
program.
Supported by the Lawrence
E. & Neva B. Fenstermaker
Foundation, the organization
gave $6,000 to each of the
three top winners. Violinist
Wesley Precourt, 22, a graduate of Los Angeles' University
of Southern California, was
the first-place winner in the instrumental category.
Pianist KristinaJacinth, 19,
who will be a sophomore at
USC, took top prize in the keyboard division. And bass-baritone Tom Corbeil, 28, a graduate student at the University of
British Columbia, was the winner of the voice categ~ry_.

The complete list ot WU)ners can be found on the organization's Web site:
www.musicalmerit.org.

Here and there
Mezzo-soprano Natasha
F1ores and tenor Edward
Mout- both from San Diego
- are among the 43 singers
chosen from 1,100 applicants
to participate in Santa Fe
Opera's apprentice singer program this summer . . . Lyric
Opera San Diego general director Leon Natker travels to
Austria later this month to
help judge the preliminary
round of Graz's 26th International Meistersinger Com
tion for young opera singe, ,--...,.
... And the University of§aij
DieR"o's Chamber Music Festival, )uly 9-15, includes coaching sessions with university
faculty and San Diego Symphony members that culminate with a July 15 performance
(www.sandiego.edu/symphony) .

Quote of note
'That music is a profession
and a business cannot be written out of the world order, but
let us remember in the midst
of the swirl that it is also the
subject of contract full of
words ·
ntion, listening,
ection, remem. oy, torment, de-brain, spirit. Yes,
vation of the spirit is the
mate reward ... "
- Musicologist Michael
Steinberg in hi new book,
"For the Love of Music: Invitations to Listening," co-authored by Larry Rothe
Valerie Scher: (619) 293-1038;
valerie.scher@uniontrib.com
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School atmosphere preps enlisted for
college life
Submitted by: MCRD San Diego
Story by: Computed Name: Cpl. Dorian

Gardner
Story Identification

#: 2006630133228

During a strength and endurance run, Cpl. J.T. Johnson, a Marine
Enlisted Commissioning Education Program student, executes a
set of pyramid pull-ups .

MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT SAN DIEGO(June 30, 2006) -- Since 1974, the Marine
Enlisted Commissioning Education Program has given outstanding enlisted Marines the
opportunity to cross over and become Marine Corps officers.
Prior to being an enlisted leader, Cpl. J.T. Johnson, a current MECEP student, knew that an
officer's life was the life for him. Before he would be able to pin on the golden bars, Johnson
needed his college degree.
Johnson was thinking about his career as well as his family when he decided upon his move
into the officer side of the Marine Corps.
"I would have accumulated $34,000 in student loans and on-campus living," said Johnson . "It
was an option, but I decided that I wanted to become an officer debt free."
After becoming a Marine and completing his job training, Johnson checked into the Marine
detachment at Fort Meade, Md.
Johnson has spent the majority of his first enlistment serving as an administrative clerk at the
Marine Detachment where Defense Information School students stayed while going through
their public affairs-related courses.
"Throughout the short time I have been in the Marine Corps, I have been put in small positions

5
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to lead other Marines," said Johnson. "I worked at a school house, which had me working
hand-in-hand with junior Marines. Though I didn't out-rank them by much, I was still able to
lead them and have a positive affect on them in some aspects."
Seeing Marines at the detachment benefit from his advice encouraged him to think that he was
a good leader, according to Johnson. Earning their trust gave him a chance to help them with
their problems.
"I got to guide them and when it worked out for the better, it confirmed that I had leadership
abilities, and I was leading them in the right direction," said Johnson.
Leading Marines in morning physical training, formation runs and hikes gave him an
opportunity to flex his corporal powers. Johnson realized that as an officer, he may not be able
to live the light-hearted life any more.
According to Johnson, junior noncommissioned officer~ may joke around at work before a
senior officer will tell them get back to work. It is normal. As an officer, he doesn't think that he
will have the same freedoms.
"As a junior noncommissioned officer, when things don't necessarily go as well as expected, I
may be held responsible, but there will be a few buffers between me and the consequences,"
said Johnson. "Staff NCOs and officers have been there to defend me in certain
circumstances. Once I become an officer, I am pretty sure I will be held responsible. However,
I look forward to defending the Marines placed under my charge."
On his way to MECEP, Johnson could only guess that it would be a challenge, but
underestimating the challenge was where he fell short.
Once a year at the depot, the MECEP program hosts 100 Marines competing to become the
Marine Carp's next wave of officers. Before Marines are screened for the program, they must
meet several prerequisites. All Marines must have a first-class physical fitness test score, be at
least 20 years old, and rank in the top 50 percent of their graduating high school class, among
other things.
With a five percent drop rate, Marines work hard to complete this two-month summer course,
according to Lt. Col. Michael I. Moffett, school director.
The school offers a variety of subjects that prepare students for college level curriculum.
Course subjects consist of math, history, English and science. Since 2005, students have been
able to take night labs at the_Universit of San Die o and earn credits in their science courses.
Being in a classroom is like being in the gym. If you
not possible to retain your strength, according to Motte
classroom since high school.

sistently work your muscles, it is
Marines have not been in a

To help Marines who may be struggling throughout the course,
tutoring and study groups
were implemented. Instructors also provided extra counsel in-between and after classes.
According to Moffett, one of the things that distinguishes officers among their peers is an
education. Marines do not pin on their second lieutenant bars upon completion of the program,
,4- 'Tlust first complete their bachelor's degree.

6·
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Moffett commented that one of the benefits of attending the MECEP program is the number of
different academic and social settings they will be exposed to.
Now surrounded by motivated Marines from lance corporals to staff sergeants, Johnson is no
longer a corporal opting for a chance to become an officer, but a student on edge to pass.
"This school is the hardest thing I have ever had to complete in my life, academically," said
Johnson. "I have no regrets."
This course should make most other college courses across the nation comparatively easy,
according to Moffett.
"Academically, the Marines are exposed to a range of different courses and professors," said
Moffett.
Becoming commissioned will bring many changes to Johnson's life to include a possible
military occupational specialty change and his position in the chain of command.
"As an officer, I know I will have increased responsibilities. I also know that as an officer, I
need to be the best at what I do," said Johnson.
As an administrative clerk, his primary mission was paperwork. Johnson occasionally went
beyond his duties to help other Marines with school and physical training. Demonstrating his
abilities to lead caught the eye of his superiors.
"They viewed me as one of the best and it wasn't expected," said Johnson. "I think that is why I
am here."
Being able to guide many students at his last duty station, Johnson is ready to work with his
own Marines. As a future officer, he is eager to do more, according to Johnson.
"I hope to bring a genuine concern for those placed under my charge," said Johnson. "I do
hope to be known as an officer who shows general concern for his troops and trains them to
the best of my abilities."
With a month left in the summer program, Johnson will be headed to Georgia to complete his
bachelor's degree and accept his commission after officer candidate school.
- 30-

Photos included with story:

During a strength and endurance run, Cpl. J.T. Johnson, a Marine Enlisted Commissioning
Education Program student, executes a set of pyramid pull-ups .
Photo by: Cpl. Dorian Gardner
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Poway student
is college grad
Lindsay Rhine recently
graduated cum laude from
the Universi of San D' o
witli a ac e or s egre
communication studies
minor in leadership studie
She was a member of G
ma Phi Beta, Lambda Pi Eta,
the Communication Studies
Honor Society and Mortar
Board. Rhine is a 2002 graduate of Poway High School. She
is the daughter of Bert and
Cynthia Rhine.
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Lending a hand
CATHERINE GARCIA, Staff Writer
Redlands Daily Facts

Alicia Glassco has seen and experienced many things during her travel s
The 24-year-old is spending her second consecutive summer in H
islands of Cayos Cochinos, and raising money so the local child r ,
Glassco graduated in 2000 from Redlands High School, w
member of the Spanish Club, Kimberly Juniors and the

is making more unforgettable memories right now .
ere she is helping protect coral reefs around the
a higher education .

as co -vice president of the speech and debate team and a

She earned her degree from theJ,Jniversity of San Djegp in 2004, majoring in marine science biology and minoring in Spanish .
As a junior she went abroad to Spain, and during her senior year studied the link between pollution and water quality in
Magda lena Bay, Baja California .
After working at the Catalina Island Marine Institute for a year and a half, Glassco started looking for new opportunities. "I
wanted to find a job, so I started to surf the Internet, and found the British organization Opwall, " she said .
Operation Wallacea, or Opwall, works with the Honduran Coral Reef Foundation to monitor and develop the management plan
for the Cayos Cochinos islands .
The reefs around the islands are part of the Mesa- American Barrier reef system, the second largest barrier reef system in the
world. High school students and university students from Britain work side by side with Honduran marine biologists for cred it
and research for the ir theses.
Glassco was hired as the only American on the team .
"I was lucky enough to contact the right person and get the job," she said .
She serves as a translator between the Brits and the Hondurans, and this summer is the camp operations manager, making her
responsible for organizing the divers, researchers , and high school students and coordinating logistics with the Coral Reef
Foundation .
"I basically keep everyone happy," she said .
Because the island and reefs are now protected areas, the Hondurans living in the area can no longer fish the way they used to.
"The HCRF finds ways for locals to get jobs besides fishing, " Glassco said . "They take into account the needs of the local
community as well as ecotourism and recreational possibilities of visitors. Money earned from tourists goes back to the
communities for amenities, such as sewage systems ."
Up to the fifth grade, the children learn in small school houses with one teacher for every 45 students . Because the area is so
poverty -stricken, most children cannot afford to get an education past the fifth grade, which is available only on the mainland .
The people with Coral Reef Foundation and Opwall want to change th is.
The Operation Wallacea/Cayos Cochinos Honduras Scholarship Program raises money so that the local ch ildren can get a higher
education . This year, eight children were awarded scholarships to attend school in La Ceiba, a larger city near the islands. Th is is
the first scholarship program for the communities of Cayos Coch inos and Nueva Armenia .
The children from the inaugural class just took their exams, and most did excellent. The average grade of the eight students is
80 percent, with two students receiving almost straight A's .
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The kids went through a rigorous screening process before being awarded their scholarships. They had an interview with three
judges, and had to write an essay. To keep the scholarship, they must keep the ir grades up and perform a community service
project for one week during their vacation.
Accord ing to one of those students, 17-year-old Heber Emanuel Solis Rubi, "I would like to finish high school and college . I want
to study computers so I can have a secure future for my family and also for myself. I want to see youth have the opportunity to
study and to finish college in order to make Honduras a better place ."
Last year, Glassco visited the local communities several times with a researcher who was studying social science in Honduras,
and acted as a translator. She learned about their culture and society in the process . "I used to visit at least once a week, and
asked them questions, " she said . "I got to know people well . They are fantastic, upbeat, friendly people ."
To support these communities and their scholarship fund, it doesn't take much . Depending on the program, costs per pupil
range from $150 to $400 a year. These costs include registration fees, uniforms, shoes, books, calculators and transportation
·
expenses .
COMPARISON
Population : Honduras, 6,560,608 ; U.S., 298 ,444, 215
Infant mortality rates(per 1, 000 live births): Honduras, 25 .82 deaths ; U.S., 6.43
HIV/AIDS rates : Honduras, 1.8 percent; U.S., .6 percent
Unemployment rate : Honduras, 28 percent; U.S. 5.1 percent
Below poverty line: Honduras, 53 percent; U.S. 12 percent
Data from the CIA's World Factbook Web site.
To make a contribution to the scholarship fund, please contact Tony Ives at luckyp49 @yahoo .com. For more information, visit
his blog at www .cayoscochinos.bl ogspot.com .
E- mail Staff Writer Catherine Garcia at cgarcia @redlandsdailyfac ts .com
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The First Annual Chamber
Music Festival at University of
San Diego commences with faculty
concerts on Sunday, July 9,
7:30 p .m., in French Parlo r,
Founders Hall; and on Monday,
July 10, noon, in University Center
Foyer.
Student concerts begin at noon
in University-Center Foyer, T
day-Thursday, July 11-1
finale concert with fa
dents is Saturda
in French Parlo
Admission
certs is by
donation~ 5998 Alcala Park;
619-260-4106. (LINDA VISTA)
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Housesitters
Here's the key: Trust
By Valerie Lemke
July 30, 2006

Michelle Bales wears two hats. A courtroom clerk in the San Diego Superior Court by day and a housesitter
on weekends and nights; she said she came by her second career right out of college.
"I went to work for a law firm, and a lady there asked me
if I'd be interested in housesitting. She mentioned me to
others."
For nearly 10 years, Coronado resident Sandra Tredwell,
who works for a local interior decorator, has relied on
Bales, a personal friend, to care for her home and pets
while Tredwell is away.
Bales is part of a dedicated cadre of housesitters around
the world who live rent-free for weeks or months in all
manner of domiciles ranging from tract houses to estates,
ranches and vacation homes.

K.C. ALFRED/ Union-Tribune
Michelle Bales has established a second career
housesitting in San Diego. Her duties range from taking
care of pets, including the ca ts of homeowner Sandra
Tredwell, to paying bills .

While the prospect ofturning your house over to a stranger
may be enough to bring on nightmares, there are many
homeowners who are comfortable with handing over their keys.

Tredwell said she has heard horror stories from friends who've had housesitters - the partying, the
boyfriends in bed when the family comes home, the floors ru_ined.
"I don't have to worry about that at all," she said.
"The best thing about having Michelle in my home is that I trust her," said Tredwell. "My two cats are
the main reason for a housesitter. And besides, I don't like the house to be alone."
Tredwell wants the trash put out, the newspaper picked up from the driveway, the cats cuddled and the
exotic fish in her 85-gallon saltwater aquarium fed. She has a housekeeper who does the cleaning and a
service that tends the indoor plants, but they don't provide the lived-in feeling that she's looking for.
Finding a housesitter can be easy as asking friends to take on the job, or as impersonal as responding to
ads, in newspapers and the Web, placed by people seeking a temporary home away from home.
A recent copy of the Caretaker Gazette, a Texas newsletter that links homeowner advertisers with
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subscribers looking for housesitting opportunities had more than 150 such want ads.
The ads can read like Paradise Found for anyone with the least bit of wanderlust. Examples included:
BELIZE, CENTRAL AMERICA - Housesitter wanted during month of June. Explore the jungle, fish,
snorkel in the coral reef or take some canoe trips. Your own bedroom, living room and bath on 3rd floor
overlooking the Caribbean. Pay for telephone, electric and your own food. Please write to - .
HOUSESITTERS WANTED for remote homestead near Hells Canyon, Idaho. Must have 4WD vehicle
and be self-reliant. Has hydroelectricity & most amenities but no phone. Animals fine. Great free retreat
for the right persons. We just want someone to be living in our home. Please send references to - .
While some housesitters are jet-setters, moving between homes in exotic settings around the globe,
others, such as Bales, stick closer to home.
Housesitting for periods ranging from a weekend to as long as six weeks, Bales estimates she's at her
second career four months or more a year. Her clients consist of a core group of about a dozen
homeowners whom she charges $30 a day with one day free of charge if the job lasts a week or more.
She has been told this is a most reasonable rate, particularly since "it's 90 percent petsitting - walking,
feeding and cuddling." Bales empathizes with the latter need.
"I had a cat through college," she said. "But not now. I don't think it's fair for an animal not to have the
attention."
(

Off duty, she lives in a one-bedroom apartment in a security building in South Park.
"I feel safe to leave it alone," she said. "Everybody is friendly and watches out for everybody (else)."
Most of Bales' housesitting jobs are within San Diego's
central core, enabling her to touch base with her own
homestead when necessary to check the mail or pick up
changes of clothes.
"I have a really good duffel bag filled with work clothes,
play clothes and workout clothes," she said. "I call myself
the bag lady."
Bales has been housesitting for 15 years. "The additional
income enables me to travel and enjoy life."
NELVI N C. CEPEDA / Union-Tribune

She travels with a group of women who call themselves
Stephen Standifird and his wife Vivian (ce nter) asked a
frie nd, Brianna Koucos, to wat ch their Del Cerro home
the Villa Sisters, renting large homes with multiple
and dog , Chewi.
bedrooms and bathrooms. They've been to New York,
France, Spain and Italy and "last year 14 of us went to Germany.
"It costs $200 to $300 per person for a full week," she said.

Three cats - Crystal, Caspar and Phoenix - were also an overriding issue for Craig Barkacs and his wife
T,inda when confronted with the need to leave their house. Both college professors, their studies were
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taking them away for nearly a month.
"We did not want to kennel the cats, and also wanted it to appear there was activity at the house," he
said. "You can be a sitting duck for people with unsavory motives."
As with Sandra Tredwell, the Barkacs selected someone they knew well.
"She was a graduate student who had been a teaching assistant for me and had done an excellent job,"
said the professor of business law at the University of Sa!\ Diego.~'This was a rental arrangement - there
was a small payment, plenty of food in the house and she dro
cars, as well. There were no
prohibitions."
There were also no personal references, no agreement other than
communication via e-mail and cell phone, and "taking care of the

ould be frequent
major," Barkacs said.

"She drove us to and from the airport and that was a great deal, too."
"There's a big trust issue, obviously," he added. "This person is going to look after the well-being of our
home and our pets. You hope she'll be able to handle anything that comes up."
Even with a strong bond of trust, the unexpected can come up.
While the couple was gone from their Alpine residence, a powerful wind storm blew over a heavy sixfoot fence, damaging landscaping and sending garden furniture and debris into the pool.
The housesitter was calm and collected, enlisting the help of two handy neighbors who propped up the
fence and then e-mailing the Barkacs that things were under control.
The proof that things were in order at the Barkacs house were e-mails reporting on how the cats were
doing.
"You could see the pets' personalities coming through in her writing. She had great affection for them,
and there's comfort in that."
For Stephen Standifird, a professor of management at USD, a three-week stint in Hong Kong early this
year brought up the need for a housesitter. As with Tredwell and the Barkacs, he and his wife Vivian
were reluctant to leave their Del Cerro home untended for such a long period.
And then there was Chewi, their personable golden lab/retriever mix.
"But even if we hadn't had a dog we would have looked for a housesitter," Standifird said. They didn't
have to look very far.
"Brianna Koucos is a friend who also worked with me at USD," he said. "She lives downtown, but her
commute from our house to her current job was just across the freeway. It worked out for both of us."
"I housesit on occasion and mostly for friends," said Koucos, who now works at San Diego State
University where she is also pursuing a master's degree in career counseling.
The Standifirds got Brianna up to speed with a detailed tour of the house, and a list of contact numbers
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for themselves, neighbors, police, the vet and the fire department.
"We communicated via phone and e-mail," he said. "We had a cell phone we kept on all the time so
Brianna would have 24-hour contact if she needed to get in touch with us."
Money was not exchanged in their arrangement, Standifird said. "We brought her gifts and had some
meals together."
The Standifirds felt the arrangement was the best of all possible worlds.
"We didn't have to worry about the mail, having a delivered package out in front of the house for three
weeks, or stopping the newspaper," he said. "There were no issues at all, she handled everything. Things
kept running just like we were home.
"As a matter of fact, the house was in better shape when we <?ame back than when we left."
Tredwell says a key to housesitting is finding someone like Bales who can return again and again, and
who knows the routine.
An example of the trust that has developed: During one two-week stay, Bales was even in charge of
paying Tredwell's bills with presigned checks she had left for Bales.
"Nothing will disappear. I don't have to worry about my stuff. I recommend her to other friends,"
Tredwell said.
Tredwell annually takes several trips ranging in length from a weekend to a month, and she and Bales
have worked out a comfortable routine.
"If I'm going overseas, I give Michelle an itinerary," she said. "We keep in touch via computer, and she
has my adult children's phone numbers."

Bales also knows the neighbors and "she can run next door if there's a problem."
Fortunately, no emergencies have arisen on Bales' watch, but Tredwell does remember an urgent call
from an earlier sitter.
"She called me because a fish had died and she couldn't find the net. I asked her which fish it was, and
she said it was the white one."
Tredwell did not have a white fish. Obviously the fish had passed some time ago .
"I told her to give it a burial at sea."
•Valerie Lemke is a freelance writer.

»Next Story»
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NHL hopes female fans take pink to the rink
New Jerseys unveiled
Joanne Laucius
CanWest News Service
Thursday, July 27, 2006

OTTAWA - There will be a rose-coloured haze in the stands next hockey season. The NHL is
producing team jerseys in bubble-gum pink.
"It allows women to be fashionable and still support their teams," said Jenny Lyons
Cohane, a spokeswoman for Reebok, which manufactures official NHL team jerseys.
Both the NBA and the NFL have produced pink jerseys for two years and many NHL teams
already offer T-shirts and other apparel in feminine cuts and pastel hues . But this is the
first time pink jerseys are to be offered by all the teams in the league.
"What's happened in the licensed category is a significant increase in items that are not
necessarily athletic, but a fashion item," said Ross McCracken, director of league
partnerships at Reebok's Montreal office.
Oddly enough, hockey's new pastel tinge is because the NHL is getting more aggressive
about marketing. (The jerseys will also be available in pale blue) About 40% of hockey
fans are women . Women's clothing is one of the fastest growing segments of the licensed
sports apparel market, about as hot as the vintage look was two or three years ago.
Reebok's pink jerseys, like the official version, will feature the NH L's shield and tags.
Available starting Oct. 1, the pink jerseys will retail for about $70 compared to $110 for
the licensed men's jersey. The women's product is made of a softer polyester and it
features a screen print of the team crest instead of the embroidered crest and shoulder
patches .
The idea has been received with derision in some quarters by both men and women.
"Let's fast forward to the not-too-distant future, " noted one male blogger after a sample
pink Leafs jersey appeared in Women's Wear Daily. "The 'Pinkies' have become official
team third or fourth jerseys, complete with alternate pink helmets . I believe stats will show
that fighting in games where one of the teams are wearing its pink jerseys will be nonexistent. It would be like punching your Mom ."
Female fans are divided on the issue.
Ottawa hockey fan Christine Blouin said she likes the lines of the new jersey. She won't
buy a regular jersey because they're designed to wear hockey equipment under them .
But pink? "It's not right . It's just not the right colour, " she said . "It would still be very nice
in red."
Heidi Haraldsson said she loves pink, but this would be too trendy. "Everyone would think
you're just trying to be cutesy ."
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Erik Marsh, son of former NHLer Brad Marsh, said he has seen pink apparel for women at a
Philadelphia game.
"As much as you're saying, 'It's not a team colour,' it's a fashion trend. It's nice to see
team spirit no matter where it's coming from," he said.
In order to thrive, the NHL has to be risk innovative and appeal to a younger, more hip
audience, said Frank Pons, an assistant professor of marketing at the University of San
_Diego. who specializes in sports marketing.
"The NHL is trying to tap into what other sports are doing," said Pons, a Canadi
avidly follows hockey marketing.
So far, the NHL has not lost as much fan support as the league feared it would. But
hasn't gained anyone, either. "What's worse, they haven't attracted anyone who wa s
interested in hockey before," said Pons. "Pink jerseys are not necessarily the answer.
they are one of the answers ."
,
© National Post 2006

Ct.CSE WINDOW

Copyright © 2006 CanWest Interactive, a division of CanWest MediaWorks Publications, Inc .. All rights reserved.
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Stagnant Home Pric.es One-Two Punch to the County Economy
Academic Economists Agree
Homeowners Have Tapped
Most of Their Equity Lines
BY KATY GRAHAM

The San Diego Business Journal asked
several academics from local universities to provide business-relate d economic predictions for the second half
of 2006.
And all - not surprisingly- agreed on
the broad trends facing today's local economy, including higher interest rates, rising
inflation, plus a slowdown in consumer
spending sparked by slumping real estate
· markets and the costly price of gas.
Ross Starr, a UC San Diego economics
professor, said the biggest trend yet to
play out in 2006 is the effect of interest
rate increases during the past year.
Starr says the economy will suffer a
slowdown by year-end 2006 because of
factors such as sluggishness in the real
estate market, including a slowdown in
new construction and softness in home
sale prices.
Starr warns mortgages, already at fouryear highs, will go higher. This could be
particularly difficult for people who took
out adjustable rate mortgages.
"Right now nobody has a handle on
adjustable interest rate mortgages; they
were popular when interest rates were low
in 2003 and 2004," explained Ross. "Now
~ --·· ~ a problem for people who took
t t-J I of choosing those rates."
0

i

Alan Gin, associate professor of
economics at Universit• of San Die o
uses his own annual index to follow
trendlines in the local economy. He d
the first in 1991.
"At the time nothing like this was being produced, so I jumped in and took
it upon myself," Gin said.
Gin's Index of Leading Economic
Indicators for San Diego County is a
monthly report on the outlook for the
local economy. Gin's insights on the local economy include components such
as the city's fiscal problems, building
permits, gas prices, unemployment rates
and local stock prices. These components
serve as leading economic indicators,
which are calculated into values to form
the index.
Predictions On Target
Based on his predictions made in
January, Gin said he is on target so far
this year.
He predicted the housing market to
slow with a drop in sales but no severe
drop. He also predicted that housing
prices would continue to soften through
year-end 2006.
"My prediction is for price appreciation in the low, single-digit range," Gin
said.
Gin's most troublesome forecast is
that gas prices will increase this summer
to $3.50 a gallon for regular grade. Gin
foresees higher pump prices taking a
huge chunk out of consumer spending.
"People are spending money on gas
when they could be spending it on other
things," he said.

Gin estimates that every JO-cent increase in gas prices will subsequently
e $7 million a month out of the local
y.
·araiya, a finance professor at
·versity, forecasts slowing
ing after a recent buyg people siphoning off
the equity in~eir homes. Varaiya says
homeowners have pretty much tapped
out their equity, forcing an end to the
consumer-buyi ng binge. Varaiya said
inflation and interest rates would continue to rise.
Time To Cool Down
Meanwhile, Dennis Guseman, Dean
of Business Administration at California
State University, San Marcos, summed
up his prediction in one sentence.
"The rest of 2006 will be good but not
great," Guseman said.
Guseman agrees with Starr that the
housing market will cool. Guseman
takes into consideration when making
economic forecasts is leadership changes
in the Federal Reserve System, which
sets short-term and long-term interests
rates.
Guseman feels the recent change in the
chairmanship - Ben Bernake replaced
Alan Greenspan as chair recently - has
shaken up people's perceptions of the
national economy.
When a change in the chair occurs,
Guseman says consumers are more
cautious with spending decisions. They
have a harder time reading pronouncements from Bemake unlike predecessor
Greenspan.

At the same time, Guseman says controlling inflation will become more of a
challenge as the rest of the year wears on
because of oil price increases.
With President Bush's decision to put
more oil in reserves, this makes less gas
available to the public, Guseman said.
"I think the President is under pressure
to lower the amount of oil in reserves because it would lower gas prices and keep
our economy buoyant," he said.
Retail markets in general will face
a tough year, according to Guseman,
because consumers are feeling the pinch
from high-energy costs, rising mortgage
rates and inflation. The three factors
are forcing consumers to spend a larger
percentage of their disposable income
on essentials.
"Consumers will focus on finding the
best value for their money and past loyalties will mean little," he explained.
Technology Improves Forecasting
Guseman, along with Starr, Gin and
Varaiya, agrees that technology has
helped improve the quality of economic
forecasting. Predictions about housing
markets, unemployment , interest rates
and other factors affecting our economy
can be done more accurately with the
available technology, such as numbercrunching software that quickly analyzes
tons of data.
Starr credits modern technology as
an attribute to the success of economic
forecasting and trend analyses.
"Thanks to technological advances,
economic trend reports are getting better
and better," Starr said.
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Report shows permits for June residential construction spikes
upward
By ERIK PISOR, The Daily Transcript
Monday, July 24, 2006
Although permits for nonresidential construction in San Diego County have remained strong through the first half
of 2006, permit activity for both single and multifamily residences has slowed. However, in June, the amount of
multifamily permits pulled equated to the second-highest single month permit total since January 2003.
According to Burbank-based Construction Industry Research Board (CIRB), there were 1,493 multifamily permits
pulled in June. Only in March of 2005 when 1,617 permits were pulled has the homebuilding industry
experienced a higher total since January 2003. The 1,493 permits this June compares to 291 permits pulled in
June 2005, an increase of 1,202 units.
The amount of multifamily permits pulled "comes in chunks," said Ben Bartolotto, CIRB research director, adding
a majority of the permits pulled were within the city of San Diego.
In terms of spending , permits were pulled for nearly $183 million worth of multifamily construction in June, which
is more than four times the value of permits pulled in June of last year, nearly $45 million.
One reason for the increase could be because developers and builders decided to pull permits on projects that
had been previously delayed or halted, Bartolotto commented. Despite the large monthly increase, he said this
doesn't indicate where the multifamily market will be headed.
"It doesn't necessarily indicate a trend," Bartolotto said, adding it wouldn't be surprising to see permit figures drop
down to the 200 to 500 range the next few months, movement that is common of the multifamily market.
If permit figures do decline in upcoming months, then the prediction by some industry experts, including Alan
Nevin of the California Building Industry Association (CBIA), that total permits pulled for 2006 will be less than
2005 will reign true.
For the first six months of this year, 3,589 multifamily permits have been pulled, which compares to 4,314
permits being pulled for the same period last year.
While multifamily largely increased, there were 492 single-family permits pulled in June, a 194-unit decline
compared to last month and a 413-unit decline compared to June 2005. In terms of dollars, permits were pulled
for nearly $135 million worth of single-family residential construction , $109 million less than June of last year.
Following along the lines of multifamily, the value of residential alterations reached a new yearly high with
permits being pulled for nearly $39 million worth of construction. While that figure is the high for this year, it is
slightly less than June 2005, which had more than $40 million worth of residential alteration construction .
Aided by the amount of multifamily permits pulled, the total amount of residential permits pulled in June reached
a new 2006 monthly high, with 1,985 permits being pulled for more than $356 million worth of residential
construction . The previous 2006 high occurred in March when 1,122 permits were pulled.
Besides dwarfing previous monthly totals for this year, June's total residential permit figures are higher than the
residential permit totals for the same month dating back to 2002.
So far this year a total of 6,552 single- and multifamily permits have been pulled, which compares to 9,108
permits pulled for the same period last year. In terms of spending , there has been nearly $1 .5 billion worth of
residential construction this year.
Turning to the nonresidential building market, permits were pulled for nearly $130 million worth of commercial
construction in June, which represents the highest monthly total since at least January 2003. The $130 million
compares to permits being pulled for nearly $21 million worth of construction in June of last year.
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George Hawkins, president of the San Diego Associated Builders and Contractors, said it's not surprising that
1mmercial construction is strong, adding that he didn't expect such a large increase in activity and spending.
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So far for 2006 there has been nearly $398 million worth of commercial construction, which is $160 million more
than the total for the first six months of 2005.
Hawkins said one reason behind the increase is that more franchise companies are establishing branches in San
Diego. Bartolotto attributed it partially to several large commercial projects that pulled permits in June.
"I'm sure it has to do with costs," Hawkins said. He noted that the prices of steel and copper remain high, while
there has been modest expansion in the number of projects.
According to Alan Gin, associate professor of economics at the Unjyersity of San Dieq!i], oroof that an increase in
commercial building is happening can be seen when looking at construction employ
as the industry
expanded by 1,400 jobs in June while residential building slowed.
Hawkins said he hasn't heard complaints from ABC members regarding lack of jobs. T
com
members expressing their need for additional workers indicates that contractors are busy.
The other nonresidential building sectors also remained strong in comparison to previous-yea
figures.
In June, permits were pulled for more than $34 million worth of industrial construction, which could
large projects. However, the $34 million figure represents the highest 2006 monthly total for industrial
construction and is double June's $17 million figure in 2005.

to two

New "other" noncommercial construction also reached a high for 2006, with permits being pulled for more than
$29 worth of construction; this compares to permits being pulled for nearly $14 million worth of construction in
June 2005.
Noncommercial alterations reached a monthly high for this year, with permits being pulled for more than $54
million worth of alterations.
In total, permits were pulled for more than $247 million worth of nonresidential construction in June. This is, by
far, the largest monthly total in three and a half years, with the closest figure totaling nearly $193 million in
August of 2004.
The half-year total for 2006 also dwarfs previous half-year totals, with permits being pulled for nearly $907 million
worth of nonresidential construction in the first six months of 2006. The previous four years experienced permits
pulled values all under $635 million.
Combining both residential and nonresidential construction, permits were pulled for more than $603 million
dollars worth of construction in June and $2.38 billion worth of construction for the first six months of 2006. When
looking at the six-month total for 2006, it is only higher than 2002 and is slightly behind 2003 figures. 2004 and
2005 figures are both at least $25 million more than 2006 six-month figures.

Send your comments, thoughts or suggestions to erik.piS_oI@1,ddt.com
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San Diego home prices dip as condo fever cools
Mon Jul 17, 2006 6:59 PM ET

By Jim Christie
SAN FRANCISCO, July 17 (Reuters) - A slip in home prices in San Diego as demand for condominiums slackens
is giving the chills to some in this sun-drenched California city and stoking concerns of a downturn in its regional
housing market after a decade-long boom .
Some are going as far as to declare all California will go the way of San Diego, one of the hottest U.S . housing
markets in recent years , with large gains in home values soon to be undone , perhaps by a sharp correction .
Others expect a soft landing , and say the slip in San Diego's median home price was inevitable as it has more than
tripled since the late 1980s.
"You don't go from frenzy to normal without an adjustment," said John Karevoll , an analyst with real estate
research firm DataQuick Information Systems.
The year-over-year fall in June's median price was the first for the San Diego market since the early 1990s, but it
was only a decline of 1 percent.

(
"I wouldn't put a lot on that 1 percent drop at this point," said Alan Gin, an economist with the Burnham-Moores
Center for Real Estate at the Upjyersjty pf Sap pjego "There is no, panic with people trying to sell their homes ."
San Diego's June median price for existing and n
and their sales fell 24 .1 percent over that time as

es fell 1 percent to $488 ,000 from $493,000 a year earlier
or condominiums cooled , according to DataQuick.

GLUTTED CONDO MARKET
San Diego is experiencing a "condo-led decline" because o
said Alan Nevin , a consultant with Marketpointe Realty Advis

re putting units on an already glutted market,

"In a lot of parts of San Diego, there is no give at all on the single-family side," Nevin noted. "It's slow but sure.
They are taking time to sell , but without deep discounts."
John Burns, an Irvine, California, consultant to home builders, notes San Diego area prices for existing singlefamily homes have been flat for a year. June's median was $565,000, up 1.8 percent from a year earlier.
"There are no desperate sellers in the resale market with two exceptions," Burns said , pointing to investors who
overestimated demand for high -end condos and apartments converted to condos.

(

The market's median price for resale condos fell 2.1 percent to $386 ,750 in June from $395,000 a year earlier. The
month's median for new homes, which includes new condos and buildings converted to condos , dropped 8 percent
to $422 ,000 from $458,750 a year earlier, according to DataQu ick._
Developers may put plans for new condo projects on hold over the near term, said Raphael Bostic, an economist
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with the University of Southern California's Lusk Center for Real Estate.
"A freeze to construction is what I think what will happen," he said.
Meanwhile, overall home prices across San Diego will plateau , Gin predicted.
"The conditions aren't there for a big rebound in prices or for a big drop," he said . "We would need a big drop in
interest rates to get any significant movement on prices on the upside. We would need to see some significant job
losses, a recession at the national level, to get a big drop in prices."

© Reuters 2006. All rights reserved. Republication or redistribution of Reuters content, including by caching , framing or similar
means, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of Reuters . Reuters and the Reuters sphere logo are registered
trademarks and trademarks of the Reuters group of companies around the world .
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Condo Prices See Significant Drop
The median price of a condo or townhouse in San Diego County dropped by
$20,000 in the last year.
By KELLY BENNETT Voice Staff Writer

Friday, July 14, 2006 10:36 AM PDT

Friday, July 14, 2006 I While the news that home prices finally went negative year-on-year last
month grabbed plenty of attention this week, a new report shows that the price dip has been even
more exaggerated for condos and townhomes.
·

When compared with June 2005, median prices dropped $20, 000 in the county last month for
single-family attached homes, a category that includes condos, condo-conversions and townhomes.
That's a 5 .2 percent drop over the year. The prices also decreased by 2,4 percent from May to June
and 5.7 percent from the beginning of the year, according to HomeDex, a resource compiled by D:r.
Robert Brown, professor of economics at California State University, San Marcos.
As usual, those in the industry are divided over what the numbers mean, with some predicting a

calming of the market and others seeing a potential crisis. Many real estate professionals and
analysts view the change as the attached housing market starting to return to normal after the
escalating prices of the last few years. Others aren't so optimistic.
Realtor Jim Klinge, who has been in the realty business for 22 years, said the current conditions are
unlike anything he's seen before.
"It's anything but normal, if you ask me," Klinge said.
John Karevoll, a housing analyst with DataQuick Information Services, said the market is returning
to normal.
"I don't think things are as grim as some say they are," he said.
Chris Thornberg, an Anderson Forecast analyst at the University of California, Los Angeles, said the
housing market is in uncharted territory. Thornberg attributes the "everything's fine" response from
the realty industry to the "bunker mode" mentality that comes in circumstances like these.
"People are loathe to realize losses in homes," Thornberg said. "They don't want to talk about it, to
think about it."
Thornberg said that these numbers aren't evidence of a soft landing.
"The industry has been really blase," he said. "This cooling off of the market is very, very hard and
very, very fast -- more than we've seen before."
The people most impacted by these shifting prices in condos and townhouses are those who
purchased condos over the past two years and did so by stretching their budgets, said Gary London,
president of London Group Realty Advisors in San Diego. Those buyers are typically first-time
buyers, London said.
"So, by definition, they would be starting out their run on the housing ladder, house-poor, " London
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said.
"But my sense is that will represent a relatively small portion of the market," he added.
The lower prices have also had an impact on the rate of production undertaken by San Diego builders
and developers.
"We're beginning to take a pause from that heated market," said Paul Tryon, CEO of the Building
Industry Association in San Diego. "It's a repose, a rest."
In the market heyday in recent years, builders held back on production of detached homes, but
overcompensated and "got a bit crazy" in the condo market, said Alan Gin, professor of economics at
the University of San Diego's Bu~nham-Moores Center for Real Estate.
"They were counting on co
prices will lead first-time ho
detached home.

·ng new starter homes," Gin said. But, he thinks the changing
to wait until prices drop low enough for them to afford a

That reluctance to jump into the ma
even further, Gin said.

duce the demand, and will thus reduce the prices,

While marked decreases in the median prices of single-family attached homes were noticed in all
areas of San Diego in June, South County experienced the largest differential, with decreases of 11.3
percent from the same month last year, 12.6 percent from January and 7 percent from last month.
That's a year-on-year price drop of more than $40,000.
Those decreases are hitting home for several of Chula Vista Realtor Dawn Lewis's clients, four of
whom are what Lewis calls "short sales." These are people whose initial home loans were for a higher
price than their homes are currently worth. She said most of her clients in this position are getting
out of the condos any way they can, even if they don't walk away with any cash.

(

"They think it's better to cut their losses now than to wait to see what happens later," she said.
Lewis said she's even willing to take less on commission if it means finding these often desperate
clients a way out.
Sellers have noticed the drop in prices but they also recognize that prices are still just out of reach for
many potential homebuyers. Builder incentives and price reductions, often about $20,000,
accompany nearly every condo sale in the current market and have taken the place of upgrades and
gimmicks that used to help sellers close a deal, said Peter Dennehy, senior vice president for Sullivan
Group Real Estate Advisors.
"People are saying now, we need more help making our monthly payments than we need granite
countertops, flatscreen TVs and that sort of thing," Dennehy said.
And those price reductions are encouraging first-time buyer's, he said, though he warns against
people buying condos as an investment, hoping to make money. However, he expects a strengthening
of the market in the long term.
"The first thing I ask people is why do they want to buy a condo," Dennehy said. "If someone is
wanting to live downtown and doesn't want to pay rent, then I would say, 'Absolutely, now is the time
to buy."'
Chris Redfearn, an analyst with the University of Southern California's Lusk Center for Real Estate,
agrees with that synopsis. San Diego, especially downtown, will benefit from the aggressive
underwriting and investing in condos, he said.
"If they're built, people will live there," he said. "With the construction of the ballpark and the people
moving in there, you're going to get a vibrant community. The original investors may get hammered.
But ultimately, downtown is going to become a great place."
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Darren Moore is a 34-year-old condo-owner living in La Vita, a condo building at Beech and Cedar
streets in Little Italy. He bought his condo for $459,000 in February 2005. It has appreciated to
$702,000. He doesn't put too much weight in the appreciation, though. Ultimately, he thinks real
estate should be about finding a place to live, not about making an investment speculation.
"Everyone's got the 'now' perspective," he said. "But in the end, this is San Diego. It's the place to be."

-- Staff writer Sam Hodgson contributed to this report.
Please contact Kelly Bennett directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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First Yearly Home Price Drop in a Decade
The median price of a home sold in San Diego last month was less than a year ago,
marking the first time home values have dropped year-on-year for a decade.
By WILL CARLESS Voice Staff Writer
Thursday, July 13, 2006 12:07 AM PDT
Thursday, July 13, 2006 I It's been nearly 10 years since the median sales price of homes in San
Diego dropped year-on-year.
Coming after a few years of unprecedented home price gains, the price drop doesn't surprise analysts.
But some experts are worried about what the depressing news could do to consumer confidence and
what effect it could have on new homebuyers, many of whom bought using so-called "creative loans."
The median price at which homes sold last month was 1 percent less than a year ago, according to
figures released yesterday by DataQuick Information Systems. The last time prices fell over a year
was from July 1995 to July 1996. Realtors have continually used the year-on-year price gains as
evidence that real estate is a good investment, but investors and homeowners in San Diego may be
feeling the pinch recently.
"There's an awful lot of people out there who just don't feel as rich these days," said John Karev.
analyst with DataQuick. "Over the past five years, most San Diego homeowners have made m
money owning their home than they've made at work."
Take away that extra income, said Alan Gin, a professor of economics at the University of San Diego:s
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate, and you've got less money flowing into the local economy.
Lower home prices means there are also less people willing and able to tap the equity in their home
to finance big ticket purchases, which also has a knock-on effect on consumer spending, a major
driver of the economy.
Chris Thornberg a senior economist at the University of California, Los Angeles Anderson Forecast,
said dropping home prices can have a powerful psychological effect on homeowners.
''When your house keeps appreciating by 10 or 20 percent a year, easier to buy that nicer bottle of
wine, perhaps go out to that slightly fancier restaurant -- what the hell, right?" Thornberg said. "But
when that goes flat, suddenly, oh geez, the house isn't going to be this big boom of new wealth. Boy,
I'm going to have to be a bit more careful with my dollar."
But neither Gin nor Thornberg is overly worried that year-on-year home price changes have crossed
into negative territory in San Diego. A 1-percent drop is insignificant at this point, Gin said, and there
will have to be larger, more sustained home price drops before he starts predicting doom and gloom
for the housing market.
Both Gin and Thornberg described the drop in prices as "statistical noise."
The year-on-year median home sales price changes have been positive for a decade, but the last few
years have seen particularly striking gains. Many months in 2004 saw double-digit year-on-year
price rises, with the boom peaking in October 2004, when prices were 24 percent higher than a year
before.
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But those increases have been eroding away since that peak, and in May prices were just 0.4 percent
higher than a year before. Despite slight rallies, the trend has been one of falling prices.
Gin said he can't see anything in San Diego's future that's likely to buck that trend.
"I think job growth will be solid, but I don't think it will be spectacular -- not big enough to drive
prices upward," Gin said.
Analysts said the price drop has to be a concern to one particular group of people: the majority of
people in San Diego who bought homes in the last couple of years using so-called "creative
financing." Last year, close to 80 percent of new home purchases were made using interest-only or
negative-amortization loans.
With interest-only loans, a borrower only pays off the interest on their loan every month for an initial
time period. With negative-amortization loans, the borrower actually pays less than their interest
payment each month, meaning that the amount they are borrowing grows over time. In both of these
types ofloans, the low introductory rates only last a few years before kicking up substantially.
The introductory monthly payment periods on most of those loans will be running out in the next few
years, meaning many local homeowners will find their payments increasing substantially. Those who
were counting on using the built up equity on continued price increases to manage that increased
payment could face troubles.
Anyone who bought in the last couple of years banking that their property will increase in value
substantially should be concerned by these figures, Karevoll said. He said if that turns out to be a
large chunk of new homeowners in San Diego and elsewhere, and if home prices continue to fall,
there could be serious repercussions for the economy.
Add price decreases to the large number of exotic loans out and mix in any sort of additional stress
on incomes -- a recession for example -- and Karevoll said the results could be disastrous for
California and elsewhere.

(

"There could be a bloodbath," he said.
That's a lot of ifs, however, and Karevoll's not predicting prices are going to fall too far. Indeed, he
believes year-on-year median price changes are going to "wobble" between slightly positive and
slightly negative for the next few years at least.
That synopsis was backed up by Peter Dennehy, senior vice president of Sullivan Group Real Estate
Advisors. He said the drop in median prices is merely due to sellers getting real about the fact they're
in a buyer's market.
There are currently 22,890 homes listed for sale in San Diego, according to real estate brokers
ZipRealty. Dennehy said sellers are starting to realize that if they want to sell their home, they'll have
to drop their price.

Please contact Will Carless directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
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Condo Conversion-Conversions
As the condo market cools down, apartment buildings that w~re slated for
conversion to condos are heading back to the rental market.
By WILL CARLESS Voice Staff Writer
Sunday, July 23, 2006 9:09 PM PDT
Monday, July 24, 2006 I A couple of weeks ago, Bob Pinnegar was discussing with his colleagues
what to call the phenomenon in San Diego real estate: the condo conversions that are now reverting
back to rental units.
The group toyed with a number of possibilities: condo conversion-conversions, condo reversions and
even apartment conversions. Pinnegar, executive director of the San Diego County Apartment
Association, isn't sure if they ever pinned down a final moniker. But he does know that everyone in
the business is asking what's going to happen to all the people who jumped on the condo conversion
bandwagon in San Diego, only to find a sinking condo market at the end of the road.
In the once red-hot housing market, owners of apartment complexes rushed to convert their units
into for-sale condos. The rush, combined with the recent cooling of the condo market, has resulted in
a surplus of condos countywide -- a trend that has left some developers in the lurch. Many developers
in the niche market of condo conversions bought apartment buildings at high costs with the hope of
converting them into condos and turning a profit, but now find themselves left with little option but
to put their units back into the rental market -- hence conversion-conversions.
"It's sort of a game of musical chairs, and those who were the last ones to find a seat are going to get
hurt," Pinnegar said.
In a market where the median price of a single-family home now hovers around $500,000, condos
have become the new starter homes for many San Diegans. Chuck Hoffman, president of Apartment
Consultants, Inc. describes condos as the new bottom rung on the San Diego property ladder.
As home prices soared in San Diego for the last few years, the demand for condos rose in response,
Hoffman said. Property developers saw their niche and pounced, leading to what many experts
described as a "frenzy" of converting apartments into condos.
But as more and more condo conversions and new condo projects have come on the market,
developers have faced tighter competition to sell units. That's led to falling prices in the condo
market and a glut of condo conversions with fewer and fewer buyers to go around. More than onethird of the 23,221 homes currently listed for sale in the county are condos, according to Zip Realty,
real estate brokerage firm.
According to data from HomeDex, a monthly report compiled by Robert Brown, professor of
economics at California State University, San Marcos, the median price of single-family att
homes in San Diego dropped 5 .2 percent from June 2005 to June 2006 . The median pric
dropped 5.7 percent since the beginning of the year.
"The condo market's weak," said Alan Gin, professor of economics at the University of San Diego's
Burnham-Moores Center for Real Estate. "On the supply side, there's been an overdoing of the
conversions -- there's probably too much out there and you see that by these people trying to pull
supply off."
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Compounding the condo market's woes, Gin said, many potential condo buyers are instead eyeing
the detached home market. They see the median price of single-family homes sinking, he said, and
they're deciding to hold off from buying a condo in case prices fall enough that they can get a singlefamily detached home for the same price.
Gary London, president of London Group Realty Advisors, estimates that there are 7,000 to 10,000
condo conversions in the pipeline for the city of San Diego alone. He thinks many of those properties
will revert to the rental market. For companies who bought into the conversion craze late, that could
spell trouble.
"There was a glut of purchases of apartments over the past 36 months, in the past 18 months in
particular, where the price that was paid for the building could only be justified by converting the
units," London said.
But many companies, however, simply don't have any other option but to put the units up for rent.
Kent Williams, who manages the San Diego office of real estate brokerage firm Marcus and
Millichap, said his company is being approached by many investors and companies looking to offload
their planned condo-conversion properties.
"They can't take them to the market and sell them as individual condos, so they're coming to us and
probably other brokers and saying 'I want to sell these as a bulk condo sale.' We're telling them
there's really no premium for that -- it's really an apartment building.' "
Hoffman cited as an example a small apartment building in North Park that has sold four times in six
years.
The building, 4525 Florida Street, sold in March 2004 for $2.1 million to an investor who planned on
converting the property to condos. The investor spent tens of thousands of dollars getting the
building permitted for condos but then decided to bail on the project as the condo market slumped.
He then sold the property as an apartment building in May 2006 for $1.7 million -- netting a loss of
at least $365,000.

(

Condo conversion-conversions are not a new phenomenon. Industry players said they've seen this
happen before in response to other market shifts. In the late 1970s, fearing the imposition of rent
control measures in San Diego, many apartment building owners rushed to convert their units to
condos. In the resulting condo market slowdown, many of those properties ended up returning to the
market as rentals.
Even as thousands and thousands of would-be condos revert to their original home on the rental
market, analysts said it's unlikely that rents will increase given the relatively small number of units
involved and the current state of the housing market.
With so many buyers sitting on the fence watching to see what happens to home prices before they
jump onto the property ladder, there are a lot of people out there still looking to rent. Marcus and
Millichap's quarterly Apartment Research Update, released last month, forecasts a 4.5-percent rise in
asking rents over the remainder of the year.
Please contact Will Carless directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to th e editor.
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IJning Up Online (And Offline) MBA Programs
San Diego business schools combining traditional instruction with technology
online programs appreciate the flexibility
By Liz Swain
arlier this year, Congress eliminated a when fitting coursework into their schedules.
estriction limiting federal financial aid They can log in at midnight to attend class if
to colleges that held at least half of their needed, says Bruce Williams, marketing v.p.
courses on a campus. That ended a regulation for University of Phoenix San Diego.
known as the "50 percent rule." It was imple- Students also enjoy communjcating with
mented in 1992 after investigations revealed classmates "across time zones and somethat some for-profit schools were no more times the International Date Line."
Phoenix has onground courses and is in
than diploma mills. Toe recent Congressional
action allows students to .obtain financial aid its 16th year of offering online education.
for degree ·programs that are completely '"The last seven or so years has really demonstrated tremendous growth in this modality,
online.
While it remains to be seen how local with the student population expanding to
business schools will be affected by the rul- . become about half of our total enrollments,''
ing, financial aid is just one consideration says Williams.
Williams - says the ·university's online
when deciding . whether to earn an .MBA
strength
is the asynchronous platform.
degree in a classroom or online.
Students in University of Phoenix's "Students don't have to synchronize their

E

At National, school supplies could
include a headset and microphone. ·Students
use ~ese to connect online with instructors
and classmates.
University ofSout}lern California is concentrating on establishing roots locally.
USC's Marshall School of Business is
launching an executive MBA {EMBA) program at La Costa Resort and Spa's confer-

MM PROGRAMS ftw,. Pagt I

at the same time. Business students qse
applications like Excel and Access to make
decisions. Those who miss-_-a class could
watch a replay of it on their iPods.
Chapman University doesn't offer any
fully online programs. However, the school
is consistently putting more courses online,
says Ruth Black. assistant dean, distance
learning.
Point Loma Nazarene provides the traditional classroom format for its MBA, says
Dejon Davis, graduate admissions counselor. Classes are scheduled in the evening
for business professionals.
At CSV San Marcos, ''we don't have an
online component for our current curriculum," says Keith Butler, MBA director of
college operations. That will change in the
fall of 2007. The revised curriculum will
include an individual project that will be
housed electronically.
The congressional ruling won't affect
National University, says Thomas Green,
dean of the School of Business and
\fanagement The regulation "opens up the
.narketplace. The big diffccential has to be the
quality of the program. It's incumbent upon
us that our courses are current and relevant"

schedule with other students or faculty."
When business schools began offering
online courses, the educational community
started debating the benefits of electronic
instruction versus the brick-and-mortar experience. In subsequent years, administrators
realized that a middle ground exists. They
created programs and courses containing ele>ments of both formats.
"Some business schools are typically
hybrid," says JoAnne Starr, assistant dean of
UCSD's Rady School of Management. At .
UCSD, business professionals in the Flex
MBA program attend classes on campus.
Technolo·gy is incorporated in various
ways at area business schools. Synchronous
sessions bring students and instructors online
SU MBA PROGRAMS Pa,, 2

en.ce center.
The resort is undergoing renovation, and
'

La Costa is working with the school on the
project, says Cherie Scricca, associate dean
for the EMBA program. Courses for the
two-year degree begin in August.
USD's •
School
of
Business
AdJniinistrtT-. offers a blended learning
approach
· e and on-campus classes for the
science in supply chain
µianagement
MS in global leadership, says Bo
tz, director of the
MSGL program.

SDSU students in Alex DeNoble's technology commercialization course are
charged with identifying the marketable
potential of technologies developed at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Students in
the fall session evaluated five technologies;
those in the current session studied four. In
both sessions, students in San Diego and
scientists in New Mexico held videoconferences throughout the semester.
Technology at University of Redlands
includes the educational portal Blackboard,
says Keith Roberts, associate business
school dean. Blackboard is mandatory for
MBA students and available for undergraduate business school students. "It's a great
tool/' says Roberts. Students go to
Blackboard for the syllabus and course doc. uments. They can read an item posted by the
instructor, participate in an online discussion and take an exam electronically.
Redlands has Web-enhanced classes
consisting of six sessions. Half are online;
the other three are in the classroom. Student
requests prompted the scheduling, says
Roberts. Initially the plan was for four
online sessions, but students ''want the face
time."
Online programs and onground degrees
also are offered by the Keller Graduate
School of Management of DeVry
University. ♦
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Ballroom to restrict clientele
By Mark Arner
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 31, 2006

EL CAJON - A young Iraqi-American was rapping against the war in Iraq and lamenting his life as a liquor
store clerk when police suddenly halted the show at the Crystal Ballroom.
The lights came on, and hundreds of teens and twentysomethings squinted and grumbled about the
interruption.
Like his fans, the 21-year-old rapper, Thomas Hanna or "TIMZ," appeared confused but remained friendly,
based on a videotaped recording of the event provided by his manager.
Hanna approached Sgt. Steve Kirk, who was among a dozen officers who had come to the club after getting a
noise complaint. Hanna asked if he could restart his show. Kirk shook his head no.
Then, one of the organizers grabbed a microphone and addressed the restless crowd:
"OK, we got a little problem. We got the police department in the house. They're gonna have everybody line
up against the wall. Everybody's got to pull out your ID and show it to the police. And if you're under 18,
you've got to go outside right away."
Exactly who ended the CD release party April 28 remains unclear. Police said it was the promoter; the
promoter pointed to police.
For the Chaldean American Association that owns and manages the club at 414 N. Magnolia, it was just more
bad news. There had been escalating noise complaints, fights in the parking lot and, a month earlier, shots
were fired.
Renting out the club to nonmembers holding for-pay parties was putting its city permit in jeopardy.
Amir Karmo, president of the Chaldean association, acknowledged the contract that Alvin Shamoun,
Hanna's manager, signed for the show appeared to conflict with the city code because it allowed minors,
even though alcohol was served.
Officers that night cited a 17-year-old for possession of alcohol; escorted two boys, ages 11 and 12, from the
ballroom; and cited the ballroom's manager for allowing minors younger than 18 in a cabaret.
Looking back, Hanna and Shamoun said they can't believe what happened.
"If we had known about the history of problems, we would have picked a different location," Shamoun said.
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"I've spent my entire life savings trying to make this dream into a reality," he said. Shamoun, 25, owns a
check-cashing store in San Diego.

He said he couldn't get an explanation from police about why the show was sto
threatened to arrest me every time I asked."
Both men said they believe the anti-war, anti-President Bush content contributed to t
Hanna was wearing a black T-shirt bearing a white image of President Bush that read: '
He was rapping the song, "There's a War Going On," with the lyrics:
·

's demise.
President."

Dear Mr. George Bush
Why do you make afool ofus?
For over two hundred years
We stood for what's good, now we despised by our peers
This ain't gon' last for long
They wish us dead, George, they wish us gone
And what do you do?
But addfuel to the fire and send in more troops
Shamoun wrote a letter to The San Diego Union-Tribune days after the show was aborted, alleging racism.
"Somebody needs to remind the El Cajon Police Department that there are Arab Americans that live in
America and that they are not terrorists," Shamoun said.
"What was supposed to be an album release party for the first Iraqi-American hip-hop artist born in San
Diego, quickly turned into something else, what looked to me as a scene straight from Baghdad," he said.
"My feeling is that they came in to shut down a celebration of support for an up-and-coming Iraqi-American
musician and did so in a racist way."
El Cajon police Capt. Pat Sprecco adamantly denied any allegation of politics or racism. And he insisted
police did not order the event shut down. He said promoters made that call to avoid having all the guests
provide identification.
"We were there in response to a complaint from the community about a loud party," he said. "We were not
making a decision about the performance. We've had a few loud parties there and a lot of people have
responded. The allegation about racism is absurd."
Police records showed 13 noise complaints about the ballroom last year, with 12 complaints in the first four
months of 2006; four reports of battery in the ballroom's parking lot during 2005, with one battery in
January; and gunfire on March 26 after a large rap party.
No one was injured, but police found four bullet marks on a Toyota Camry. The motorist, 19, said he was
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parked in the lot when several bullets glanced off his car. He sped to a nearby store and called 911.
Police found eight bullet casings from three handguns in the parking lot. A janitor later found one of the
weapons - a .380-caliber Baikal handgun - in bushes by the ballroom.
When police showed up in the middle ofTIMZ's performance a month later, it was with a dozen officers and
a dog.
Was that excessive? Hanna and Shamoun thought so.
"I wasn't there, but we'd respond with as many officers as we had available," Sprecco said. "Because of the
type of problems we've had at that particular location, police are concerned about their safety and the safety
of those in attendance."
He said a show of force is not intentionally done to embarrass anyone.
"It's what we think is appropriate," Sprecco said. "We're always outnumbered. With a crowd that size, if we
had 20 people (officers) there, if they decided to take us on, we would lose."
Laith Yousif Jajou, the ballroom's manager, declined to comment and referred questions to Karmo.
Karmo said he was certain the police response was not racist and that police were only keeping the peace
that night and trying to enforce the city code.
"They're the police," Karmo said. "They've got to protect us."
Since October 2000, the Chaldean association has managed the ballroom under a conditional-use permit
from the city to operate a "public banquet facility," "restaurant" and "social club." Its permit expires in 2010.
Karmo said he, Jajou and others from his group met with El Cajon police last month. They discussed
concerns from the city's planning director that the ballroom was improperly rented out to people who didn't
belong to the group and it was prompting many noise complaints.
In a memo to the police chief in May, Planning Director Jim Griffin wrote: "If the Crystal Ballroom refuses
and/ or they continue to use the facilities in ways that cause problems, we can proceed to consider revocation
(of the permit)."
To stop the noise problems, Karmo has also promised to stop renting the ballroom to groups with DJs that
charge entry fees to guests. He said he would restrict the ballroom to hosting family-oriented events such as
wedding receptions and Communion parties.
Karmo said his group has always maintained a good relationship with El Cajon police and other law
enforcement agencies, and periodically hosts retiremerit parties and political gatherings for El Cajon
officials.
The Chaldean American Association was formed in 1978 and initially rented rooms at the German Club in El
Cajon for its gatherings. It moved to 115 S. Mollison for about a decade before buying the building on
Magnolia in 1998.
Neighbors in some surrounding homes and businesses said the Crystal Ballroom has had many loud parties
and other problems in recent years.
Carmen Guerrera, owner of a beauty products firm nearby, said the ballroom's customers often fill his
- 1rking lot, leave litter and block his rear office door with their cars.
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''I'd like them to be considerate," Guerrera said. "Don't block my doorway and keep my lot clean."
Heraclio Tolley, a homeowner, 28, on Wisconsin Avenue, said he doesn't mind the ballroom's music. But he
has been troubled by occasional fights in the parking lot and litter that sometimes blows into his front yard.
"I think the community didn't feel they were respected," Tolley said.

•Mark Arner: (619) 542-4556; mark.arner@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/metro/20060731-9999-1 m31 ballroom .html
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Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Thousands cross into Mexico to vote at special polls
By Sandra Dibble
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 3, 2006

TIJUANA - It took a seven-hour drive from Fresno, then close to three hours standing in line. But Maria
Salome Hernandez wasn't complaining early yesterday morning.
"We're hoping for a better future, for our family members
in Mexico," said the 38-year-old peach-cannery worker
and mother of five, as she prepared to cast her ballot in
Mexico's presidential election. "We want to find a better
president for our country, so that fewer people come
across."
The election prompted thousands to head to Mexico to
vote in special polling booths through northern Mexico. In
Tijuana, hundreds waited hours to vote in an outdoor
polling place just yards from the U.S. border fence at A.L.
Rodriguez International Airport.

SEAN M. HAFFEY/ Union-Tribune
Maria Navarro Serrano's thumb was marked with ink
alter she voted at a special pol ling station set up for
Mexicans in transit yesterday at A.L. Rod riguez
International Airpo rt in Tijuana .

The snaking line included a large number of legal U.S.
residents: former farm workers, young professionals,
business owners, students, grandmothers and young couples pushing baby strollers. They came from
Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego and Chula Vista with ties to all comers of Mexico, from Culiacan to
Puerto Vallarta, from Mexico City to Veracruz.
Among the crowd braving the heat and sun were 50 Mexicans from the Los Angeles area led by
Francisco Moreno, 45, an independent television producer from Downey and vice president of the
Council of Mexican Federations in North America.
"We're interested because our families live on this side, we send them money, we come to Mexico on
vacation, we want Mexico to keep growing," Moreno said.
Mexico's Federal Electoral Institute offered absentee ballots for the first time this election and accepted
the votes of nearly 33,000 people living abroad. Many of those waiting yesterday said they weren't able
to apply in time or had trouble with the paperwork, and crossing the border to vote was their only
option.

(

Tijuana had 20 of the 822 special polling stations nationwide for Mexicans in transit - two of them at
the airport. Each had 750 ballots. By 8 a.m., when the polls were scheduled to open, about 200 people
re waiting in line at the Tijuana airport.
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Delays caused tempers to flare. Voting didn't begin until 8:45 a.m. at one airport polling place, and 9:30
at the other. Computer problems caused delays, and the line moved slowly; at 6:30 p.m., a half-hour
after the official closing of polls, voting continued for those who had been in line.
But for the most part, the voters were willing to wait. Javier qaxiola, 26, arrived at 8:30 a.m. and didn't
vote until 4½ hours later. "We could have been waiting three more hours and it would have been worth
it," said Gaxiola, a native of Sinaloa, who is preparing to enter a graduate program in business at the
Universi of San Die o.
The voters were given
lots - for president, the Senate and Chamber of Deputies. The
Institutional Revolution
known as the PRI, filed a complaint challenging the results, saying "in
transit" voters should be on
t
for president. But electoral officials said their preferences in the
other races could be legally ta
ccount in assigning multidistrict seats in both houses.
"A lot of people fought for this righ o I figured I'd better make good use of it," Mariana Sandoval, 30,
a finance manager who lives in San Diego, who arrived at 6:30 a.m. and waited near the front of the line.
Cristina Guzman, 55, who owns raw-food restaurants in Chula Vista and Carlsbad, was at the back of
the line yesterday morning and was prepared to wait. "The race is so tight that one vote can make a
difference, so we have to stand for what we believe."
•Sandra Dibble: (619) 293-1716; sandra.dibble@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsand iego. com/news/mexico/tijuana/20060703-9999-1 n3tjelect. html
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Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article .
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Mobile Ready Entertainment Corp. Names SVP Business Development
Erick Rodriguez Named to Senior Business Development Post

STROUDSBURG , PA -- (MARKET WIRE) -- 07/12/2006 -- Mobile Ready Entertainment Corp . (PINKSHEETS:
MBRN) announced today that it had named Erick Rodriguez as· Senior Vice President Business Development.
"We are very excited to have Erick on board as our senior business developer. He brings a savvy and a fresh
creative approach to selling and creating revenues. Erick will also continue working for us as President of our
Travel Entertainment division as well as his business development duties," Josh Eikov, CEO of Mobile Ready
said .
Mr. Rodriguez has been involved in hospitality for 9 years and in on line travel for over 5 years. He was EVP of
Product Development for Travelscape/Expedia responsible for supplier relationships prior to the acquisition of
Travelscape by Expedia. Mr. Rodriguez then became president of Allmeetings.com which was sold to Sabre in
August 2000 . While at Sabre, Mr. Rodriguez was in charge of the hospitality Division for GetThere and later
became a founder of Sabre's merchant model hotel offering, Sabre Exclusives. Through his extensive travel
experience, Mr. Rodriguez has established solid relationships with executives of the leading travel sites and
understands the online travel business and merchandising of e-commerce sites. After departing Sabre in
October of 2002 , Mr. Rodriguez was president of LasVegas.com reporting to a board of directors comprised of
Mandalay Resort Group and Park Place Entertainment senior executives. Mr. Rodriguez holds a business
degree from the University of San Diego.
"I am looking forward to participating
opportunities are wide open," Erick Ro

and his team at MBRN. We have a great plan and our
"d .

About Mobile Ready Entertainment Corporati
Mobile Ready Entertainment Corporation is a wirele
media holding company specializing in the
entertainment and educational vertical market segmen . Through our subsidiaries we will develop, market
and sell wireless application software and entertainment-based content for mobile devices. Our value
proposition is to unlock, integrate and seamlessly deliver all types of data to wireless devices, whether
streaming movies, music video or television content and digital radio delivery to the growing consumer market
via channel and content partners -- anytime, anywhere. We deliver these products and services globally
across most of the major cellular networks and prominent wireless device operating systems. For more
information about Mobile Ready, please visit its website at www.mymobil~readyec.com.
Forward-Looking Statement
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides a "safe harbor" for certain forward-looking
statements. The statements contained or incorporated by reference in this website that are not historical facts
(including without limitation statements to the effect that Mobile Ready Entertainment Corp. (the "Company" or
"Mobile Ready") or its management "believes," "expects," "anticipates," "plans," "intends," "foresees," or other
similar expressions) are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based on the
Company's current expectations and beliefs concerning future developments and their potential effects on the
Company.
There can be no assurance that future developments affecting the Company wi ll be those anticipated by the
Company. All comments concerning the Company's expectations for future revenue and operating results are
based on the Company's forecasts for existing operations and do not include the potential impact of any future
acquisitions. These forward-looking statements involve significant risks and uncertainties (some of which are
beyond the Company's control) and assumptions.

r:ontact:
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LSSI Hires Industry Veteran Brian Daniells as New COO/CFO; 15-Year
Industry Veteran Responsible for Day-to-Day Operations
POWAY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--July 26, 2006--Lender Support Services, Inc. (LSSI}, a global
provider of lending and service technology solutions, announced the addition of Brian Daniells as
COO/CFO. Mr. Daniells brings 15 years of industry experience and will manage the company's day-today operations.
Reporting directly to the CEO, Mr. Daniells will lead the LSSI accounting, finance, compliance,
operations, support and IT efforts. Prior to joining LSSI, Mr. Daniel ls worked as CFO for Equity 1
Lenders Group, a full service direct mortgage banking lender, where he led the integration and
implementation of financial and technological applications designed to improve service capabilities. He
also worked as CFO for Enterprising Solutions and Director of Finance for Advanta Corporation .
"Our hiring of Brian Daniells continues to prove LSSl's commitment to employing the best and most
capable talent in the industry, supporting our immense growth and first-rate c
r support," said
Cary Burch , president and CEO of LSSI. "Brian's in-depth, hands-on ex
·
nable him to
help direct the company to the highest level of service for our custo
s \
leadership abilities, LSSI will continue its mission in providing s
clients ."
Mr. Daniells received his MBA from the University of San Diego qnd undergraduate degree from
Claremont McKenna College.
About LSSI
Founded in 1982, Lender Support Systems, Inc. (LSSI), led by mortgage industry veterans, provides a
superior suite of technology solutions to mortgage lenders (including but not limited to bankers, credit
unions, community banks) and service providers as a platform for building more streamlined, cost
effective and profitable loan origination services. The company offers a full suite of technology
solutions including : compliance services, mortgage closing document preparation software, servicing
software, document imaging, data extraction, business process outsourcing solutions and custom
software solutions.
For more information, visit www.lendersu

art.com.

Contacts

Media Contacts for LSSI, Poway
Eric Ware, 678-781-7229
or
Blair Logan, 678-781-7218

§
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Jason Williams of Franklin is a recipient of a $1 ,000 Alex d'Arbeloff Scholarship, an
award established in honor of the Teradyne Inc. co-founder. The son of Scott and
Donna Williams, he will be a business administration major at the University of San
Diego in San Diego, Calif.
NORFOLK
Melanie Bernier of Norfolk, a sophomore at Bridgewater State College major
in English and communication arts and sciences with a minor in secondary
education, was recognized at the college's annual scholarships and awards
ceremony for receiving the Bristol County Savings Bank Scholarship.
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This scholarship benefits a student making satisfactory progress toward an
undergraduate degree and planning to spend a summer or semester studying
outside of the United States as part of their academic program.
Bernier, a 2003 graduate of King Philip Regional High School in Wrentham , is the
daughter of Rosemary and Robert Bernier of Norfolk.
BELLINGHAM
Graduating Bellingham High School senior Brianna lnguanti was selected to
receive the $1,000 Access Bellingham-Mendon Scholarship, an award given
annually to students planning to continue their education in the field of
communication. lnguanti will attend the Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts this
fall to study broadcast media and communications.
Philip DeOrsey of Bellingham, sophomore chemistry major at Marietta College's
Edward E. MacTaggart Department of Music, is the recipient of the William L.
Buelow Juried Prize, which takes effect in the fall 2006 semester. This is the second
time he has been awarded the top juried prize handed out by the department.
DeOrsey, son of Elinor and Kenneth DeOrsey, is a trumpet student of Marshall
Kimball.
MILLIS
Julia L. Carn,recently graduated with High Distinction from Noble and
Greenough School in Dedham, a coeducational day and partial boarding school for
grades 7-12.
Two Millis residents received awards from The Rivers School during Prize Day,
June 8.
Elissa A. Bullion,a recent Rivers graduate, was elected into membership in the
Cum Laude Society.
Seventh-grader Rebecca Greiff received The Middle School Citizenship Award
which is given annually to those students who , in the opinion of the faculty, have set
an example for their peers through their high moral character, hard work and spirit in
the Rivers community .
MEDWAY
Jean Robert Fortune Jr.graduated from Boston College High School.
NORFOLK
Colin M. Clark achieved high honors for the fourth quarter at Boston College
High School.
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1) How long will my family stay in this home?
2) How much interest rate risk do I feel comfortable
taking on my home?

by Chris WIiey,
Bnmc :1..... ._, Primary 8-lde atlal Mortaale, Inc.

3) How much interest rate risk do I want the bank
to
take?

~ g e Financing 101 - Should I get a fixed or
PlladJustable rate mortgage? This is a very good
question and one that was easier to answer about 20 years
ago when almost everyone took the fixed rate. Today,
Fuced Rate mortgages are about the same as they were
20 years ago. But, Adjustable Rate Mortgages (ARM) ,
on the other hand, have grown to many, many different
variations and choices for borrowers. Some are good for
the borrower; some are good for the Bank!

I have heard, from mortgage professionals and borrowers, time and again, "If I get into an ARM product I do not
really like, or the rate keeps going up, I can just refinance
into a fixed rate." I have two thoughts on this:

There are ARM mortgages that change payments and
interest rates monthly. There are also ARM mortgages that
offer a fixed rate period for six months,
ear, three, fiw,
seven, or 10 years - referred to as
s. Generally, the advantage of an ARM
is a reduction
in interest rate. This is because
period is much
less than the traditional 30 y
te mortgage. By
"Fixing" the rate for less than
, the borrower and
the bank are sharing the in
· k. However, since
short term rates are as hi
erm rates, it's difficult
to get a much better deal
-term ARM compan,d
to a mid-term or long
rate.
At. the Unive rsi! of San ~
· my finance professor
taughf ffiat m pru ent itnanc rnana geme nt, long-te
rm
assets are financed with long-term loans. In tum, short
term assets would be financed with short term loans -you
wouldn't finance a computer for 30 years! Real property
is considered a long-term asset and should be kept
for
the indefinite long-term. Unless you are an experienced
real estate investor, be careful of buying and selling for a
short-term profit or trying to "flip" a fixer. When deciding
on a new mortgage on your home, you need to answer
the following questions honestly:

1) If rates are going up on your ARM, the fixed rate is
moat likely rising too.
2) Why would you get into a produc t you do not like
In the first place?

You wouldn't order a mushroom burger If you do not
like mushrooms, so don't take an ARM product that you
dan't particularly care for either.

The good news is that there are more loan options
available to you than ever before. It Is a great time to take
advantage of these unique loan products, but remember to
keep your level of risk In line with your long-term goals.
For questions or comments for Mr. Chris Wiley, please
email to cwilev@.prirrug,rom or write to Mortgage Cents
c/o Primary Residential Mortgage, 2751 Alpine Blvd, Suite
101, Alpine, CA 91901

Mr. Chris WIiey has his degree In Business AdminlsDuUniversity of San Diego, and has been a
Mortgage Banker for 15 years. He can be reached by
ca1llng (619} 722-1303. Primary Residential Mortgage.
Inc., Is one of the largest Indepe ndent Morf.gage Bankers
In the United States.
tfon from the
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WEDNESDAYS, AUG. 2-23

BURNHAM-MOORES TAX COURSE
Learn about the variety of tax issues and
opportunities facing real estate investors and
professionals by attending ''Tax Considerations in
Real Estate," one of the elective courses offered by
the University of San Diego's Burnham-Moores
Center for Real Estate.
• 6 to 9 p.m.
Conference Center,599
in San Diego
• Cost: $425
• Call (619) 260-4231 or visit
www.usdrealestate.com
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~Y,IWJ2-COURSE
TAX CONSIDERATIONS IN REAL ESTATE
Course participants will learn about tax issues and opportunities facing real estate
investors and professic!nals, including: income and ta~ savings in real estate, like-kind
exchanges, depreciation recapture rules, and installment sale pros and cons. Other Dates:
Wednesday, Aug 9;Wednesday, Aug 16 Organization: Burnham Moores Center for Real
Estall,. (USD) lnfomlllion: (619)2604231 http://www.USDRealEstate.com Cost No
Detail" Available lllllwt: Hours: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM Where: . i f San Di
(Manchester Center), Marian Way (off Linda Vista Road), San Diego
,
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Leading economic indicators
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Source: University of San Diego

The monthly changes in leading indicators (initial claims for unemployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for the national
economy, consumer confidence, building permits and help wanted
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked by Alan Gin, an
urban economics professor at t
·
·
·
e high- ·
est monthly rate is 143.5 in December 2004.
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Source: University of San Diego

The monthly changes in leading indicators (initial claims for unem-.
ployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for the nationa
l
· economy, consumer confidence, building permits and help wanted
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked by Alan Gin,
an
urban economics professor at thE: Unjyersjty of Sag pjegg The highest monthly rate is 143.5 in December 2004.
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Wiggins appointed ~iate dean
Law Briefs

ofUSD School ofLaw

By Doug Sherwin
Professor Mary Jo Wiggins has
been appointed associate dean of
the Universi of San Di
ool
of Law for the 2006-2007
ic year. She and Professor
Shue now serve as the law
two associate deans, second o
the dean in the school's adllomllli..
tration.
Wiggins, of counsel to Procopio,
Coiy, Hargreaves &: Savitch LLP,
has been a member of the USD law
faculty since 1990.
"We take great pride in Mary Jo's
achievement and our continuing
professional association with her,"
said Procopio Managing Partner
Thomas W. Turner Jr.
Wiggins teaches and writes in
the areas of bankruptcy, property,
race and legal theory. She was
appointed by U.S. Supreme Court
Chief Justice
William
H.
Rehnquist to the U.S. Judicial
Conference Advisory Committee
on the Federal Rules · of
Bankruptcy.
The Judicial Conference is the
natio~policymakin g body of the
federal courts. Professor Wiggins is
a former chair of the Association of
American Law Schools' Section on
Creditors' and Debtors' Rights. She
is a contributing editor to Collier
on Bankruptcy, the leading scholarly treatise in the field.

C.ode:20060718tja

• • •
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Daily Business Report
July 19, 2006
Professor Mary Jo Wiggins, of counsel to Procopio, Co
greaves &
Savitch LLP, has been appointed associate dean of the USD, chool of Law for
the 2006-2007 academic year. She and Professor Virginia Shue now serve as the
law school's two associate deans, second only to the dean in the school's
administration.
Wiggins, who teaches and writes in the areas of bankruptcy, property, race and
legal theory, has been a member of the USD law faculty since 1990. She was
appointed by U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist to the U.S.
Judicial Conference Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy. The
Judicial Conference is the national policymaking body of the federal courts.
Wiggins is a former chair of the Association of American Law Schools' Section
on Creditors' and Debtors' Rights. She is a contributing editor to Collier on
Bankruptcy, the leading scholarly treatise in the field.

***
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EDUCATION
DeVry University has named Amir
Nilipour its dean of academic affairs for
its Southern California and Las Vegas
· locations. He will oversee the expansion of
Southern California locations, curriculum,
student retention, faculty, integration of
academic departments, budgeting and
student services. Nilipour has 25 years of
experience in higher education, including
10 years with DeVry University, where
he was most recently dean of technology
programs. Mary Jo Wiggins, of counsel
to Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch
LLP, has been appointed associate dean
of t
niversit of San Die o School
of Law for the 2006Wiggins, who teache
areas of bankruptcy, l'lni- rftl.
legal theory, has been a~ amlbli~
USD law faculty since 199
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Some professors have all the luck: While his law students brush up on their torts and civil procedure this
summer, Junichi P. Semitsu will be on tour with the Dixie Chicks as an "embedded blogger."

(

"I did think it was a practical joke" when first approached about the paid job, says Mr. Semitsu, a lawyeringskills instructor at the University of San Diego,School of Law. But his writings on a personal blog impressed
MSN, which provides Internet content for the tft""'-n musicians' forthcoming national tour. So in early March,
Mr. Semitsu got married, went on his honeymo
then flew to Austin to meet with the band and seal the
deal.
Mr. Semitsu owns all of the Dixie Chicks' albums, but
sider himself a rabid fan before he began
trailing the group in March. He'll be on the tour bus when
cidents and Accusations" tour kicks off on
July 21 in Detroit, but once the academic year arrives Mr. S
su must balance his teaching with his blogging
(http://3dixiechicks.spaces.msn.com/PersonalSpace.aspx), until the end of the year. "I'll be teaching students
federal jurisdiction and legal citations in the morning, run to the airport, and hopefully be in Missouri for the
sound check," he says.
Mr. Semitsu says he wouldn't mind using his legal skills to help the Chicks, who have courted controversy
since their lead singer, Natalie Maines, commented in 2003 that they were ashamed that President Bush was
from their home state of Texas.

"I'm hoping that they end up getting up in some kind of legal trouble and I have to bail them out of
Guantanamo Bay, and the brief that I write will also end up on the blog," he jokes.
Send ideas to short.subjects@chronicle.com
LOAD-DATE: July 11, 2006
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By John WIikens
STAFF WRITER

verybody needs a title, and Junichi Semitsu's is management
assistant. He jokes that it sounds
much better than "creepy Asian
guy who keeps following the Dixie Chicks
around with a notepad."
That's what Semitsu, a 32-year-old law
professor at the University of San Dit·go, is
getting paid to do this year: Hang ~
ith
the controversial band, jot down tl
and impressions, and post them on
Internet.
He's an "embedded blogger," apparent
the first of its kind. Many musicians blog,
and record companies sometimes send
their own publicists on tour with bands,
but Semitsu is an independent contractor
with an all-access pass and the freedom to
write pretty much whatever he wants.
It is, he admits, "one of the coolest jobs
in the universe."
He was there when the Chicks were
interviewed for "60 Minutes," when they
appeared on the David Letterman show,
when they opened for the Eagles at a concert in England. (He wrote about mistaking Don Henley for a groundskeeper.)
He's watched them rehearse in a Texas
warehouse; watched them sign autogr_aphs in New York; watched them gather
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"Embedded blogger" Junichi Semitsu said
the Dixie Chicks don't talk much about the
controversy. "They are excited about their
new music, ready to move on." MSN photos

•

"He had a tone and an angle that
was similar to how the Chicks approach life," said Death (pronounced
Deeth). 'There was a healthy dose of
sarcasm, a great sense of humor and
great honesty."
Semitsu was born in Fresno, grew
up in Hanford and earned a bachelor's
degree in economics and a law degree
at U.C. Berkeley. He was a civil lawyer
for 59 weeks, didn't like it, and then
found a passion for teaching. He instructs first-year students at USD.
When MSN contacted him in early
February and asked for more writing
samples, he thought it was a form letter. He wasn't even sw·e he wanted to
apply. Although he knew the band's
music - as a wedding DJ he occasionally played their songs - he was more
into hip-hop than country.
Besides, he was getting married in a
month. He was busy. But he'd always
been intrigued by what happened to
~ the Dixie Chicks. Why did they become a lightning rod while other entertainers who made more scathing
comments about the president escaped boycotts?
"I knew as they were touring lots of
controversy would come up, and I
wanted to be in the middle of it," he
said. So he sent some samples, and
CONTINUED FROM El
three days before his wedding, he was
hired to do the blog.
"At that point, I hadn't met anyone
- no one from MSN, no one from the
Dixie Chicks," he said. "I thought it
was odd. What band in the world
would hire someone without finding
out whether he has body odor?"
When he got back from his honey"We weren't sure what kind of supmoon, MSN flew him to Texas to meet
port we'd get from radio," said Samanthe band. Even then he figured it
tha Saturn, vice president of digital
might be an elaborate practical joke.
media marketing for Sony BMG,
He didn't believe it was real until he
Columbia's parent company. 'The
walked
into a warehouse in Austin and
Dixie Chicks wanted to find an excitsaw Emily Robison, one of the Chicks,
ing new way to connect with their fans
involve them in the new music, the
' and she greeted him by name.
tour, their lives." (In its first month,
•••
the album went platinum.)
He's not always sure what his role
Cameron Death, senior busine s
is. Journalist? Fan club president? Radevelopment manager at MSN, said a
blog was included as a way to give peo- dio-contest winner? He doesn't want to
bite the hand that feeds him, but he
ple "a real and authentic look at life
doesn't want to give it a manicure, eiwith the Dixie Chicks, something bether.
yond just spin or press releases."
So far, the blog has been a mixture
The first choice for a blogger was a
oflengthy ruminations (what "60 Minmusic journalist from Seattle, but
utes" left on the cutting-room floor,
when she met with the band, the
what fake names the Chicks use when
chemistry reportedly wasn't righL
they check into hotels) and snippets
Then MSN executives trolled the
(Maines likes Sudoku, Martie MaInternet and came across poguire hates coffee).
p licks.com, a blog Semitsu writes with
a friend.

the

USD law profes sor's cool gig: touring
and blogging for a controversial trio
for a pre-performance hygiene check
(''where each of the Chicks inspects each
other's nostrils and teeth to make sure
that everything is free and clear").
The term "embedded " hints at journalists who travel with the military in Iraq,
and although he knows he's not getting
shot at, Semitsu thinks the label is appropriate. In the world of popular music,
nobody's been under siege like the Dixie
Chicks have for the past three years, ever
since 'The Incident."
That was when lead singer Natalie
Maines told a London concert audience,
"Just so you know, we're ashamed the
president of the United States is from
Texas." Her remark triggered protests and
death threats. Country radio, which made
them wealthy and famous, turned its back.
When it came time to market the band's
first post-firestorm album, the recently released 'Taking the Long Way," Columbia
Records executives knew they'd have to try
ing different. They partnered with
2
S n a Web site, dixiechicks.msn.com.
SEE

Blogger, E3

Band wanted
anewwayto
connect with fans

Cc...---..eron Death, senior business
develppment manager at MSN, said a, blog
was included as a way to give people "a
real and authentic look at life with the
Dixie Chicks, something beyond just
spin or press releases."
He said he e-mails his dispatches to

band members before they are posted
so they can be screened for privacy
(the Chicks' seven kids are mostly offlimits) and business-confidentiality
concerns. He thinks that's a fair trade
for the access he's been granted.
'They've groaned a few times at my
observations, but they haven't edited
me for content." He said Maines still
ribs him about the time he wrote that
she's always late for appointme nts.
Similarly, MSN copy edits the
pieces, but with a light hand. Semitsu
said he can remember only one instance when the Web site's editors
trimmed something , "an innuendo
that went too far."
Samantha Saturn, from Sony BMG,
said the Chicks felt strongly about having an independe nt voice along for
their bumpy ride, and they li){e Semit-
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USO professor Junlchl Semltsu first
thought the offer to be the Dixie
Chicks' blogger might be a prank.

Crissy Pascual I Union-Tribune

su and his writing. Judging from his
blog, he enjoys their company, too.
Because of the political whirlwind
that surrounds the band, people automatically assume that the three women spend all their time talking about either "Ille Incident'' or current events,
Semitsu said. But that's not the case.
"Ibey have strong beliefs, and they
are very well read, but most of the
time they are talking about what they
did last night, or their families, or gossiping about celebrities, just like everybody else. It's just that when they do
express a political opinion now, it's
blasted around the world, and often
contorted."
When he's with the band, he prefers
not to be introduced as a blogger, because he's afraid people will be too
guarded and prevent him from getting
a true picture of what's happening.

The Chicks figured out a way
around that by giving him the title Ol
manageme nt assistant, which has
since been abbreviated in a fashion not
suitable for a family newspaper . (If you
must know, it's the first three letters of
each word.)
He said the title has meant an expansion of duties. Once when the
Chicks were getting ready to perform,
Robison removed gum from her
mouth to throw it away but there was
no trash can nearby. Semitsu offered
his open hand. ("Hello, eBay," he
wrote.)
Another time, on their way to the
concert with the Eagles, Robison had
him carry a bra for her. 'They like to
have some fun with me," he said.
Semitsu, who lives in Dana Point, is
back in California for a few weeks,
working his way through a backlog of
material to post on the blog and spending time with his wife, Dima. He said

he's grateful for her trust. "Not many
wives would let their husbands go off
right after the honeymoo n to hang out
with three other women,'' he said.
He11 rejoin those women soon for
rehearsals and then the early stages of
the "Accidents and Accusations" tour,
which opens July 21 in Detroit. In the
fall, he'll be juggling the blog witl]- his
teaching.
If there are protesters outside the
shows, Semitsu hopes to watch them
in action, maybe interview them. The
Chicks have told him funny stories
about earlier demonstrat ions, like the
lady who carried a toilet seat as a symbol of where she believed the band's
career was headed.
If she's right, at least one guy with a
notepad will be there to record the ·
flushing.

John WIikens: (619) 293-2236;
john.wilkens@uniontrib.com
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HEADLINE: Credit derivatives play a dangerous game
BYLINE: Frank Partnoy and David Skeel
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As the markets roil, manyanalysts predict a "flight to safety", warning that investors will pull out of
risky stocks and bonds and head for a safer spot. But if investing has become a game of musical chairs,
who will be standing when the music stops?
A clue lies in the nascent but massive market for credit derivatives. Credit derivatives are
essentiallyside bets on a company's creditworthiness. You might pay us $1 a year in exchange for our
promise to pay you $10 if General Motors defaults on its debt. In such a trade, you buy protection
against a default, whereas we sell protection. Thus, credit derivatives resemble insurance.
There are reports of more than $17,000bn of such bets outstanding, about the value of the entire US and
UK equity markets combined. Butthat is almost certainly an understatement. One multinational bank,
JPMorgan Chase, has said it holds $2,200bn of credit derivatives. Many of JP Morgan's trades, such as
those of banks generally, are designed to hedge the risk associated with making loans. If a bank not
only makes a loan but also places a credit derivatives side bet that the borrower will default, it might
break even, losing on the loan but winning on the bet. If banks that lent money to companies such as
Enron, WorldCom, Swissair and Railtrack had not used credit derivatives, some surely would have
failed in the wave of defaults that followed.
While credit derivatives can generate benefits, they present two critical challenges that can precipitate a
flight to safety and perhaps a financial crisis. Neither has received much attention.
First, credit derivatives create "moral hazard" when banks use them to shift risk. Moral hazard occurs
when people take on excessive risk because they are insured. Fire insurance is the classic example.
Those who have it are more likely to play with matches. Likewise, credit derivatives encourage banks
to lend more than they otherwise would, at lower rates, to riskier borrowers. Banks with credit
..:ierivatives lack incentive to keep a close watch on borrowers. Enron's lenders used an estimated 800
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credit derivatives to offload $8bn of risk. Because credit derivatives leave borrowers unmonitored, they
fuel the credit expansion. And, as Charles Kindleberger, the late financial historian, noted, unmonitored
expansion of credit precipitates the manias that lead to market panics and crashes.
In theory, the pension funds and insurance companies that sell credit protection should do the
monitoring. But because they do not make the loans, they have no relationship with the borrower. The
string of contracts runs from borrower to bank to third party. The third-party watchdog does no good
outside the fence.
These risks are related to the second problem: "informational asymmetry" simply put, the gap between
thecomplexities of credit derivatives and what the people who deal in them can understand. Even the
savviest investors and regulators are surprised and exasperated by the opacity of these instruments.
Warren Buffett, the renowned investor, once described credit derivatives as "financial weapons of mass
destruction" . If such a wise man cannot understand credit derivatives, what is a typical credit officer to
do? And how should an investor evaluate the credit derivatives exposure of a bank or pension fund?
Credit derivatives contracts are intricate and payouts can depend on legal terms that are not well
understood. Nor is information easily available. Until recently, parties to a credit derivative felt no need
to notify each other, much less the market, if they sold their interest. Some disclosure has improved but
the market remains maddeningly opaque, even to insiders. Basic documentation for every big
transaction at least should be made publicly available.
If corporate defaults increase and investors seek safety, likely victims will include not only pension
funds and insurance companies but hedge funds, which have a growing share of the credit derivatives
market. Because hedge funds take concentrated positions and have sharp incentives to perform, they are
better able to evaluate credit derivatives risks than insurance companies or pension funds. Their buying
and selling creates market pressure that indirectly can do some of the monitoring banks no longer carry
out directly. But the growing role of hedge funds also generates risks. Many have placed highly
leveraged and unhedged bets on credit derivatives, and tend to act in concert.
We know from the crisis surrounding the collapse of Long Term Capital Management, the large hedge
fund, that liquidity the ability to find a seller when the music stops is crucial to the security of financial
markets. Markets lately have been awash in liquidity largely because banks are confident they can use
credit derivatives to offset the risk ofloans. But if the hedge funds and others who have been selling
insurance to banks decide to seek safety, the music will end:
Unfortunately, opinion on the credit derivatives issue is polarised between alarmists w
financial innovation and supporters who naively embrace it. The truth is in the middle
derivatives help banks reduce risks but in doing so, they create the danger of systemi
failure.Ideally, financial regulation builds confidence by requiring enough disclos
investors to assess risks. The problem with unregulated derivatives markets that in£tc:stcll:
When they simultaneously lose faith, everyone looks for a seat.
Frank Partnoy and David Skeel are professors of law at the, University QfSan Diego,and the University
of Pennsylvania, respectively; their views are drawn from a larger project, "The Promise and Perils of
Credit Derivatives"
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Yale Kamisar
University of San Diego
Law School
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92118
ykamisar@umich.edu
(734) 647-4038 (work),
(734) 663-3284

<

Education
Law School/Year: Columbia
University Law/1954
College/Year:
New
York
University/1950
Bar admissions
District of Columbia
Practice areas
Criminal Law
Major
cases
you
have
participated in
Consulted with the lawyers for
Clarence Gideon in Gideon v.
Wainwright (1963) ; consulted
with the lawyers for Danny
Escobedo in Escobedo v. Illinois
(1964); consulted with the
lawyers for Ernest Miranda and
other defendants in Miranda v.
Arizona (1966) and three related
confession cases.
Professional background
After working at Covington &
Burling (in Washington, D.C.)
from 1955-57, taught for seven
years at Univ.
of Minnesota
Law
School
and 39 years at
the University
of Michigan
Law
School.
Since · retiring ·
from Michigan
in 2004, I have
been a tenured
Kamisar
member of the
University of San Diego law faculty.
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Wrote the essay on constitutional-criminal procedure for
collections of essays on the
, - - - - - - -~W::,:a~rren, the Burger and the
1quist courts. Co-authored
.
editions of a criminal proce re casebook and all 10 editions of a constitutional law
casebook. Wrote 55 law review
articles and 100 op-ed pieces.
Professional affiliations
Life member of American Law
Institute; member, American
Academy of Arts & Sciences;
member,
ABA;
member,
National
Association
of
Criminal Defense Lawyers
Personal affiliations
Co-author and cbse friend of
Professors Jerold Israel, Wayne
LaFave and Nancy King (criminal procedure casebook); Coauthor and close friend of professors Jesse Choper, Richard
Fallon
Jr.
and
Steve
Shiffrin ( constitutional law casebook)
Personal background
Voted best college sportswriter in Metropolitan New
York City area in 1948.
As infantry lieutenant, commanded assault platoon in
attack on T-Bone Hill, Friday,
June, 13, 1952, which earned our
battalion the Presidential Unit
Citation.
Awarded honorary degree of
doctor of laws from John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, City
University of New York, in 1978
in part because my legal scholarship made me "a teacher of
teachers."
Won Silver Gavel Awards in
1985 and 1991.
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University of San Diego
School of Law
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5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110-2492
fpartnoy@SanDiego.edu
(619) 260-2352
Education
Law
School/Year:
Yale
University/1992
College/Year: University of

(

Professional background
I graduated from Yale Law
School and clerked for the
Honorable Michael B. Mukasey
of the Southern District of New
I then worked as an investbanker at CS First Boston
an Morgan Stanley, where I
structured and sold financial
derivatives. After that I practiced law at Covington & Burling
irl ' ~shington, D.C., and then
c hi"e to the University of San
Diego. My research is primarily
in law and finance, and I have
written several books and book
chapters and several dozen articles in these areas. I was named
the San Diego Union-Tribune
Author of the Year in 1997.
Professional affiliations
I am co-chair of the American
Bar Asso~iatio~, Futures and
Derivatives
Litigation
Subcommittee. I also am a board
member of the Association of
American Law Schools, Business
Law Committee and the Futures
and Derivatives Law Report. I
am an advisory board member
of the Financial Services Policy
Institute. I have served on several committees at the University
of San Diego and have been a
director of the Law Alumni
board of directors. I have done
hundreds of media interviews,
including several appearances
on the NewsHour and NPR, and
I write frequently for the
Financial Times.
Personal background
I grew up in Kansas, and
attended public schools there
until I left for law school. I
remain an avid (albeit disappointed) fan of University of
Kansas basketball.

Kansas/1989
Bar admissions
New York, Washington, D.C.
Practice areas
Business Litigation, Corporate
Business
Major
cases
you
have
participated in
As a lawyer at Covington &
Burling during the 1990s, I
worked on several
major
white-collar
cases and corporate deals,
including
a
seven-week
environmental
criminal trial
and the Union
PacificPartnoy
So u t h e r n
Pacific railroad merger. Since I
came to the University of San
Diego in 1997, I have testified as
an expert on various corporate
and securities issues in state and
federal court, in arbitration and
before both houses of Congress.
I testified before the first Senate
committee to hold hearings
about Enron, and my research
has been cited in both the Enron
and WorldCom cases, among
others.
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Sunlight makes right for local company
By: PATRICK WRIGHT - Staff Writer
A Solana Beach company is helping turn energy consumers into energy producers. Open
Energy Corp. makes solar energy-producing roofing tiles that allow customers to produce
their own electricity and possibly produce it for San Diego County.
David Saltman, Open Energy's president and chief executive officer, said the key to his
company's solar energy system is practicality.
"It's the only system you can walk on ," he said . "It really allows photovoltaic (solar energy) systems to be part of
the home."
Open Energy seeks to make people more energy-efficient, Saltman said . The company produces solar energy
systems with solar-celled, water-resistant roofing tiles, called SolarSave, which withstand 280 pounds of
pressure per square foot.
Solar power isn't a short-term investment because prices for such systems start at around $26,000 for about 400
square feet of rooftop . But company officials said customers get $9,800 of that price back in state rebates and
federal tax deductions at the end of the year. Then the system cuts electricity needs by 60 percent, the company
said, which could pay off the final costs within seven years.
Once the system is paid off, customers could save, or even make, money in two ways, according to Saltman.
They could hook up an energy converter, he said , and send solar-produced electricity back into the statewide
system. Such a move actually spins a customer's energy meter backward and could result in a check, instead of
a bill , from San Diego Gas & Electric Co. if m
energy is produced than used.
Second , he said a customer could lower p
demand is far less, Saltman said . Custa
customers for decreasing power use w
Photovoltaic, or solar, energy syste
convert it to common electricity.

age when energy is in most demand and increase it when
e money, he sai<;l , from SDG&E credits given to reward
and is high .
ells inside the solar tile to capture energy in the sun's rays and

Solar energy use is already electri
San Diego County. Scott Anders, director of the Energy Policy Initiative
Center at th!. University of San Diego, p chool of Law, studies solar energy and said about 3,500 res idential and
commercial build ings in the San Diego area have solar systems on their roofs that generate 21 megawatts.
If the number increased to 35,000 , those systems alone could produce 5 percent of the total electri city needs for
San Diego County, he said.
Ed Van Herik, spokesman for SDG&E, said the company has contracted to get 300 megawatts of electricity from
lar power by 2010 .
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Open Energy isn't the only California company dealing in solar energy. Power Light Corp . in Berkeley and RWE
Schott Solar in Rocklin produce solar energy systems that could be installed on rooftops.
Schott's system even tilts to maximize solar energy production during the day. Locally, General Electric is
installing solar energy systems on the roofs of 14 San Diego schools, according to a company news release.
But unlike Open Energy's systems, those solar installations are put on rooftops and don't act as roofs
themselves , according to the companies' Web sites . It makes Open Energy's solar tiles more attractive to
buildings in northern or mountainous locations because they can handle snow, according to the news release .
Durability was one key factor why Sierra Nevada College in Incline Village, Nev., chose the company to put a
$250,000 solar energy system on the roof of the new Tahoe Center environmental science building, according to
a company public-relations handout.
When it wasn't protecting the building from snow, the solar energy system would generate around 4.5 megawatts
per hour monthly, enough electricity to power at least 2,900 homes, the release said .
Anders said he was impressed with Open Energy's attempts to make the tiles look appealing in colors meant to
blend in with different types of housing styles. Because solar panels are usually installed on a roof section, and
rarely cover the whole roof, they tend to be easy to see and can detract from a building's appearance.
Anders said many people want to install solar energy systems, but think they look ugly.
"I think there is some logic to trying to develop projects that are more aesthetically pleasing," Anders said .
Saltman said there is no time like the present for the country to get serious about alternative energy sources . He
said the company has $4 million in orders from customers in and out of the state, such as the California
Academy of Science in San Francisco and a medical building in New Jersey. Also, he would like to expand his
company into products that use solar power to turn saltwater into drinking water.
"We are in a hurry," he said. "When you think about global warming, we should all be in a hurry."
Contact staff writer Patrick Wright at (760) 739-6675 or pwright@nctimes.com.
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IRS Wins Ruling
In Coltec Appeal
Over Tax Shelter

DOW JONES REPRINTS

1i,

By ROBERT GUY MAT THE WS

.lu (v /3, 2006: Page C4

WA SHI NG TON -- A federal appeals cou
rt awarded the Internal
Revenue Service a significant victory in
its crackdown on corporate
tax shelters under a ruling that likely will
bolster the government's
legal strategy in the campaign.

~
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Coltec Industries Inc., a manufacturer of
aerospace and industrial products, lost its
bid to recover
$82 million in taxes and interest when the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circ
uit ruled that
the company engineered a sham business
transaction solely to avoid paying federal
taxes.
The ruling is significant because the appe
als court backed a key government strategy
that argues a
company's business transactions must mak
e economic sense and can't be done only
to create tax
losses.
"Courts are increasingly recognizing that
abusive transactions often lack economic
substance.
This decision is a resounding endorsemen
t of our position. Clearly, this helps our con
tinuing
efforts to combat abusive shelters," said Don
ald Korb, Chi ef Counsel for the IRS.
The court said the government's argumen
t, called the economic-substance doctrine
, states that
even if the company, as Coltec did in this
case, technically complied with the tax code
as written,
there still needs to be an economic reason
to just ify the business transaction.
This isn't good news for other companies
that are fighting the government in similar
disputes ,
such as Black & Decker Corp. and Jade
Trading LLC , said Karen C. Burke, professo
r at the
University of San Die~9 School of Law .

•

Both companies, the gov e
purpose other than avoiding
those transactions were legitim

sserts, created business transactions that
lacked any economic
xes. The companies contend that the loss
es they incurred on
e taxes imposed aren't legitimate.

In February, the United States Court
als for the Fourth Circuit remanded back
to the trial
court a $230 million tax shelter case in
g an attempt by Blac k & Decker to deduct
a $560
million contingent liability as a business
loss. The appeals court told the district cou
rt to determine
whether the underlying transaction lacked
economic substance. Black & Decker is seek
ing a $57
Lillion tax refund from the government.
60
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"Ifl were in Black & Decker's position, I would [now] think very seriously about settling ifl
could," said Ms. Burke.
In the case of Jade Trading, a U.S. Federal Court of Claims decision was stayed until the appeals
court ruled in the Coltec case. A decision in the Jade Trading case is expected to be rendered
soon.
Arthur Andersen LLP had devised the tax strategies that the IRS has ruled abusive for Coltec.
Deloitte & Touche LLP handled Black & Decker's. It worked generally like this:
First, the company would reorganize a dormant subsidiary into a special-purpose entity. Next, the
parent would transfer property and contingent corporate liabilities such as asbestos claims to the
newly reorganized unit in exchange for stock in that subsidiary. Third, the parent would sell the
stock to a third party for a nominal sum and claim a loss on the sale of the subsidiary stock with
an inflated basis. To make this all work, the third party who bought for nominal sum would
generally agree to the deal in order to have or establish more lucrative business relationship with
the parent company.
As a result, the parent would treat its basis in the stock as equal to the property it transferred to the
subsidiary, but it wouldn't be reduced by the liabilities the subsidiary had assumed. The parent
company would then claim a significant loss from the sale of the stock because the sale price of
the stock would be much lower that its basis.
The Coltec case stems from 1999, when it reported a capital loss of$378.7 million when it sold
stock in a newly renamed subsidiary for $500,000.

Write to Robert Guy Matthews at robertguy .matthews@wsj.com 1
URL for this article:
http://on line .wsj.com/article/SB 11 5275123079605206.html
Hyperlinks in this Article:
(1) mailto:robertg uy.matthews@wsj .com
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From the Los Angeles Times

Lockyer Admits to Lunch With Getty•~ Ex-Chief
The attorney general says the meeting, held while his office was investigating Barry Munitz, had nothing to do
with the case.

By Ralph Frammolino and Jason Felch
Times Staff Writers
July 27, 2006
While he was under investigation by the state attorney general's office for financial improprieties,
former J. Paul Getty Trust Chief Executive Barry Munitz turned to a close friend for consolation Atty. Gen. Bill Lockyer.
California's top law enforcement official acknowledged this week that he and Munitz had met in
mid-January for lunch, during which the embattled Getty administrator confided that he intended to
quit his $1.5-million-a-year job because of a growing controversy over his use of the nonprofit's
resources for personal benefit.
Faced with mounting evidence against him, Munitz resigned a month later, agreeing to forgo more
than $2 million promised in his contract and reimburse the Getty $250,000 to resolve "continuing
disputes."
Lockyer's disclosure, made in response to questions from The Times, comes as his charitable trust
division is about to release a report on its yearlong investigation of the $5.5-billion arts nonprofit.
The attorney general's office regulates all nonprofits doing business in California and can impose
civil penalties, remove trustees or recommend the revocation of an organization's tax-exempt status
if it discovers gross mismanagement or fraud.
Lockyer, who is running for state treasurer in November, said that the Jan. 13 meeting with Munitz
at Rocket Pizza, a downtown Los Angeles restaurant, might look inappropriate. But there was no
talk about the probe during the lunch, which was arranged on short notice at the Getty chiefs
request, he said. Lockyer added that the get-together did not violate his unwritten policy of not
meeting alone with targets of an investigation because the probe was not discussed.
"This was, in my mind, lunch with a personal friend that I've known for a long time and it didn't
have anything to do with the case," he said. "I can understand how someone could say the
appearance was bad. But, hey, he's my friend.
"I was being a good listener, kind of consoling him as he leaves a job that he loves," said Lockyer,
characterizing the discussion, which eventually shifted to books and movies, as "therapy with a
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friend."
Munitz did not respond to an e-mail requesting an interview.
Experts in government ethics said that though Lockyer broke no laws in meeting wi
was "not wise" and a "mistake" for him to meet alone with the target of an investig
how casual or innocent the occasion .

tz, it
o matter

"If the report comes out and the A.G.'s office says there are no problems at the
will be: What part did Lockyer have in it?" said Robert Stem, director of the C
Governmental Studies in Los Angeles . "You'll always have a perception prob m "
Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the JJniyersity of San pje~g
said
that Lockyer showed "bad judgment" by meeting with Munitz because the morale of his
deputies
and investigators working on the case could be affected.
"They can say, 'Wait a minute. The boss is meeting with this person. What do I do now?'"
Fellmeth
said.
Lockyer's office launched an investigation of Munitz last summer, after The Times reported
that the
Getty executive had made grants to friends, demanded a raise amid cost-cutting, traveled
lavishly at
the nonprofit's expense and used staff to perform personal errands.
Belinda Johns, the senior assistant attorney general in charge of the charitable trust division
, and
James Cordi, a 33-year veteran who oversaw the Getty probe, said they didn't know about
the lunch
but were unconcerned when they were told about it Mond<;1y.
"He has never interfered with one of our investigations, and that's really the bottom line,"
Johns
said. "In the last 7 1/2 years, Lockyer has never not agreed with something we wanted to
do ... so I
don't think that lunch is going to have any effect on the outcome of the investigation."
In the meantime, records and interviews show that Munitz wasn't the only Getty represen
tative
Lockyer had contact with during his office's probe.
The attorney general said he had two private telephone discussions with attorney Ronald
Olson,
whose firm was hired by the Getty board, Munitz's bosses, to conduct an internal review
and
represent the nonprofit's interest during the attorney general probe.
Lockyer said Olson called him last fall to announce that Munger, Tolles & Olson had been
hired
and "would be happy" to pass along any documents the attorney general's investigators needed.
The second call came Feb. 10, when Olson told the attorney general that Munitz had resigned
. Both
exchanges were "courtesy calls," lasting only a few minutes , Lockyer said.
A more detailed, face-to-face meeting of Olson, Lockyer and their respective associates
was
arranged for Feb. 14, but the attorney general said he became ill and did not attend, although
his
staff was present.
Olson confirmed that he had asked for the meeting with Lockyer as an "opportunity to ..
. explain
our findings" from the internal probe.
·
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A prominent figure in legal and political circles, Olson said he knows the attorney general only
professionally and has met with him on legal matters about six times since Lockyer was elected in
1998.
Records show that Olson contributed $1,000 to Lockyer's first campaign and $1,000 for his 2002
reelection.
The two lawyers squared off in 2001 over litigation during the California energy crisis, in which
Olson represented Southern California Edison.
Lockyer's relationship with Munitz is more personal.
In an initial interview last week, the attorney general said he has been a "friend and admirer" of
Munitz for many years, but did not mention their January meeting. His staff later reported the
meeting, and Lockyer elaborated on the relationship in a second interview this week.
Munitz and Lockyer met during the mid-1990s, when Lockyer was Senate President Pro Tern and
Munitz was president of California State University.
Lockyer said he was impressed when Munitz arrived at his office toting charts to support an
analysis that a glut of state-financed prison construction was hurting higher education funding and
"cannibalizing our kids' future."
"He was quite passionate about how wrong that was," recalled Lockyer, who said he adopted
Munitz's arguments and used them in high-level budget talks with then-Gov. Pete Wilson.
Lockyer sought political advice from Munitz in August 2004, when the attorney general was
considering a run for governor. Munitz, who by then was running the Getty, suggested that the
veteran Northern California politician get in touch with Los Angeles power elites.

Although he did not recall the case being discussed at the January meeting, Lockyer said it is
typical in any investigation "for the people being looked at to say, 'Gee, I wish this would get done
and be over.' That is a very common thing."
Lockyer acknowledged that he had more than once asked his staff to speed up the investigation. He
added that he saw no reason to recuse himself from the matter.
Asked ifhe felt awkward about meeting with Munitz while his staff was investigating him,
Lockyer said: "I can separate my personal feelings from the requirement to do the job, so I don't
mind talking to Barry Munitz myself, and being involved in some subsequent disciplinary action if
necessary. I can do those things. It's part of what goes with the job of any prosecutor."

If you want other stories on this topic, search the Archives at latimes.com/archives.
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State of state's
boxing agency
is uncertainty
By Jerry Magee, ST Af"F WRITER

The 1920s were roaring and boxing was big.
It also was marked by influences that were not
necessarily savory.
In this environment, the California State Athletic Commission was created in 1924 by voter
initiative, meant to bring order to a sport that by
the commission's phrase "was prone to corrui:r
tion and criminality."
On June 30 of this year, the seven-member
commission was disbanded, with its activities
placed under the Department of Community
Affairs.

(

'The commission needed a shock. It needed
to start over. It had lost its way," said Dr. Robert
Fellmeth, a USD law professor who chaired the
commission
978 through '81 and was
responsible fo th
·t pension plan for boxers
being written.
To Fellmeth, t man
the commissioners
ppointments by
have viewed their ur
the governor, the s
and the state
bows with
assembly as invitations
boxing figures.
"For guys, it can be kin
oxicating,
sitting at ringside and meeting a these guys,"
Fellmeth said. "I know it was for me at first I
was in tlre company of Muhammad Ali and
others. It was intoxicating."
The commission has a champion in Pat Russell of San Diego, one of the state's most active
referees. "It might have been political and slow,
but it was a place to go for anybody who had a
grievance and wanted to be heard," Russell
said. 'To me, it was democracy in action."
Russell said when the commission was considering writing rules for boxing in the state, it
sought input from an organization of boxing
officials. He also said the commission supported efforts by the boxing officials group to train
new referees. Russell noted that there has not
been a death attributed to boxing in California
in 30 years. In Nevada last year, there were
three, Russell said.
But for Kim Welshans of Carlsbad, a former
synchronized swimming champion who was
appointed to the commission by Gov. Pete
Wilson in 1992, her term was a frustrating
experience. She said she witnessed sexism,
cronyism, a disregard for responsible accounting practices and in some cases a failure to
protect fighters' well-being.
Welshans remembered when a female boxer
desirous of being licensed appeared at a commissioner meeting.
.
"Instead-of saying to her, 'You look heavy.
How much have you been training?', the commissioners were saying, 'You should be home
cooking for your husband,'" Welshans said.

While on the commission, Welshans said
she became aware that how promoters detailed
their receipts and how they were listed by the
commission's office in Sacramento did not coincide.
"I just found all kinds of discrepancies," W elshons said.
,
•
In order to box in California, a fighter must
pass a ne1:1rological test. "I can't recite the
names, but at least one or two exceptions were
made,'' she said. "If a fighter would fail, the
promoter would say, 'Woe is me. I need to put a
show on,' and the commission would bend over
. backward for the promoters."
Welshans said she lobbied unsuccessfully
that more punitive measures be taken against
fighters who had flouted the commission's dictates.
"One example," she said. "Oscar De La Hoya
would be fighting. Say his purse was $1 million.
He would have been told to wear white trunks.
When he came into ·the• ring, he wouid be
wearing black. The maximum fine was $3,000.
What was that for Oscar?" .
She said she wanted the fines to be made
commensurate with the fighter's purse. ·
"I did not want to play the role of the token
female," Welshons said.
Her term as a member of the -commission
concluding, she was not reappointed. .
"The good old boys network was going to
stay the good old boys network," she said.
"There have been good commissioners,"
said Fellmeth, citing Welshons as one. "She
was a dissenting vote during her time. She had- _
a feeling for the athlete because she was an
athlete."
Fellmeth heads the Center for·Public Inter- ·
est Law, which monitors all 29 of the state
agencies, assigning a. student to sit in on their
meetings.
• , I ··
·.
While ·the commission 'has been abolished,
the commission's staff. headed by _executive
officer Armando Garcia, remains in place. Boxing in the state is to,continue. Meantime, Fellmeth supports a bill championed by Rep. Don
Perata, D-Oakland, that would establish a new
commission with new standards on Jan. 1, 2007.
Fellmeth said he testified during a June 20
legislative hearing th~t, it was time to call "a
timeout" for the seated commission and to
move toward establishing one with specific
responsibilities. At least three of the seven
members would be required to possess expertise concerning matters relating to boxing, including trauma injuries ~d pension and financial plans.
'They would not be people who are just
hobnobbing," Fellnieth said. ·
As-the commission has been made up, there
were no qualifications for an individual to be
appointed. However, a licensed manager, promoter or judge could not be a commissioner.
According to Fellmeth, the last six years,
rounds fought on American Indian properties
have not counted toward a fighter's pension
and American Indian interests have not contributed to the pension plan. Fellmeth said his
hope is that Perata's bill will correct this.
"rm all for the industry," Fellmeth said. "I
want it to prosper. I just want it to be safe,
relatively safe. It is never going to be completely safe."
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All the Jim That's Fit to Print
In the age of media conglomeration, Councilman Jim Madaffer shows that momand-pop newspapers can turn out a profit -- and .maybe even some voters.
By EVAN McLAUGHLIN Voice Staff Writer
Monday, July 24, 2006 8:13 AM PDT
Monday, July 24, 2006 I Serving Allied Gardens, San Carlos and other eastern San Diego
neighborhoods, the Mission Times Courier delivers the scoop on the area's City Council office like no
other publication.

In November 1999, when Councilwoman Judy McCarty endorsed her then-chief of staff Jim
Madaffer as her successor to the District 7 seat, the termed-out councilwoman's blessing played out
on the monthly publication's front page.
"He knows the issues and he understands the individual needs of each community," McCarty told the
Mission Times Courier, which prominently displayed the endorsement story as its lead article in that
month's issue.
The article's author: R. Maude Madsen. She knew her subject well -- Madaffer is her son.
It's not uncommon for local politicians to be shown grinning on the front pages of a community
newspaper. But it's not everyday that the article is written by the politician's mother -- in a
newspaper owned by the politician and published by his wife.
Such is the case at the Mission Times Courier, a monthly community newspaper delivered free to
lawns and driveways throughout the councilman's eastern San Diego district.
For nearly a decade, Madaffer and his wife have owned the Mission Times Courier, which offers
blurbs about the happenings of nearby schools, planning groups, youth sports leagues and new
construction projects. Rarely does a story about City Hall pass without at least a passing reference to
Madaffer's efforts, if not a friendly pat on the back. The councilman can be seen smiling with police
officers and girl scouts or handing checks to community leaders in the periodical's photographs.
The paper is estimated to reach 25,000 homes and businesses from northern La Mesa to College
Area, a circulation that slices right through a stretch of San Diego that includes his council district -and the county supervisor district he is rumored to be running for in 2008 .
The newspaper has become a profitable enterprise. Madaffer claims a household income of between
$100,000 and $1 million per year on the paper, according to the statement of economic interest he
must file annually with the city.
"He's a very savvy politician, and I say that in the most complimentary sense, and this is another
example of that," said John Dadian, a local political consultant and corporate lobbyist. "It's a very
smart deal, both for business and for politics."
Neither Jim Madaffer nor Sally Ortega Madaffer, the newspaper's editor, returned several calls for
comment for this story.
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causes -- on such a regular basis and without having to fire off a press release, navigate a professional
press corps or spend money from their office's budget. The Mission Times Courier has served as a
profitable, and often political, instrument for the councilman.
The newspapers profits are reaped from the paid advertisements oflocal real estate agents, dentists
and retailers.
Michael Schudson, a University of California, San Diego corµmunication professor and author of
"Discovering the News," said the phenomenon of newspaper-owning politicians was prevalent in the
19th and early 20th centuries, but is very rare today.
Schudson said papers the size of Madaffer's are often run by chains that are out to make money, not
waves in the political world.
"The connection of a newspaper career and running for public office was really close, but that's really
died," he said.
But the phenomenon is alive and well in District 7. Aside from having his picture sprinkled
throughout the paper, Madaffer also pens a "Straight from Jim" column, where he opines on city
politics and the happenings within his community.
As a whole, political issues take a back seat to the paper's normal fare, which highlights the feel-good
episodes of these mostly cul-de-sac communities. The paper provides a glimpse into the small-town,
familiar feel of the area -- a collection of outlying suburban enclaves that help comprise the nation's
eighth largest city.
A blurb about a 67-year-old Lake Murray man (who is pictured donning a sweatshirt that reads, "Old
age and treachery will overcome youth and vigor") details his spontaneous audition for the television
program "Survivor" while celebrating his birthday in Utah.
When two San Carlos homeowners were honored in a "California-friendly landscape contest," the
paper ran the story on the front page of its May issue. As Girl Scouts in the Navajo area were placing
the last few stitches on a quilt they were donating to the local humane society, the accolades were
printed on the regular "Neighbor Notables" spread this January.
These lighthearted endeavors soak up the bulk of the Mission Times Courier's newsprint, but
occasionally the editorial content can veer to the political arena. Some readers have been taken aback
by the sharp elbows the paper has sometimes thrown.
In the April 2001 issue of the paper, Madsen began a series about "Navajo Road blight." The article
called out the homeowners of a Lake Murray neighborhood whose backyards are adjacent to Navajo
Road, a major thoroughfare in the district.
"Most of the residents of Tommy Drive whose backyards abut the Navajo Road setback apparently
care little about the shoddy appearance of their mish-mash fences. After all, they don't have to look
at them!" Madsen wrote in the article, which was accompanied by photos of the residents' fences.
The article contends that these negligent acts fly in the face of the efforts of Madaffer to beautify the
stretch of road by landscaping the medians and adding sidewalks along the busy street.
In the next issue, Allied Gardens resident Kathy Camper responded to the article, saying it made her
feel "uncomfortable."
"I feel that it is impolite to embarrass residents of our community in this way," Camper wrote in a
letter to the editor. She added, "Let's not use public humiliation as a tool to clean up our
neighborhoods ."
In a recent interview, Madsen said she thought the story helped spur residents into action. She also
said she didn't slant her articles to favor her son.
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"I don't think I ever consciously ever wrote anything in particular that pointed to him. In fact, I
stayed away with him and politics," said Madsen, who said she has not written anything for the paper
in a year although her name still appears in the paper's staff box. "I could have written some
beautiful things about him, but I did not."
Community papers such as the Mission Times Courier almost always cover the work of their elected
representatives, but the relationship of Madaffer to the newspaper gives way to an unavoidable
conflict of interest for the paper's editorial staff. Newsrooms typically evade conflicts by recusing the
reporter or, if the conflict is unavoidable, by disclosing any relationships within the article. Sally
Ortega Madaffer's role is prominently displayed in the newspaper's staff listing. Madsen's affiliation
isn't disclosed.
Dadian said people pick up the paper to learn about the quainter issues of the neighborhood -- how
the soccer team did, what the local girl scouts are doing, who is building the apartment complex
down the street -- than for the credible "hard news'; generally associated with larger newspapers.
"When you have these types of community papers, it does take on a different ambiance," Dadian
said.
The paper also delves into the micropolitics of the neighborhoods, featuring columns by the leaders
of the various civic groups -- planning boards, community councils, business groups -- in the area.
One regular contributor accused the paper of cutting out his criticism of Madaffer.
"She's edited my stories when I've dumped on him," said John Pilch, president of the San Carlos Area
Council and a frequent Madaffer critic.
The councilman's relationship to the newspaper as a business also creates a different dynamic.
While he lists his ownership of the Mission Times Courier and his wi£ '
not disclose the paper's advertisers.
Stacey Fulhorst, executive director at the city's Ethics Commissi
direct sources of income over $10,000 from any one source if at
Diego or conducts business in the city. Calls placed to the ne
about the paper's advertisers were not returned.

!-.O

e as editor, he does

at officials must report any
ce is headquartered in San
s offices seeking information

Bob Fellmeth, executive director of the Universi of San Die o's Center for Public Interest Law, said
the omission of Madaffer's clients present a common pro lem with economic disclosures: third
parties. However, he said members of the public only have to open up a copy of Madaffer's paper to
see who is buying ads, whereas other third-party sources of income are less transparent in many
cases.
Aside from the positive coverage the paper granted him during his bids for office, the paper has also
been used in Madaffer's campaigns.
Campaign disclosures filed with the City Clerk's Office show that Madaffer, on behalf of the
newspaper, donated thousands of dollars in advertising space to his City Council campaigns, but the
exact amount was unverifiable. Also, in at least one instancl.':!, Madaffer's campaign fund purchased
ad space directly from the Mission Times Courier.
Fulhorst, who noted that the Ethics Commission has not reviewed this specific case, said that
candidates in general are able to make non-monetary contributions to their campaigns and that a
campaign fund can use the candidate's business as a vendor "as long as services are truly rendered."
But as the Hearsts and the Pulitzers unabashedly used the pages of their publications to rise to power
while on their way to fortune, Madsen said the the Mission Times Courier is hardly a political
instrument for her son.
"It would be wonderful if it had such influence that it could make the citizenry vote one way or the
other," she said.
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JUL - 1\vo USD Law Schoo graduates
were a m ~ of the nation's top law
students and new lawyers in the 2006
Equal Justice Works fellowships class.
Kriste Draper and Summer Stech
now · will spend two years providing
legal help to underserved communities.
Draper will be affiliated with the
Children's Advocacy Institute of
USD . Her sponsor was Sony
Electronics . Stech, who was sponsored
by Latham & Watkins , will work with
Legal Aid Society of San Diego .
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Caietti, Parsky appointed to bench
By - 7/31/2006
San Diego Business Journal Staff
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger on July 31 announced the appointments of Carolyn M. Caietti a
Parsky to judgeships in the San Diego Superior Court.
A Republican, Caietti, 44, has been a partner with the law firm Walters & Caietti, speci
litigation, since 1998.
Caietti, who earned her law and undergraduate degrees from the University of San Diego,,fills the vacancy
created by the retirement of Judge David Ryan.
Parsky, 37, has served as a deputy assistant attorney general for the U.S. Department of Justice since
2004. A graduate of Yale University, she earned her law degree from UC Berkeley.
Parsky, who declined to state her party affiliation , fills the vacancy created by the retirement of Judge Terry
Scott.
The pay for each position is $150,696 .
-

Pat Broderick

San Diego Business Journal, Copyright© 2006, All Rights Reserved.
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"At Amyl in, we have devoted our hearts and minds to helping those with diabetes lead better lives through our innovative
medicines, and we are excited to bring this passion to the Walk to Cure Diabetes," says Bradbury, who will speak at
a
team captain kick-off luncheon at the Hilton La Jolla Torrey Pines on Aug. 9. Other events leading up to the Walk
include the JDRF San Diego Research Symposium to be held at Amyliq's headquarters on Thursday (Aug. 3), and a
family
team kick-off party during a San Diego Padres baseball game on Aug. 19 ..
Local Walk sponsors besides Amyl in are Qualcomm Inc., Cooley Godward LLP, Roche Diagnostics, Profil Institute
for Clin ical Research, Cubic Corp ., San Diego National Bank, Golden Eagle Insurance Corp. , North Island Credit
Union, Dowling & Yahnke, Kilroy Services LLC and Connect.

** *

The board of the San Diego North Chamber of Commerce voted to oppose a November ballot measure calling for the
acquisition of land at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar for a civilian airport. The vote was 15 against the ballot
measure, one in favor and six abstensions. Opposition had been recommended by the chamber's legislative action
committee. "Our opposition is based on the fundamental incompatibilit y of the military and civilian operations at
Miramar," a chamber spokesman says.

APPOINTM ENTS
Carolyn M. Caietti, a partner with the law firm Walters & Caietti, and Laura H. Parsky, a deputy assistant attorney
general , have been appointed to the San Diego County Superior Court bench by Gov . Schwarzeneg ger.
Caietti , 44 , has been a partner with Walters & Caietti since 1998. She pteviously was an associate and then partner in
the
law firm Shifflet, Walters, Kane & Konoske from 1986 to 1998. Caietti earned a law degree and a bachelor of arts
degree from USD. She fil ls the vacancy created by the retirement of Judge David Ryan. Caietti is a Republican.
Parsky , 37, has
she was the dir
2004 and couns
2003. Parsky ear
vacancy created I:,

as a deputy assistant attorney general for the U.S . Department of Justice since 2004. Prior to that ,
international justice and contingency planning with the National Security Counsel from 2003 to
assistant attorney general of the criminal division for the U.S . Department of Justice from 2002 to
w degree from UC Berkeley and a bachelor of arts degree from Yale University. She fills the
tirement of Judge Terry Scott. Parsky is registered decline-to-sta te.
position is $150,696.

***
Patricia Davies , 63, of San Diego, has been appointed to the State Race Track Leasing Commission by Gov .
Schwarzenegg er. She has been a community activist, board member and trustee for a number of community volunteer
organizations since 1976. Most recently, Davies was appointed to the Del Mar Fair Board . Davies was an elementary
school teacher for the school board of British Columbia in Canada from 1970 to 1974, the school board of Montreal
from
1968 to 1970 and the school board of Courtenay, British Columbia from l 966 to 1967. The position does not require
Senate confirn1ation and there is no salary . Davies is a Republican .

***
Bruce E. Haynes has accepted appointment as the county of San Diego's emergency medical services medical director
within the Health and Human Services Agency, effective Aug. 15. Haynes was appointed interim medical director in
February . Haynes is currently serving as the medical director of emergency services for Orange County and will relinquish
that post to come to San Diego. Haynes is a member of the EMT-basic regulation review committee for the State EMS
Authority, the American Medical Association and EMS Medical Directors Association of California
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Crawford to make bid for Del Mar re-election
Councilwoman 1st declared candidate
By James Steinberg
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 12, 2006

DEL MAR - Crystal Crawford will run for re-election to the Del Mar City Council, she said yesterday, making
her the first declared candidate for one of the two council vacancies to be filled in November.
Crawford has been on the council since 1998, serving as mayor now and in 2001.
Councilman Jerry Finnell's term also expires this year, and though he has not announced
expected to seek re-election.

s, he is

The five council members are elected for four-year terms. They rotate the one-year posi
on the votes they receive in the election.
Crawford, an attorney, was born in Alexandria, La., and graduated from Louisiana Sta
·versity. She
moved to San Diego in 1983 and earned a law degree in 1983 from th~ University of San Diego. She is the
general counsel for Molsoft LLC, a La Jolla software firm.
Crawford and her husband, Conrad Herring, have lived in Del Mar since 1992.
a council member, Crawford has worked to preserve both Del Mar's character and the adjacent San
Dieguito wetlands, to create view and sunlight corridors in residential neighborhoods, and to streamline the
design review process, she said.

As

"As an attorney, I'm comfortable with dealing with a lot of different perceptions and resolving the conflict,"

Crawford said.
Her top priority is meeting Del Mar's needs in a time of financial belt-tightening.
"We have a lot of infrastructure that has to be replaced ... and we have to be very creative," she said.
Traffic continues to be a problem for Del Mar, Crawford said. ,
"Ever since we became a city the challenge has been keeping Interstate 5 off of the coast highway," she said.
Crawford said people should vote for her "solid record of leadership" and her commitment to preserve Del
Mar's small-town atmosphere.

•James Steinberg: (619) 542-4569; jim.steinberg@uniontrib.com
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Thacher Proffitt's Mexico City Office Announces Two New Counsel
Tuesday July 11, 9:52 am ET

Derek Woodhouse's Nomination Advances PPP Practice J. Anthony Girolami Adds
Depth to Structured Finance Practice
NEW YORK, July 11 /PRNewswire/ -- Thacher Proffitt & Wood LLP, a 158-year- old law firm , announced today two
new Counsel in the Firm -- Derek Woodhouse has been promoted to Counsel effective April 26, 2006, and J.
Anthony Girolami joins the Firm as Counsel, effective June 19, 2006. Both Derek and Anthony are members of the
Structured Finance Practice Group and reside in Thacher Proffitt's Mexico City office, Thacher Proffitt & Wood S.C.
"We want to congratulate both Derek on his promotion and Anthony on joining the Firm," said Boris Otto, Mexico
City's Office Managing Partner. "Derek is an experienced advisor of public-private partnerships, and will bring a
sophisticated UK approach to Mexico's nascent PPS (projects for the provisions of services) programs. Anthony has
considerable experience in the areas of infrastructure development and cross-border financings throughout Latin
America. Both will add tremendously to our depth in structured finance in Latin America ."
Recently, Thacher Proffitt significantly broadened the scope of its Mexico City office by almost doubling its number of
attorneys -- a group that includes Luis Enrique Graham, a prominent Latin American attorney -- in the areas of
litigation, arbitration, bankruptcy and infrastructure.
About Derek Woodhouse
Derek Woodhouse has extensive experience advising public and private entities on energy and infrastructure
projects in countries all over the world. He also advised the Mexican President's office and Ministry of Finance and
Public Credit on the adoption of a new finance initiative which would allow private participation in the infrastructure
projects traditionally reserved only for the public sector. In addition, he counseled the Communications and Transport
Ministry on the design and implementation of the first road project under this program.
Derek's background includes working in Mexico's federal government for over seven years in the energy sector, as
well as in private practice in London for five years on both energy and infrastructure projects. In addition, he has
worked extensively on public-private partnerships (PPP) throughout Latin American and Europe.
Derek received his JD equivalent at Escuela Libre de Derecho in 1996. He also received an international diploma
from Harvard Institute for International Development in 1999, and completed a legal program at the International Law
Institute, George Washington University, in 1997.
About J. Anthony Girolami
Anthony Girolami represents clients in transactions involving the development, construction and financing of large
scale infrastructure projects throughout Latin America, as well as lenders and borrowers in cross-border syndicated
credit facilities. He has advised financial institutions, infrastructure developers and energy companies with the
formation of joint ventures , project financings, engineering, procurement and construction contracts and
restructurings .
Before joining Thacher Proffitt, Anthony was with Shearman & Sterling, LLP, practicing in the Project Development
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and Finance Group in New York and Sao Paulo, Brazil. He also served as the Director of International Legal Affairs
at Grupo ICA, S.A. de C.V., Mexico's largest infrastructure development company.
Anthony received his JD from the University of San Diego School of Law, and his BA from the University of San
Diego , magna cum laude. He is admitted to the California bar
e Orden dos Advogados in Brazil as a foreign
legal consultant.
About Thacher Proffitt & Wood LLP
A law firm that focuses on the capital markets and financial services i
Thacher Proffitt advises domestic and
global clients in a wide range of areas, including corporate and financi al "'""'u'"' s law, securities, structured
finance , investment funds , swaps and derivatives, cross-border transactio
estate, commercial lending ,
insurance, admiralty and ship finance, litigation and dispute resolution , tech ogy and intellectual property, executive
compensation and employee benefits, taxation , trusts and estates, bankruptcy, reorganizations and restructurings.
The Firm has approximately 300 lawyers with five offices located in New York City, NY, Washington , DC, White
Plains, NY, Summit, NJ and Mexico City, Mexico. The Firm was named "Best Legal Advisor for North America" by
Global Finance magazine, and was ranked #1 for "Top 10 Growth Leaders" by The National Law Journal. It was
named top issuers' counsel and #1 for securitizations (Thomson Financial, year-end 2005 rankings), and #1 in assetbacked securities for both issuer's and underwriter's counsel by The New York Law Journal. Thacher Proffitt is on the
Web at http://www.tpw.com.

Source: Thacher Proffitt & Wood LLP

Copyright © 2006 Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved . Privacy Policy - Terms of Service - Copyright Policy - Ad Feedback
Copyright © 2006 PR Newswire. All rights reserved . Republication or redistribution of PRNewswire content is expressly prohibited without the prior
written consent of PRNewswire. PRNewswire shall not be liable for any errors or delays in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon .
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Input sought on 25 court applicants
Jul. 20, 2006 12:00 AM
Public comment is invited on 25 applicants for the opening on the Maricopa County
Superior Court created by the retirement of Judge Mark W. Armstrong.
The Maricopa County Commission on Trial Court Appointments will review the
applications and take public testimony at 9 a.m. Aug. 1 at the Arizona State Courts
Building, 1501 W. Washington St. , Room 230, Phoenix.
Citizens may address the commission at that time or send written comments to 1501
W. Washington St. , Suite 227, Phoenix, AZ 85007 or to jnc@courts.az.gov by July
25 to be considered .
Applicants are Paul W. Ahler, Aimee L. Anderson, Edward Bassett , Susan M.
Brnovich, Christopher Coury, David 0. Cunanan, Mayar M. Daiza, Dean M.
Fink, Colleen L. French, Hugh E. Hegyi, Steven A. Lamar, Steven P. Lynch ,
Kimberly MacEachern, C. Steven McMurray, Samuel J. Myers, Cindi S.
Nannetti, Kelly O'Connor, Carolyn K. Passamonte, Wesley E. Peterson, Karen
A. Potts , David L. Sandweiss, Patricia L. Stevens, Laurence G. Tinsley Jr. ,
Benjamin E. Vatz and Christopher T. Whitten.
From this meeting the commission will choose the applicants to be interviewed on
Aug. 29. After the interviews, the commission will recommend at least three
nominees for the vacancy to Gov. Janet Napolitano, who will appoint the new
judge .

•
•
•
Jennifer M. Dubay, a shareholder at Greenberg Traurig in Phoenix, was elected a
member of the board of directors of the Law College Association . The association
provides support and financial assistance to the University of Arizona College of
Law and serves as its alumni association. Dubay practices in commercial litigation
and condemnations. She received her law degree cum laude from the University of
Arizona in 1990 .

•
•
•
Sheila B. Schmidt and James T. Giel have joined Gust Rosenfeld in Phoenix as
members.

Before joining , Schmidt was with Jennings Strauss & Salmon . She will practice in
water law, environmental law, commercial real estate transactions and public law.
She received her law degree from the University of Arizona in 1987.
Giel comes from Lewis & Roca and will practice in public finance. He has served as
bond counsel, issuer's counsel, borrower's counsel and underwriter's counsel in
numerous transactions. He received his law degree from Temple University in
1993 .

•
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•
•
Matthew B. Cunningham of Phoenix has become a member of the Million Dollar
Advocates Forum. Members must have acted as pri · al counsel in at least one
case in which their client has received a verdic
r settlement of $1 million or
more. Membership acknowledges excelle
a11\1oc:;11ll/ and provides members
with a national network of experienc~-e6Ue1~gL1e§J,l,f rofessional referral and
information exchange in major
There are about 3,000 U.S.
. Cunningham received his law degree from
the Unjyersity of San Djeqp. He has 17 years of experience representing plaintiffs
in personal injury and wrongful death matters, specializing in fire related and gas
explosion cases .

•
•
•
Fennemore Craig had four attorneys elected to leadership positions with the State
Bar of Arizona.
Amy Abdo is chairwoman of the labor and employment section. She practices in
business litigation and employment law. She received her law degree from the
University of San Diego in 1990.
Anne Kleindienst is chairwoman of the business law section. She practices in
business law, representing large and small businesses as well as financial
institutions on a broad range of corporate and finance matters. Kleindienst received
her law degree from the University of Virginia in 1979.
Paul Krulisky is vice chairman of the securities regulation section. He practices in
corporate and securities law. He received his law degree from Temple University in

1995.

Susan Rosenfield is vice chairwoman of the intellectual property section. She is a
registered patent attorney who focuses on intellectual property law, including the
adoption, defense and enforcement of copyright, patent, trademark and trade secret
rights. She received her law degree from George Mason University, patent law
track in 1992.

E-mail real estate, construction and legal news to John Mclean at
john.mclean@arizonarepublic.com.
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Two critical positions filled

Related News
• More about Plumas
County News

By Lyn Walters
Staff Writer 07-05-06
During a special meeting of the Plumas County
Board of Supervis ors, Tuesday, June 27, superviso rs
were introduce d to two employee s who have been
newly hired to fill critical vacancies within the
county.

Top read story
related to,
Plumas County
News:
County agrees to
purchase Feather
Publishing building
12/12/2001

News Items

Feature d
Section s

Plumas County
Visitors Guide

• Plumas County-wide
legals 7/05/06

Early in the day, County Counsel Barbara Thompso n,
who has been on maternit y leave, made a special
appearan ce before the board to introduce Attorney
Todd Stress who is now a Deputy County Counsel in
her office.
Stress is from San Francisco and has just moved to
the Plumas County. "As of day six, I really like it
here," he said. So far he has been working on the
Alcohol and Drug personne l problems that have
plagued that departm ent for years. These legalities
had been left pending after Attorney Mike Jamison

• Indian Valley Record
Legals 7/5/06
• Portola Reporter
Legals 7/05/06
• Feather River
!Bulletin Legals 7/05/06
• Chester Progressive
legals 7 /05/06

• Lightning Fire
Update 6/29/2006
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left the county counsel's office.
Stress earned his law degree from the University of_
San Diegg School of Law. His specialty is in ge~I
liability and workers' compensation.
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In his free time, Stress served on the Board of
Directors of the San Francisco City Guides. This
organization gives over 1400 free tours a year.
Stress himself guided 25 of those last year.
Later in the morning, Fair Board President Jane
Roberti introduced Interim Fair Manager T. J.
Thomas. Thomas works for the Western Fairs
Association and will be managing this summer's
events for the next eight weeks.
Thomas has extensive experience as an event
coordinator and has participated in the planning and
marketing of numerous fairs and expositions.
She has her Bachelor of Science in Agribusines~ with
a minor in water science from Cal Poly.
The board enthusiastically welcomed Thomas. There
had been much concern about the management of
the large High Sierra Music Festival event planned
for the first weekend of July. Thomas will $tay
through the end of the Plumas-Sierra County Fair.
Thomas thanked the board for its warm welcome
and declared it was her honor to work at such a
beautiful fairground.
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• Portola Reporte r
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9als 6/28/06
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• Chester Progressive
legals 6/28/06
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• A taste of the
ranching life
• Students present
base study of Lake
!manor
• Joan Sayre to be
grand marshal! of
Chester Parade
• Girl Scout plans
cemetery cleanup
• Where, oh where,
has the water gone?
• Public Works
Director Hunter to
retire - soon
• Land trust barn
:e ve:it raises $17,000
• Knight announces
intent to run in 2008
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orth County
youths win
essay contest
SAN DIEGO -1\vo North
County studen ts won first
place in their divisions in this
year's "Chara cter Matters" essay contes t at the University
of San Die&o1
Cather me' Mitche ll
Oceanside was the winner ·
the middle school division for
her essay titled "A Character
Named Cowboy." Cather ine
recentl y finished sixth grade
at the Coastal Academy.
Carlee Roberts of Ramona,
who recently completed fifth
grade at Dingem an Elemen tary School, was the winner in
the elemen tary school division for her essay titled
"Boards of Character."
The winners were honored
at an awards lunche on June
24. The contest, sponsored by
the Charac ter Develo pment
Center iil USD's School of
Leade rship and Educa tion
Sciences, aims to help instill
values of citizenship, compas-

sion and· ethics in youths by
asking them to write about
the ideals and beliefs that
matter most to them. Some
5,000 studen ts in San Diego
County partici pated in this
year's contest.
There were three other
North County winners in the
compe tition Anato lia
Evarki ou-Ka ku of Poway,
who recent ly compl eted
ninth grade at Francis Parkr School, won second place
he high school division;
Cheng of Rancho Pes, who recentl y firr"fth
grade
at
ge School, won
the elemen vision; and
KY.ra Grov
Del Mar, who
recentl y finished third grade
at Del Mar Height s Elementary School, won third place
in the elemen tary school division.
First-place winners each received $100 and a plaque; second-place winners, $75 and a
framed certificate; and thirdplace winner s, $50 and a
framed certificate.
To read the winning essays,
visit http://c haracte rmatte
sandiego.edu.
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Del Mar Student Wins Third
Place in USD Character
Education Essay Contest
Del Mar Heights ~ - student Kyra Grove
won third place in the
elementary
school.
division of this year's
"Character Matters"
essay contest . at the
University of San
Diego. Her essay was
selected from over
1,300
elementary
school essays from
around San Diego
County.
Grove,
who
recently completed
third grade at Del Mar
Heights Elementary
School,
was
the
youngest student honored at an awards luncheon June 24. She
received a $50 prize
and a framed certificate.
Her
essay,
Del Mar Heights student Kyra Grove
"Coaching Cbarac- won third place In the elementary school
ter " talked about what division of this year's "Character Matters"
sh~ has learned from essay contest at the . ·
·
of San
her soccer coach JessP Djego.
Gonzalez.
"Jesse
never says anything negative to his players," she wrote.
makes a mistake he simply says 'Unlucky' or 'You will get
good try.' More people in the world should communica
thoughts to each other like Jesse does on the field. I hope to
supportive influence on people in my life through my words."
Grove's team, the Girls UlO White Team for the San Dieg,
Club, Presidio League, recently won the San Diego Pegasus Cup.
The essay contest, sponsored 6y the Character Development
ter in USD's School of Leadership and Education Sciences, helps inst·
values of citizenship, compassion and ethics in youths by asking them to
write about the ideals and beliefs that matter most to them.
Grove is the daughter of Doug and Jen Grove of Del Mar. Her
teacher Stefani Mazepa encouraged students to enter the contest
To read the winning essays and learn about the contest and its sponsors, visit http://charactermatters.sandiego.edu.
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San Diego Clipping
Service Inc.
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Character Matters Essay
Contest. Mitchell received a
plaque and a $100 check for
her winning essay. More than
2,000 students wrote essays
for the contest, which USD
School of Leadership and
Education Sciences professors
judged. Mitchell's essay
focused on how compromise
can affect character.
-

Kathleen Dowlin
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People Moving On
The conference includes workshops by leading authorities in the field of autism and a special
appearance by Sue Rubin , who is autistic, and was nominated for an Academy Award for her
documentary "Autism Is a World." The documentary will be shown July 10 and Rubin will
speak to conference participants . The goal of the conference is to help those working with
autistic people better understand their thought proces.ses and be able to interpret behavior
from the autistic person's viewpoint. .. .
Subject: Education - Event Date: Jul. 10, 2006 08:00 AM thru Jul. 12, 2006 05:00 PM
More info: www
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Carµtg for-people is first
love of USO grad Starks
by Thomas Larson

E

laine Allen, a retired Navy captain, is being wheeled into the
emergency room at the Naval Medical
Center San Diego. It's not clear yet
how serious her injuries are - 15
minutes earlier, she was hit from
behind by a driver doing 80 mph.
She's rushed into a curtained bay
where a nurse leans over her and
makes eye contact. He tells Allen that
he's here to take care of her. She's
frightened, disoriented. He says he
knows how uncomfortable she must
be. The nurse, an open-faced man
with a satiny shaved head, says he
and his team are going to move her.
"Are you ready?"
She responds with a question. "You
military or civilian?"
"Military."
. Commander Lavencion Starks, a
"What's your rank?"
graduate of USD, is head of nursing
"I'm Commander Starks, U.S. Navy,
at Naval Medical Center San Diego.
head of nursing;'
She reaches her hand up to Starks'
SEE USD ON PAGE 12
rubber-gloved hand, and he takes it.

00

w

House. He landed the position, besting
3,000 other applicants. For three years
he cared for President Clinton and
CONTINUED H ~ M PAGE 6
Vice President Gore and their families.
He entered USO's master's program
Unlike his undergraduate nurs2003.
in
"One,
counts,
he
and
squeeze,
They
ing program, where he was the lone
two, three." She's lifted from the paramedic's gurney onto an ER bed. X-rays man in a class of 40, at USO he fol.Rf
half of the nurses in his program were
will show her injuries are minor.
men. "Times have changed," Starks said.
Providing this critical initial connecTwo USO professors were major
tion to patients is something
He describes clinical proinfluences.
Lavencion Starks '05 (M.S.N.) would
Urden as "an incredibly
Linda
fessor
bulge
like to do more. But his days
smart lady, a visionary," who helped
with duty; he's in charge of the ER's
him develop focus.
35 nurses and 40 enlisted staff. He's
From Jane Georges, Starks learried
also fresh out of the Universjty gt San
and the fundamentals of
grant-writing
~ s graduate nursing program,
showed me how to find
"She
.
research
viltnamaster's in executive nurse
any particular probbehind
science
leadership. Before that, he served
which you need
for
care
health
·n
the White House under President
said.
he
solve,"
to
~
,
Clinton. As an executive, he chairs
ing USO's esprit de corps. "I
meetings, whiteboards the schedule
says. "It was an incredible,
and chooses who will be deployed to
• onderfulexperience.Who
Iraq, his toughest call. All of that can be
ouched by being there?"
would~
taxing. That's why the 39-year-old loves
Medical Center, a frazNaval
the
At
to don turquoise scrubs and work a
As the man
admitted.
is
patient
zled
12-hour shift several times a month.
takes his
Starks
ER,
the
into
shuffles
In 1996, three years into his first
afternoon,
"Good
him.
greets
and
elbow
stint at the Naval Medical Center,
affirming.
gentle,
is
touch
His
sir."
his
of
top
the
at
was
he
says
Starks
"You a doctor?"
game when word arrived about an
"No sir. I am a nurse."
opening for a nurse at the White

USD

00
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A 11ursi11g degr ee vs. a USD Ni1rs i11g Deg ree?
It makes all the differe nce.

·by I chos e USD .'
' - Aimee Castillo, M.S.N. student

A Tradition of Excellence

DEGREE PROGRAMS

The Hahn School of Nursing and Health Science at the
University of San Diego is characterized as a private school
with a public conscience. Progressive faculty prepare
researchers, leaders, educators and clinicians skilled in
the science of nursing.

• Mosler of Science in Nursing

Focusing on graduate education the school offers: Master's
Entry Program in Nursing (for non-RNs), Master of Science
in Nursing and the Doctor of Philosophy in Nursing. Our
graduates promote healing and alleviate suffering through
reflective practice, knowledge generation, service to the
community and leadership at local and global levels.
Visit our Web site at www.sandiego.edu to learn more about
our programs and our many financial aid opportunities scholarships, grants and forgivable loans.

iAD H~~~~~~~~U?.l~G~E~~~9.?c.
( 6 ~ 9) 260-4548 • www.sandiego.edu
00
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• Doctor ot Philosophy in Nur'.,rnq

• Clinical Nursing
• Adult Clinical Nurse Srwciolist
• Executive Nurse LPadcr
• Family, Adult ond Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner
• Master's Entry Program in Nursing

(for

11011

RNs)

• Accelerated RN to MSN
• BochC'lor of Scitmce in Nursing
(Post -RN)

Other
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TellinCJ them all apart

Apparently, it's common for those outside of San Diego to confuse UCSD with
other University of California campuses·and San Diego schools.
Here are some facts to differentiate the universities.

l J(_ '~l)

UC San DieQo
Founded: 1959
Number of students:
24,700
Best known for: sciences, engineering, economics
and International relations
Mascot: Tritons
(a sea god)

UC Santa Cruz
UC Santa Barbara
Founded: 1944
Number of students:
19,800
Best known for: physics, engineering, religious
studies and information
technology
Mascot: Gaucho (South
American cowboy)

Founded: 1965
Number of students:
15,000
Best known for: geol·
ogy, astrophysics and
literature
Mascot: Banana slug

li:>~dlileOlqp

I

l1(:SB

University
of San DiecJo

SAN DIEGO STATE
UNIVERSITY

Number of

st
San Diego State ,,,' 'i .. ;Mpo
~il,.1,._·;1 5~. ;
Best known for:
rsity
. ;-- " Unive
identity, law, engl
Founded:1897
•".''

---- ...

'
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communications
Mascot: Torero
(bullfighter)

Number of students:
34,000
Best known for: international business, audiology,
psychology
Mascot: Aztec warrior

D.PL_
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UCSD joins list of schools
reshaping their reputations
By Eleanor Yan, Su
STAFF WRITER

C San Diego is dealing with an identity
problem.
It is a science and enginee ring powerhouse, but it wants to be known as more than
that
ft attracts student s with solid academ ic qualifi-

U

00

°"

cations, but it wants to also be conside red a
place for fun.
It needs to figure out how to change people's
percept ions, and create an impress ion for those
who haven't heard of UCSD.
So about a year ago, officials at the 26,000-student University of California campus started
workin g on a brandin g initiative. They hired
market ing finn Stamat s Inc. to help them conduct surveys to determ ine what gap exists between the impress ions of those inside and outside the university.
"'The bottom line is, outside of San Diego the

'

- ~ I

-,f-~ti

~

,

UCSD name is not that well-known," said Stacie
Spector, associa te vice chance llor of communications and the head of the project "What we're
trying to do is beef up and strengt hen the UCSD
brand."
The campus plans to spend up to $100,000
conduc ting researc h for the project, and then
will decide on the next phase, which can include
advertising or other forms of promotion.
UCSD is just the latest of dozens, if not hundreds, of universities that in the past decade

SEEUCSD,BZ

CONTINUED fROM PAGE Bl

Alumni say
others can't tell
schools apart
have rolled out branding campaigns, said Steve Kappler, executive director of consulting at
Stamats. Its other clients include Cornell, Vanderbilt and
the University of South Dakota.
Universities have had to become more savvy about branding as competition for students,
donors and faculty has grown
more intense, said Tom Hayes,
a professor of marketing at Xavier University in Ohio and the
vice president of Simpson Scarborough, a marketing firm.
"Perception is everything,"
Hayes said. "If you think about
the level of competition where
people are competing for the
top students, if you're sitting
back and doing nothing, you1l
fall behind."
The polished ads that some
universities run are nothing
short of what one might expect
from corporate America. The
trend is hailed as necessary and
inevitable among branding gurus and unfortunate among critics who say the investment
would be better spent on teaching and research.
The University of San Diego
and San Diego State University
have embarked on branding
campaigns within the past five
years, geared toward raising
their regional and national pr<r
files.
USD is spending $400,000
over three years on its marketing effort, which included a series of television, radio and
magazine ads aimed at associating the university with values
such as compassion, faith and
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tradition. SDSU spent about ing for 32nd this year.
So why is a marketing cam$350,000 on its campaign,
which involved a redesigned paign necessary?
'This place has been built so
logo, new tagline ("Minds That
on a national and interstrong
dethe
and
World'),
Move The
velopment of SDSU Month, de- national scale," Spector said.
scribed as a community-wide "Sometimes we know all the
celebration of the contributions good news and the rest of the
of SDSU alumni, students, fac- world doesn't."
Reaction is mixed about the
ulty and staff.
Officials at USD and SDSU need for the project, especially
have been pleased with the at a time when student fees
campaigns, saying they believe have skyrocketed and staff salathe efforts have raised aware- ries are acknowledged to be
ness, though they have limited under market.
"Our best advertising is our
data to support that.
Experts say the key is mak- students going out there and
ing the campaign bigger than a talking about the satisfactory
new logo or tagline. Ideally, it and rewardin g experien ce
involves intense research and they've had," said Immo Schefcoincides with a strategic plan fler, a UCSD biology professor
for the university, so that every- of 35 years.
Scheffler said that if the unione communicates a unified
message. The success of the versity is concerned about not
campaign depends on having being duly recognized for its
quantifiable goals, Kappler social sciences and humanities,
it could increase funding for
said.
"It's a must," Kappler said. research in those areas.
University officials and some
"Otherwise you don't know
students point to a recent camwhat works and what doesn't."
SDSU and USD officials did pus report generated by a comnot set specific goals, such as mittee of students, faculty, staff
increasing donations or student and alumni that named increascertain ing publicity of the university's
by
applicati ons
amounts, though they do hope accomplishments as a major
to establish other measure- goal.
ments for the effectiveness ·of . "I think it's really good and
their campaigns. UCSD has not really important for the campus
yet decided whether to estab- to undertak e this initiative,"
lish quantitative goals, Spector said Jared Feldman, who graduated in June with a degree in
said.
economics and serves on a
UCSD
accounts,
By many
does not appear to be strug- campus branding committee.
Feldman added that when he
gling to recruit students or
raise money. More than 43,000 is outside California and telling
students applied for freshman people he attends UCSD, he
admission for the 200&07 aca- often is asked for further clarifidemic year, of which nearly half cation.
"If I get a blank stare, 111 tell
were accepted. The public university has raised more than people, 'It's like UCIA, or
$890 million in its $1 billion cap- Berkeley, but it's in San Dieital campaign. It consistently go,' " Feldman said.
ranks among the nation's leading research universities in
U.S. News and World Reporl Eleanor YIIINJ Su: (619) 542-4564;
magazine's annual review, ty- eleanor.su@uniontrib.com
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Meet the press
San Diegans tell Courie they want to see more context, less extremism
By Robert P. Laurence
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 15, 2006

Two subjects were on Katie Couric's mind yesterday: her new job with CBS and combating cancer.
She spent her day in San Diego talking about both.
Courie, who recently left NBC after 15 years as host of the "Today" show, starts anchoring the "CBS Evening
News" on Sept. 5.
After meeting with groups of viewers in five cities, she
said, she's learned that "people want stories to be more
relevant to them. They want them to be more
understandable and to be put in context."
Courie visited here as part of a promotional cross-country
" listening tour" that she has combined with her personal
crusade against the disease that took the lives of her
husband, Jay Monahan, and her older sister, Emily.
Her schedule in San Diego was much the same as it was
this week in Tampa, Fla., Dallas, Minneapolis and Denver:
a "town meeting" to learn what local folks want in their
network news shows, and a fundraiser for a local medical
institution, in this case the Moores Cancer Center at
UCSD.

LAURA EMBRY/ Union-Tribune
Katie Courie and Sean Robins were all smiles yesterday
at the Moores Cancer Center at UCSD, where Robins is
a patient. Courie held a fundraiser there after hearing
what San Diegans want from "CBS Evening News"
when she anchors it.

About 400 people paid $150 or more to have lunch in a
sweltering party tent on the UCSD campus and hear Couric's half-hour talk. She shared memories of her
husband's fight against colon cancer, offered some light-hearted but ultimately serious anecdotes about
her own televised colonoscopy, which inspired untold numbers of Americans to do the
e, and
praised the doctors and staff at the Moores Center. "They're real heroes in my book,"
. "There's
no more noble work than that."
The town meetings, she told reporters in a brief question-and-answer session
her "an insight that will inform how we approach certain stories."
Some 125 San Diegans attended that morning session at the University of San Diego. They had applied
on the Web site ofKFMB/Channel 8, the local CBS affiliate, and were picked on the basis of
demographic diversity.
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Many of them felt that the news media focus too exclusively on the extremes of political controversy,
and almost all raised their hands when asked if they considered immigration a major issue. One man got
a round of applause when he suggested that the news media too often let themselves be manipulated by
politicians.
Twice, Courie asked whether anyone felt that the news media are too tough on the Bush administration.
No one spoke up either time.
No matter what subject was brought up - the war in Iraq, the Middle East, the environment, the seals in
the waters off La Jolla - someone wanted more news about it. All seemed united in a wish for more
context and background in news about complex subjects.
"There's no substitute for talking with people face to face and hearing what's on their minds," Courie
said after the lunch. "I don't think necessarily there's a panacea for us to figure out how to save network
news.
"But I think it's been interesting to hear how people are getting their news, what kinds of things they
want in their news, how they feel about the mood and tone of the country."
Saving network news, of course, is a large part of Couric's mission. Ratings have been eroding for
decades, the viewers who remain are largely well beyond the 18-49 age group advertisers most want.
CBS hopes that her upbeat personality and magnetism, and her relative youth (she's 49, two decades
younger than Bob Schieffer, who's been filling in since the departure of 74-year-old Dan Rather) will
bring new viewers to the evening news program.
Viewers, she said, "sometimes feel the media assume they're experts in certain areas, and they're not.
For example, on the Middle East. They want more information and less opinion by extremes on either
side of the political aisle ... .
"They want stories about real people, not just opinion makers in Washington talking about real people.
They want stories about how certain things are going to affect themselves, and fewer talking heads."
She admitted, though, that she doesn't "have all the answers for you now. I've just started rolling up my
sleeves and going into work and talk with everyone.
"These are things we've been talking about for a while in terms of how we can do a better job at CBS.
When I figure it out, I'll let you know.
•Robert P. Laurence: (619) 293-1892; bob.laurence@uniontrib.com.

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsand iego.com/news/metro/20060715-9999-7m 15katie.html
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Venue News
Tiptop
Tutwiler
Located in
Birmingham,
Ala., the
Tutwiler
Hotel offers
4,000
square feet
of meeting
space. In
addition to
boardrooms
with a capacity ranging from eight to 25
guests, the Ridgeley Ballroom is a 1,870square foot space that holds 100 people.
Weather permitting, the outdoor seating area
is suitable for meals or other social events. The
renovations that began in June will result in
more amenities for guests, such as a breakfast
room with a view of downtown, a business
center and a fitness room. Call 205/322-2100,
or visit www.thetutwilerhotel.com.

Click on this image for
our latest message!
Click here to e-mail
your news to us.

Meet at
Manchester
The newly
renovated
Douglas F.
Manchester
Executive
Conference
Center, on
the
.LJniversjty af
$,an Diego campus, is close to downtown San
Diego, the airport and the Mexican border.
Meeting rooms offer ceiling-mounted projectors
and one-touch operation of audiovisual from
the presenter's podium. The 165-seat
auditorium has individual data and power ports
for attendees. Other technical innovations
include a DVD/VCR adaptable to all
international formats and teleconferencing to
multiple off-site locations. Call 619/260-5976,
or visit www.sandiego .edu/conferencecenter.

Brazilian
Bash
The newest
restaurant in

About This Newsletter

To unsub,scribe from this
newsletter go to:
Unsubscribe
To subscribe to this
newsletter, go to: Subscribe
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Area residents
·are college grads

NORTH COUNTY - A
num ber of local resi den ts recen tly gra dua ted from college.
■ Jen nife r Ima n of Oceanside, the dau ght er of Jea nne
and Dan iel Ima n, gra dua ted
wit h hig h hon ors from UC
San Diego with a maj or in political science. A 2002 gra du,
ate of El Camino High School, .
she is now atte ndi ng Cal
Western School of Law in San
Diego.
■ Allison Wojcik of Vis
ta,
the dau ght er of Bob and Jodi
Wojcik, gra dua ted wit h a
bac hel or's deg ree in diversified liberal arts from the
xersity of San Diego. ·
ma de the hon or roll at U
and was a mem ber of Univ
sity Min istr y and the Residen t Hall Association. A 2002
gra dua te of Vis ta Hig h
School, she plans to complete
her multiple-subject teaching
credential at USD.
■ Bri ttan y Bassett, a 200
2
gra dua te of Vis ta Hig h
School, gra dua ted wit h a
bac hel or's deg ree in busines s/m ark etin g from Loyola
Ma rym oun t Uni ver sity . She
was on the LMU softball team
and was a mem ber of the Athleti c Stu den t Advisory Committee. She will live and work
in Los Angeles as a financial
analyst.
■ Kh ang Tra n of Oce
ansid e, who gra dua ted cum
lau de wit h a bac hel or's degree in mathematics/computer science from Truman Sta te
University in Kirksville, Mo.
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Inland School News Briefs
By: North County Times -

Titan golf tournament planned
CARMEL MOUNTAIN---- The Poway Titan Football Boosters will hold its third annual Golf
Tournament & Dinner/Auction July 15 at the Carmel Mountain Ranch Country Club.
National Football League player Mike Martz will be honorary chairman. Sports celebrities on hand will include
former San Diego Chargers player Leslie O'Neal, Phil Mcconkey of the New York Giants, and current St. L
Ram and Poway High School graduate Drew Wahlroos . All proceeds will benefit the Poway High Titan foo
program .
Check-in time is at 10:30 a.m ., with a shotgun start at noon, followed by the dinner and auction. Call D
McKillopp at (858) 487-8118, e-mail don@mckilloplaw.com or log .on to http://eteamz.active.com/titanf

Local residents earn degrees
NORTH COUNTY ---- The following local residents recently graduated from their respective college
1ctoria
lngoldt of Escondido, the daughter of Bruce and Ida lngloldt, who graduated cum laude from the Unjyers jty of
San Diego with a bachelor's degree in diversified liberal arts; Nicolas Schneider of Escondido, the son of Phillipe
and Claudia Schneider, who earned a bachelor's degree in writing/literature and Christian literature from George
Fox University in Oregon; Lora Bolig of Escondido, who earned a bachelor's degree in acting from Boston
University; Cassandra Maciejeski of Valley Center, who earned a bachelor's degree in psychology from Cornell
College in Mt. Vernon , Iowa; John Cunningham of Poway, who graduated from Thomas Aquinas College in
Santa Paula with a bachelor's degree in liberal arts; Shelby Roche of Escondido, who graduated from the
University of Iowa with a bachelor's degree in business marketing/management; Giverny Petitmermet of
Escond ido, who earned a bachelor's degree in communication from Boston University; Jonathan Gonzalez of
Poway, who earned a law degree from
Marquette University in Milwaukee , Wis.; and John Hill of Escondido, who graduated from Cornell University with
a bachelor's degree in economics.

Ramona resident earns $16K scholarship
RAMONA---- Jenna McDermitt of Ramona recently was awarded a $16,000 scholarsh ip from Sepra Energy of
San Diego.
Sempra awarded more than $200,000 in scholarships to 33 childr~n of its employees .
From 132 applicants this year, Sempra awarded the scholarships based on academic and non-academic criteria.
The company considered grade point average, rank in class and test scores, as well as leadership, community
involvement, work experience , extra-curricular activities , educational aspirations , career goals and educators'

http ://www.nctimes.com/articles/2006/07/12/news/community/16_40_057 _ l 1_06.prt
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Girls explore science at Sally Ride camp

Ana Tintocalis

KPBS SAN DIEGO (2006-07-17) The Space Shuttle Discovery returned
to Earth today - about
the same time a group of young girls began their first day at the Sally Ride
Science Camp at
th~ University of San Diego, KPBS Reporter Ana Tintocalis has more.
A group of young girls ar u
Their mission is to build a
projects they and 30 other
The week-long program targets
science. Thirteen-year-old Alisa
also think science is cool.

d over nuts and bolts, pieces of metal, and small wheels.
te-controlled robot - and its just one of many hands-on
kle this summer at the Sally Ride Science Camp.
ol girls who want to deepen their interest in
camp because she meets other girls who

B e lllllrkm:.in~.i<
- es

Beyorkman : "I totally think girls can get invo ed in science because its
so much more fun to
build and create and learn about your environment than just focus on fashion
shoes and stuff
like that."
Astronomy, robotics and marine biology are the camp's three focus areas.
Camp instructors
are all female and serve as role models while the girls learn and live on
campus. Ana
Tintocalis, KPBS News.

© Copyright 2006 , KPBS
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Sally Ride Science Camp for girls in fun; it doesn't look female-oriengrades sixth through nine, to be tated; it doesn't look hands-on,"
held at the University of San Diego French said. "We try to show that
··•s really fun; it's really relevant
(USD).
Young scientists at the camp
it's something they can do in
e."
delve into the worlds of astron,
my, marine science or robotics '-~
under Ride, the first
through hands-on experiments,
an in space, teachlabs, workshops, guest lectures
JJniversity of Caland field trips. Young astronomers
he also directs
ce Institute, a
will learn how to safely launch and
retrieve eggstronauts. Marine biologists will dissect a fish or mollusk.
SAN DIEGO CUPPING Budding robotic technicians will
La Jolla Village News
build a robot.
The overnight camp aims to
inspire middle-school girls through
the community of peer scientists
and by interaction with female role
models in science and engineering
fields.
Stereotypes often paint science
Ride's annual science
as a male-orientated dominion,
camp ready to blast off according to spokeswoman Francis French.
Astronaut Sally Ride will launch
"[Stereotypes say] it doesn't look
another mission this summer: the

JUL 132006

~

J::a,,,

'

research institute at the University
of California.
The camp is open to sixth-and
seventh-graders from July 16 to 22
(cost $1,375) and for eight- and
ninth-graders from July 16 to 25
($1,790). Need-based aid is available and all students are encouraged to apply. For more information call (800) 548-6612 or visit
www.sallyridecamps.com. ■

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
University City
Golden Triangle News

JUl 1 3 200£
Ride's annual science
C8lllp ready to blast aff
Astronaut Sally Ride will launch
another mission this summer: the
Sally Ride Science Camp for girls in
grades sixth through nine, to be
held at the University of San Diego
(USD}.

Young scientists at the
delve into the worlds of
my, marine science or r
through hands-on experim
labs, workshops, guest lee
and field trips. Young astronom
will learn how to safely launch an
retrieve eggstronauts. Marine biol. ogists will dissect a fish or mollusk.
Budding robotic technicians will
build a robot.
The overnight camp aims to
inspire middle-school girls through
the community of peer scientists
and by interaction with female role
models in science and engineering
fields.
Stereotypes often paint science
as a male-orientated dominion,
according to spokeswoman Francis French.
"[Stereotypes say] it doesn't look
fun; it doesn't look female-orientated; it doesn't look hands-on,"
French said. "We try to show that
it's really fun; it's really relevant
and it's something they can do in
the future."
Camp founder Ride, the first
American woman in space, teaches physics at the University of California, San Diego. She also directs
the California Space Institute, a
research institute at the University
California.
The camp is open to sixth- and
seventh-graders from July 16 to 22
(cost $1,375} and for eighth- and
ninth-graders from July 16 to 25 .
($1,790). Need-based aid is available and all students are encouraged to apply. For more information call (800) 548-6612 or visit
www.sallyridecamps.com. ·

or
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BECA aids Latino students with
nus Andres Martin. "With my psychology degree I decided to go further and attend USD
where I received an (master's degree) in
counseling. As a board member for BECA, it
SAN MARCOS - The BECA Foundation is my duty to continue being a positive role
scholarship recipients were beaming at a re- model for our youth."
Maribel Gonzalez, who received BECA
cent awards dinner as they showed their
funds while attending USD, is now a
friends and families the storyboards
BECA board member and treasurer.
they created, telling of their experiShe said, "It is an honor and priviences and accomplishments thus far in
lege to be able to give back to the
their young lives. The boards were
foundation after receiving its supfilled with photos, stories, awards, cerport through my university years."
tificates and many other details in variThe event committee included
ous artistic colors and techniques.
Chairwoman Mary Gonzalez, Ana
They were asked to create the
Garcia, David Gonzalez, Maribel
boards by BECA Foundation Inc.,
Gonzalez, Andres Martin, David
which exists to provide students of
Carmel Martinez and
Martinez,
supfinancial
Hispanic descent with
Adriana Andres-Paulson.
port and guidance to complete their
BECA Foundation Scholarship
education. The organization held its
partners include Bill de la Fuente
BONNOT
22nd scholarship awards dinner at
and Comerciantes Latinos Asociathe Gordon Clarke Field house on
dos; Ray Chavez; Rupert Keesler;
the CSUSM campus July 15.
Joslynn Medical Fund; and
Newell
Alice
both
awarded
were
students
48
This year,
general and medical scholarships. Recipi- North County Health Services.
"They truly are a grass-roots organization for
ents included Irene Aguilar, CSUSM; Elena Buenrostro, UCSD; Sarah Esper, UCSD; the community, built by the community," said
Rubi, Gonzalez, Palomar College; Maria Keesler. ''It fills a need of the young Hispanic
· ez, SDSU; Mar- population who require help with education."
Jimenez, lifill;
Others attending included George Lopez, an
.,---.-.,,. ..aa, UCLA;
vel Oviedo,"UC
original BECA founder; Director Migrant EduJohn Fernandez,
cation at the County Office of Education Maria
USC;Cynthia, Sanche,
Chavez; Teacher Exchange Program teacher
Turner, UCSD; and Sergio v· e 6 a:e""""~·
"Due to BECA's dedication to continuing from Jalisco, Mexico, Brenda Montero; and
the 'Possible Dream' for low-income Latino Lisette Lasater from the California Center for
students, I was able to attend UC Santa theArts, Escondido. Call (760) 741-8246.
PHOTOS BY !'ENNY BoNNOT
Cruz," said BECA President and 1998 alumPENNY BONNOT
STAfF WRITER

(
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Barrio Logan institute preps young students to succeed
10th year marked; 10 to enter college
By Jeff Ristine
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 16, 2006

Her father had to work in the fields in Mexico and did not complete elementary school; her mother's
education stopped with a high school diploma.
And when Dinorah Miramontes signed up for the Barrio Logan College Institute when she was in the third
grade, she kept her own expectations low. The enrichment program was touted as a way to steer highpotential students onto a college track, but "I just saw it as something to do after school," Dinorah said.
"It became a totally different experience," she said yesterday as part of this year's class of 10 senior

graduates, all college-bound.
Dinorah will attend Whittier College, a private liberal-arts school near Los Angeles, to
business.
The San Diego institute uses a combination of paid staff and volunteers from local
"beat the odds," get into college and obtain scholarships and other financial aid.
This year's graduates, including seven elementary school students being promote
middle school and
seven others headed to high school, gathered with their families at the University of San Diego to celebrate
the 10th anniversary of the program. It is the third year the institute has sent its participants to college.
Alex Villa, who entered the Barrio Logan program in fourth grade, has just graduated from Point Loma High
School. In Alex's case, "college was always the focus," an aspiration solidified by the institute's visits to the
University of California San Diego and San Diego State.University.
Alex credits the dedication of the program's staff and volunteers - "they're there 24/7 if we need them" - for
helping stimulate motivation among the students. He also picked up the program's strong message to
remember his roots.
"I want to make a significant difference in my community," Alex said after the ceremony.
He will be studying business and political science at SDSU.
Others from this year's graduating class are heading to UCSD, UC Berkeley, Cal State Fullerton and local
community colleges.
The program is aimed at students whose parents didn't attend college and may not be suited to help their
:hildren do well in school and make it to a four-year institution.
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Those who enroll meet at the program's facility on Main Street from 3 to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday
for tutoring in reading, math and other academics. During the high school years, there is a heavy emphasis
on SAT preparation, writing and career choices, said Diana Getrich Villegas, the executive director.
Parents are expected to put in at least 30 hours of volunteer work a year.
Julio Alejandro Galindo, the founding director of the institute, returned for yesterday's ceremony and drew
the biggest ovation of the afternoon. Galindo, now a banker in Tucson, said he is pleased with the way the
program has turned out but wishes it could serve even more students.
Galindo repeated his trademark call-and-response ~ th the institute's students ("Who wants to go to
college?" "We do!") and left them with some simple words of advice.
"Find out what you're most interested in and seek it out," Galindo said. Expect to succeed, he said, "because
you will, you will. "

•Jeff Ristine: (619) 542-4580; jeff.ristine@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
http ://www.signonsandiego.com/news/metro/20060716-9999-1 m 16grads.html
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Teen brains pay price for drinking
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deseretnews.com

Teen brains pay price for drinkinyDeseret Morning News, Tuesday, July 04, 2006
Research warns of more neurological damage than expected
Thursday, July 6, 2006
By KA TY BUTLER
THE NEW YORK TIMES

Teenagers have been drinking alcohol for centuries. In pre-Revolutionary America, young apprentices
were handed buckets of ale. In the 1890s, at the age of 15, writer Jack London regularly drank grown
sailors under the table.
For almost as long, concerned adults have tried to limit teenage alcohol consumption. In the 1830s,
temperance societies administered lifelong abstinence pledges to schoolchildren. Today, public health
experts regularly warn that teenage drinkers run greatly increased risks of involvement in car accidents,
fights and messy scenes in Cancun.
But what once was a social and moral debate may soon become a neurobiological one.
The costs of early heavy drinking, experts say, appear to extend far beyond the time that drinking takes
away from doing homework, dating, acquiring social skills and the related tasks of growing up.
Mounting research suggests that alcohol causes more damage to the developing brains of teenagers than
previously was thought, injuring them significantly more than it does adult brains. The findings, though
preliminary, have demolished the assumption that people can drink heavily for years before causing
themselves significant neurological injury. And the research even suggests that early heavy drinking
may undermine the precise neurological capacities needed to protect oneself from alcoholism.
The new findings may help explain why people who begin drinking at an early age face enormous risks
of becoming alcoholics. According to the results of a national survey of 43,093 adults, published on
Monday in Archives of Pediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, 4 7 percent of those who begin drinking
alcohol before the age of 14 become alcohol dependent at some time in their lives, compared with 9
percent of those who wait at least until age 21. The correlation holds even when genetic risks for
alcoholism are taken into account.
The most alarming evidence of physical damage comes from federally financed laboratory experiments
on the brains of adolescent rats subjected to binge doses of alcohol. These studies found significant
cellular damage to the forebrain and the hippocampus.
And although it is unclear how directly these findings can be applied to humans, there is some evidence
to suggest that young alcoholics may suffer analogous deficits.
Studies conducted over the past eight years by federally financed researchers in San Diego, for example,
found that alcoholic teenagers performed poorly on tests of verbal and non-verbal memory, attention
focusing and exercising spatial skills like those required to read a map or assemble a precut bookcase.
""";'here is no doubt about it now: There are long-term cognitive consequences to excessive drinking of
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alcohol in adolescence," said Aaron White, an assistant research professor in the psychiatry department
at Duke University and the co-author of a recent study of extreme drinking on college campuses.
"We definitely didn't know five or 10 years ago that alcohol affected the teen brain differently," said
White, who also has been involved in research at Duke on alcohol in adolescent rats. "Now there's a
sense of urgency. It's the same place we were in when everyone realized what a bad thing it was fo
pregnant women to drink alcohol."
In a 2002 e-mail survey of 772 Duke undergraduates, White and fellow researcher Scott Swart
found that 51 percent of those who drank at all had had at least one blackout in their drinking llt ...-t.~
they reported an average of three blackouts apiece.

These averages barely suggest the frequency of blackouts among young adults at the extrem
drinking scale. Toren Volkmann, 26, originally from Olympia, is a graduate of the University of San
, Diego ~ho, at 14, started drinking heavily almost every weekend and at 24 checked himself into a
residential alcohol treatment program.
"It was common for me to basically black out at least once or twice every weekend in late high school
and definitely through college, and it wasn't a big deal to me," said Volkmann, a co-author, with his
mother, Chris, of "From Binge to Blackout: A Mother and Son Struggle With Teen Drinking," to be
published in August. "I wouldn't even worry about what happened, because I wouldn't know."
Blackouts are usually mercifully brief, and once they are over, the capacity to form new memories
returns. But younger rats subjected to binge drinking also displayed subtler long-term problems in
learning and memory, the researchers found, even after they were allowed to grow up and "dry out."
"Clearly, something is changed in the brain by early alcohol exposure," Swartzwelder said in an
interview. "It's a double-edged sword and both of the edges are bad.
"Teenagers can drink far more than adults before they get sleepy enough to stop, but along the way
they're impairing their cognitive functions much more powerfully."
Volkmann, the University of San Diego graduate, said that while in college, he thought he drank for the
fun of it. His moment of truth came in the Peace Corps in Paraguay, when he began waking up with
sweats and tremors. He discovered he could not control his drinking even when he wanted.
The son of an anesthesiologist and a former teacher in Olympia, Volkmann spent a month in a
residential treatment program and six months in a halfway house. He has since returned to San Diego.
He said in an interview that he had no way of knowing exactly how drinking affected his overall brain
function. But on one point, he is clear.
"My memory is definitely better now," he said. "Every day now, I can count on the fact that when I
think back to the night before, I know what happened."
© 1998-2006 Seattle Post-Intelligencer
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Catholic youth
hit San Diego
for conference

IO I

"It was edifying to hear the
authentic conversions at all
levels," said the Rev. Anthony
Saroki, the San Diego Diocese
SAN DIEGO - Registra- vocational director. Last year's
tion for this weekend's conference was the first he atSteubenville San Diego Youth tended, shortly after being orConference had to be closed dained, he said.
He said this conference,
off early this year when the
numbers topped 4,200, accord- "which is the biggest event of
ing to the conference's Web this kind of event in the region" is "fertile ground for
site.
"We had to close it off 20 planting the seeds for priestdays after we opened," said hood." He is scheduled to conBob Schrimpf, chairman of the duct breakout sessions to help
annual Roman Catholic youth young men heed the calling of
priesthood. Last
conclave that has
year's conference
attracted more
On the
drew 3,000 attenthan 10,000 young
dees.
people since it beNet~
In response to
gan four years ago.
High school stu- www.steubenvillesd.com an e-mail survey
by
Schrimpf,
dents
from
throughout the nation were Aaron Gavaghn from St. Franflocking into housing today cis Church in VISta wrote that
through Sunday at San Diego the experience was "ve:ry spiriState University, where the tually bonding," and Chris
three-day program is being Wester, of Sierra Madre Academy in San Marcos, called it
held, and at the niversi
"refr~shing and liberating."
San Diefto.
,
Ruben Reyes, also from St.
· tlie oc?il gathering
ands, wrote it was "just a
of a dozen held aroun
experience to share with
count:ry eve:ry year for yo
people "to get rocked by God,
other Catholics."
·eekend's program,
to get serious about life in
rom Friday noon
Christ and his church, and to
n, includes conlearn the truth about the
Gospel," according to organiz- certs a
comedians, music
ers of a conference earlier this and meditation, workshops
summer that drew more than and worship sessions, and
1,000 young people to Francis- prayers and praise. Featured
can
University
of during the three days will be
Steubenville, Ohio - the Bronx rapper Franciscan Friar
birthplace, 30 years ago, of the Stan Fortuna. Among the
Franciscan University Youth speakers are Matt Smith of
Conferences. The program's Mesa, Ariz., billed as "probamission, according to the Web bly the only youth minister insite, is to "evangelize youth vited to parties at the Playboy
through large conferences and Mansion," and Melanie
events ... At the heart of the Welsch, founder of Refuge
conference weekend are the Clothing Co., which makes
sacraments, through which "modest Christian clothing for
young people can receive the teens." Stand-up comic Judy
Father's loving mercy, forgive- McDonald, a USD alumna, is
ness and healing compassion." also on the program. She's
These conferences have al- worked on the Academy
so become fertile ground for :Awards and appeared on the
recruitment to the priesthood, Dennis Miller television show.
said Schrimpf, who's been a
The conference will be
featured speaker at several closed with a Mass celebrated
events around the count:ry by Bishop Robert Brom of the
over the years.
Diocese of San Diego.
CECIL SCAGLIONE
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Faith-based initiative
Couple runs florist business in honor of late daughter
07:38 AM PDT on Tuesday, July 25, 2006
By JESSICA ZISKO
The Press-Enterprise

MURRIETA - There's a night light that never goes off in one Murrieta
home.
It shines below a smiling portrait of Alejandro and Lorena Lailson's
daughter, Avelina Nichole, who died three years ago from a rare bone
cancer. She was 14.

TOWNSFOLK
Lorena and Alejandro
Lailson
RESIDENCE: Murrieta

The glow reminds the couple she is always with them, watching as they
run a home-based flower business named in her memory.
They launched Coli's Heavenly Flowers a few months after their
daughter, who went by Nichole, died in early 2003. Today, the Lailsons'
work can be seen each week at St. Martha Catholic Church in Murrieta
as well as at dozens of weddings, funerals and quinceafieras.
Nichole, who adored red roses and the color pink, is never far from their
minds .

OCCUPATION:
Owners of Coli's
Heavenly Flowers,
named in memory of
their daughter, Avelina
Nichole, who died of
bone cancer at 14.
SONS: Alejandro, 7;
Maximus, 5

"The feeling of working with flowers brings us back to Nichole," said
Lorena Lailson, her stepmother. "We are happy. We feel at peace."

Keeping the Faith
The Lailsons, who have been married 12 years and
have two sons together, say strong faith in family
and God sustained them through Nichole's fight
and their grief.
She was diagnosed with Ewing's sarcoma in 1999
while the family lived in San Diego. Her father
fought for X-rays after he heard a strange hollow
sound when Nichole fell into a wall. Doctors
discovered a tumor in her ribs.
Nichole continued treatments when the family
moved a few years later to Murrieta, where they could afford a home.
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She attended Thompson Middle School, but was barely well enough to attend class once she became a
freshman at Murrieta Valley High.
She died a few weeks after Christmas.
"She knew that only God could take her life, and that's why I think he chose her," Alejandro Lailson, 5
said. "She's the one who taught us to let go."
Taking a Chance
After her death, the couple struggled to stay afloat financially and almost lost their home.
They had little experience in flowers, but decided to risk a job offer to become the florist for University_
of San Diegoi where Alejandro Lailson taught management and locksmith classes for 15 years .
They named their business after Nichole, and decorated company cards with angels in her memory. By
early 2005 , their clientele had spread far outside the university. They decided the taxing commute from
Murrieta had to end.
Armed with 1,000 fliers, family members went store to store and house to house promoting the business.
Clients began calling and the Lailsons landed a weekly contract in summer 2005 to decorate the new, $4
million St. Martha church.
That doesn't mean the commute ended. Each Thursday, the couple wakes before dawn and piles their
two sons - Alejandro, 7, and Maximus, 5 -- into their Ford Explorer for an hour-long drive to fresh
flower markets in Carlsbad or Los Angeles.
They return by 8 a.m. with hundreds of buds, just in time for Lorena Lailson to dash off to a full day's
work as bulletin coordinator at St. Martha. Throughout the morning her husband sorts, cuts and cleans
the flowers. The real labor begins that night.
The Lailsons keep the cost as low as possible for clients, saying they work not for the money, but the joy
and healing that comes from helping others.
"I find it relaxing," Lorena Lailson, 33, said. "Even though it's hard work, we get to work together. Even
the boys help. It's a family business."
Remembering Nichole
Clients and friends say they admire the couple's talent, humility and enduring love for Nichole.
It shows in each arrangement, each bridal bouquet, each centerpiece, said Cathy Owens, a longtime
friend of the family who is married to Murrieta school official Butch Owens. She also works as lead
nurse for the Murrieta Valley Unified School District.
They met Nichole when Butch Owens was principal at Thompson Middle School. Parishioners at St.
Martha, the two families quickly bonded. The Owens were with Nichole when she died.
The Lailsons never questioned God, never complained about their agony, never asked to be pitied, said
Cathy Owens, who hired Coli's Heavenly Flowers for her daughter's wedding this Saturday.
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"They never stop going above and beyond," she said. "They are great people. They are truly
remarkable."
The Lailsons, who both have theology degrees from USD, are working on master's degrees in education
and hope to teach in the Temecula Valley. They vow to keep the business running for Nichole.
"She was the key that put this together," Lorena Lailson said. "She has become our angel."
Information: 951-368-4336 or 951-368-4205 .
Reach Jessica Zisko at 951-375-3731 or jzisko@PE.com

Ify ou have an idea for a Townsfolk profile, contact assistant metro editor Mark Acosta at 951-375-3 725
or macosta@PE. com
Survey
Murrieta residents Lorena and Alejandro Lailson memorialize their late daughter in their
floral business. How have you kept the memory of a loved one alive? How did it help you cope
with your erief? Comment
Online at: http://www.pe.com/localnews/southwesUstories/PE_News_ Local_S_sflowers25.4e0577 .html
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LENGTH: 808 words
HEADLINE: Couple's guests included Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman and Batman
BYLINE: Nicole Reino
BODY:

THE BRIDE: Sophia Nguyen, 24, is an administrator of health services at Redwood Terrace.
THE GROOM: Steve Lukas, 31, is a software engineer for Soapbox Mobile.
Sophia and Steve, who live in Escondido, were married May 27 at The Immaculata at the University of San
Diego. Their traditional ceremony was the prequel to an evening with Batman, Wonder Woman and a handful
of other comic book characters. Sophia and Steve are comic book fanatics and wanted to share a piece of what
helped bring them together with their wedding guests.
CONVENE AT COMIC-C ON INTERNATIONAL: Their relationship began with a friendship. Sophia and
Steve met in 2002 while working with the San Diego Asian Film Festival. The film fest had a booth at ComicCon, and Sophia and Steve worked together day and night for five days. During that time, they learned that
they both had an affection for comics, and they became buddies. But it wasn't until 2004 that the relationship
turned romantic .
THE JOKER AND THE SURPRISE: Right before the couple's one-year anniversary, Steve decided he wanted
to marry Sophia. Sophia decided to take a job in El Centro. Since Steve was smitten, he told Sophia he would
move to El Centro with her. Because of all the stress of the upcoming move, they decided to have a quiet
dinner at home to celebrate their anniversary -- at least that's what Sophia thought they were doing. Steve had
something more exciting in mind. After dinner, he and Sophia went to the beach in Coronado, where Steve
gave her a mini statue of the Joker. Then Steve took her to Dave & Buster's. He told Sophia he wanted to get
her something with tickets he had won from playing the games there. "I figured it was a video game because he
usually does that," Sophia said. "He'll play games, win tickets and then get me something." Sophia walked into
Dave & Buster's to find 40 of the couple's friends and family members yelling, "Surprise!" On the surface, it
looked like a surprise going-away party. But when Steve made a speech and got down on one knee, it was clear
it was a proposal. None of their friends knew he was going to propose. The only people who knew before the
party were the parents.
PLANNIN G FROM AF AR: Sophia and Steve planned their own wedding and said it was logistically difficult
because they were still living in El Centro during the majority of their planning months. On weekends, they
1 to San Diego to meet with vendors and make arrangemen ts. Everything else
was done over the phone.
I OS nately, they had connections. The couple hired many of the vendors from the film festival. Their emcee,
http://O-web.lexis-nexis.com.sally.sandiego.edu/universe/printdoc
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photographer, videographer, DJ and day-of coordinator were all from the festival.
DINING WITH SUPERHEROES: Aquaman, the Flash, Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Green Arrow,
Green Lantern -- they were all at the reception. Before the wedding, Steve shopped for action figures so that a
different one could sit in the middle of each of the 21 tables. The couple said this created a real conversation
piece among the guests. Comic book wedding favors also were placed on the tables. "The kids were going
around bartering with the adults for their favorite comic books," Sophia said.
IN CORPORATING CULTURE: While the comic book theme was incorporated throughout their wedding, it
was important to the couple and their families that Asian culture also be included. The reception was held at
Pearl Chinese Cuisine, where about 210 guests dined on 10 courses of Chinese fare. Bamboo trees added to the
already-Asian ambience of the restaurant. And Sophia changed her clothes three times during the celebration.
She wore a white, floor-length wedding dress for the ceremony, a shorter white dress for the first dance and,
finally, a Vietnamese dress. All of her bridesmaids changed into Vietnamese dresses, too, and accompanied
Sophia to each table so she could thank each of her guests for attending. At that time, many of the guests gave
her envelopes filled with money.
THE CONCLUSION: Steve's favorite moment of the day was at the end of the first dance. "We had never
gotten it just right during the whole time we practiced," Steve said. "But the day of the wedding, it was
completely perfect from start to finish." Sophia had two favorite moments. One was during the ceremony when
she turned around and saw how many people showed up for the wedding. She said it was a surreal and
comforting feeling to see that all those people were there for them. Her second favorite moment was during the
last dance of the night. "They were playing Semisonic's 'Closing Time.' Everyone was singing along, Steve
picked me up and kissed me, and everyone was cheering," Sophia said. "We actually have a picture of that -everyone looked so happy."
If you would like to talk about the planning and outcome of your wedding, please contact Nicole Reino at
nicole.reino@uniontrib.com.
GRAPHIC: 3 PICS; CAPTIONS: 1. Comic book enthusiasts Sophia Nguyen and Steve Lukas incorporated
their love for comic books into their reception by having action figures as their centerpieces. Batman and
Wonder Woman are two of their favorites . 2. It was important to Sophia and Steve that they paid tribute to
their Asian culture on their wedding day. During the reception, Sophia and her bridesmaids changed into
detailed and authentic Vietnamese gowns. 3. A Marvel-ous couple -- Sophia Nguyen and Steve Lukas are
comic book fanatics -- they used comic books as wedding favors -- and included superheroes in their reception.
(J-1); PHOTOBY: 1,2. Rodney Regala photos
LOAD-DATE: July 26, 2006
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ALL EDITION
SECTION: FLORIDA WEST & TRAVEL; Pg. E9
LENGTH: 911 words
HEADLINE: Hogan-Rauch
BODY:
The engagement of Katie Hogan and Geordie Rauch, both of San Diego, is announced.
She is the daughter of Patrick and Lynda Hogan of Siesta Key.
He is the son of George and Sally Rauch of Longboat Key.
The bride-elect graduated in 2000 from Cardinal Mooney High School and graduated in 2005 with a master's
degree from the University of Florida. She is employed by Lanier Worldwide Inc.
The bridegroom-elect graduated in 1998 from Bradenton Christian High School and graduated in 2003 from
the University of San Diego. He is serving in the U.S. Navy.
A spring 2007 wedding is pl

NOTES: Engagements
GRAPHIC: PHOTO
LOAD-DATE: August 7, 2006
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Peggy R. Eagle
CLEVELAND -- Peggy R. Eagle (nee Russell), 57, of Cleveland, died Saturday, July 15, 2006.
She was born July 2, 1949, in Lorain, was raised in Vermilion and lived in San Diego for 15 years.
She graduated from Elyria High school in 1967 and attended Lorain County Community College. She graduated from the Univ,
San Diego.
Mrs. Eagle worked for the firm of Walter & Haverfield as a paralegal for many years. She enjoyed her grandchildren.
Survivors include her daughters Christa Sutton of Canton and Jaimi Eagle of Lorain; mother, Alice Russell ofLouisiana; broth(
Russell Sr. of Oregon and Dean Russell Sr. of Lorain; sisters Anne Frankel and Margie York, both of Florida, Christy Gordon c
Grace Mitchell of Louisiana and Faythe Russell of Lorain; and seven grandchildren. She was preceded in death by her father, C
Russell.
Friends may call Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Busch Funeral Home, 15800 Detroit Road, Lakewood.

THE
MORNING
JOURNAL
VOTED NO. 1 IN THE STATE BY THE ASSOCIA'I'.ED PRESS
© The Morning Journal 2006
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Loca~ VIMfffst'ftdents Visit Torino,
To Appear In Recital At USD
Coronado High School students Patrick Hara and Sarah
Player attended the 14th Suzuki
Method World Conventio n held
in mid-April in Torino, Italy.
They, along with six other violin students from San Diego's
Suzuki Heritage Center were
selected to perform an elegant,
classical program. It consisted of
pieces by Amy Beach, Cesar
Franck, Ludwig Van Beethoven,
George Frederic Handel, and
included the Presto from Antonio Vivaldi's "Summer." It concluded with the rousing Fandango by Michael McLean.
Theirs was one of only a
few schools and ensembles chosen for performances throughout
the week. Other groups chosen
were from Spain, Italy, Norway,
Costa Rica, the Philippine s,
Scotland, and the U.S.A. (Mu-

sic Institute of C
Buffalo Tourin
Groups auditione
sual tape.
In addition to pe
Patrick and Sarah at
workshop s that were fu
Suzuki violin teachers ands
dents from al] over Europe, Asia;
Australia, aJl the Americas, d
South Africa.
Scattered around the splendid baroque city of Torino were
also workshops and concerts for
Suzuki viola, cello, harp, piano,
guitar, mandolin, flute and even
voice. Classes and performances
were attended by students of ev-

ery level and every age. Students

could be seen carrying their instrument cases here and there.
Of course. whenever possible,
they would stop.for a plate of
Violin, Continued on Page I&

Violin, Contin ued from Page 10.

pasta or a pizza or a cone of deli- elementary school.

cious gelato. Parents and teachers
could_ easily take needed
cappuccino breaks.
The mayor of Torino stated
that his city welcomed the teachers, families, and students with
their different cultures and traditions. brought together by a love
of music, in contrast to the love of
sport with the recent Olympic
events. The president of the International Suzuki Association, Koji
Toyoda, ·said that the attendees
"are all of one family, one of spirit
and therefore part of truth, goodness and beauty and I dare to add
'peace' which we need so expressly now."
Susanna Han has been Patrick
and Sarah's violin teacher since

109

On Wednesday, June 28 at 6
p.m., a recital of Susanna Han's
school will be held. The location
is on the University of San Diego
campus, 5998 Alcala Park. in the
theater at the Joan B. Kroc In stitute. The program is free. And it
will include the beautiful pieces
performed by the group who went
to Tori"no. Another talented student, Nick Gomez-Hall, also from
Coronado, wtll perform with the
group. He was a member of the
original group but was unable to
take the tnp to Italy due to family
commitments.
All are welcome to come listen to these young people "Play
with heart, play with living soul,"
as Suzuki once said.

La Fuente Clipping

El Mexicano (Tijuana)

JUN 2 8 200i.
No emitieron detalle alguno

Descartan propuesta

como sede olimpica
SAN DIEGO, 27 junio
(Notimex).- El Comite Olimpico
Est.adunidensedescart6hoyuna
propuesta transfronteriza entre
Est.ados Unidos y Mexico como
sede para los Juegos Olimpicos
del2016.
Una comisi6n del Comite
Nacional reunida en La Jolla, al
norte de SanDiego,descart6una
iniciativa de empresarios de
ambos lados de la frontera para
traer los Juegos Olimpicos a la
region entre California y Baja
California
Sin emitir detalles u opiniones,
ladelegaci6nretir6posibilidades
a la iniciativa de un grupo de
bienes raices de San Diego,
Marlin Burnham, y el grupo
Proxima de la fronteriza ciudad
de Mexicali, que encabeza el
empresario Gaston Luken
Aguilar. La propuest.a incluy6 al
condado deSanDiegoyelcorredor turistico entre las ciudades
mexicaoasdeTijuanaylacostera
Ensenada, unos cien kil6metros
al sur de la frontera binacional
La iniciativa present6 como
potencial las instalaciones
deportivas de San Diego, incluidos los estadios Qualcomm y
Petco, donde juegan los

Cargadores y los Padres de San
Diego, en futbol americano y
beisbo~ respectivamente.
Proponia tambien instalaciones en las universidades
Autpnoma de Baja California
(UABC), de California en San
Diego (UCSD), Est.at.al en San
Diego (SDSU) y de la privada
Universidad de San Die o
(USO.
Utilizaria ad
turistico entre ~ wu:ia..,.~
costeraciudaddeRo~ : : : :~ '-.
25kil6metrosalsurdela.,.
El Comite Est.adunidcu::_..,,,C""
sent.ara su decision de sed
finales de diciembrepr6ximo,
acuerdo con un anuncio en µi
Jolla En la list.a de potenciales
sedes continuan Los Angeles,
que ya alberg6 los Juegos
Olimpicos, y San Francisco,
donde el alcalde Gavin Newsom
se comprometi6 a construir una
villa olimpica si el Comite acept.a su ciudad como sede.
Adicionalmente permanecen
como opciones del Comite las
ciudadesde Filadelfia, Chicago y
Houston. Represent.antes de las
cinco ciudades en eliminatoria
expusieron sus propuestas
durante 30 minutos cada grupo.
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Pulling out all the stops
Young pipe organ students enthused about old-time music
By Sandi Dolbee
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

July 21, 2006

This week, 23 teenagers in flip-flops, braces and sunglasses left the pop culture world of MTV and entered a
universe where Bach rocks and pipe organs are awesome.
They came from Washington state and Pacific Beach to
play toccatas and hymns, their fingers pumping the keys
and their feet dancing atop the pedals. With the help of
volunteer teachers, the students summoned the sounds of
trumpets and drums, chimes and harps from pipes high
above them.
"Cool," said Jeanine Walter, a 13-year-old University City
resident after playing the pipe organ at First United
Methodist Church in San Diego. "I'm just a small person
and I was able to make a big sound."
LAURA EMBRY/ Union-Tribune
Thao Tran of Oceanside, with t he Pipe Organ Encounter
A new generation is discovering the king of instruments,
program, practiced Tuesday with Aaron Goe n at
courtesy of a weeklong summer workshop called a Pipe
Blessed Sacra ment Church in the College Area .
Organ Encounter. Since Sunday, these musically inclined
teenagers have been immersed in the ins and outs of music whose history goes back nearly 3,000 years
and whose future could be going the way of Tyrannosaurus rex .

Ranging from organ neophytes to practiced players, the students took lessons on indoor organs at nearly
two dozen churches, got up-close and personal with the outdoor organ at the Spreckels Organ Pavilion
in Balboa Park and then traveled to downtown Los Angeles to visit the immense new organ at the
Roman Catholic Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels. Tonight, they'll attend a recital by a rising star,
and tomorrow morning, they'll get a chance to step into the concert spotlight themselves.
Alexander Wong, a 14-year-old Clairemont student, already plays the piano and violin, but he came to
this workshop because the organ fascinates him. "I just thought the organ was like the greatest
instrument."
And organ composers aren't too shabby, either. "Bach is my hero," gushed Celestine Thoren, 15, from
Fresno County. "If I could go back in time, I'd marry him and bear his 20 children."
But hey, don't call these kids organ geeks.
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"We don't like 'geek,'" said Wesley Hawkins, 16, of University City, during a dinner break. "We like
'enthusiast.'"
■■■

Pipe organs aren't exactly the stuff of indie funk duo Gnarls Barkley. And you can't take them on the
road very easily, especially the ones with pipes ranging from more than 30 feet tall to about the size of a
pencil.
Instead, most of America's organs are anchored in tradition-bound churches, where they accompany
Sunday morning hymns and Christmas cantatas.
But with many contemporary services opting for pop-style praise music and the number of organ majors
declining, the king of instruments is in jeopardy.
Enter the Pipe Organ Encounters, regional workshops started several years ago by the American Guild
of Organists in an effort to broaden the appeal to young people. This is San Diego's third workshop in
nine years, sponsored by the local chapter of the guild.
"If we don't keep doing this, we won't have any more organists and we really need organists," said
Aaron Goen, one of the volunteer teachers at this week's event.
Goen grew up in Escondido, though he now plays the organ for a church in Alexandria, Va. He's 28 and
has been intrigued with the organ - and classical music - since he was a child. "I saw the movie
'Amadeus' and I was just obsessed," he remembers .
But the idea behind the Pipe Organ Encounter isn't just to create future professional organists, said
Christopher Cook, who plays the organ for Rancho Bernardo Community Presbyterian Church. It's also
to create future audiences.
A veteran of 40 years behind the console, Cook suggests that as the walls between traditional and
contemporary music are tom down, there will be a renewed role for the pipe organ. He points to the new
concert halls across the country that have pipe organs in them - including the Walt Disney Concert Hall
in Los Angeles - as an encouraging sign.
"If we allow the organ to intersect with the culture of
today, what will the music of tomorrow sound like?" he
asks. "I want to encourage that intersection to take place."
One of the poster children for this intersection is Chelsea
Chen, a 22-year-old alum of San Diego's inaugural
workshop in 1997. That experience began her transition
from budding pianist to rising star organist.
After graduating from La Jolla High in 2001, Chen went to
the prestigious Juilliard School in New York to study
organ. She got her master's degree there in May, and in
September she leaves for Taiwan on a Fulbright
scholarship to compose music .

LAURA EMBRY/ Union-Tribune
Jill Calvert of Bonita (from le~), Kyle Kirschenman of
Seattle, Wesley Hawkins of San Diego, Celestine
Thoren of Del Rey and Matt Laub of Anaheim toured
the wind chest at the Spreckles Organ Pavil ion in
Ba lboa Park on Tuesday.
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She is enthralled by the pipe organ's range of sounds. " It can be a very sensitive instrument, but i
also blow everybody's brains out."
Tonight, Chen will perform for the students, and the public, at St. Paul's Episcopal Cathedr
program will be an original piece inspired by the Super Mario Brothers video game. "The
laughed, "is perfectly suited to playing this."
■■■

As for the teenagers, they've spent their nights sleeping in dorm rooms at the University of San Diego
and their days learning things like how to hold their wrists so their ligaments and tendons will still like
them when they're older.
Lyle Blackinton, who has built organs for more than 50 years and is curator of the Spreckels organ at
Balboa Park, gave them tutorials on the mechanics of the instrument.
The sounds, he told them, essentially come from air pumped through the different-size pipes. "If you
could reduce the pipe organ to its simplest form, you could say it's just a box of whistles," he said.
Blackinton also took them behind the scenes of the Spreckels Organ Pavilion, leading them into the
wind chest, a room the size of a cozy bedroom, where the pipes' valves are pulled open by long wooden
sticks, like a pipe organ version of marionettes.
When students got a chance to play the outdoor organ, the pieces ranged from a simple single-finger
romp by a shy beginner to a rousing "Phantom of the Opera" from Matt Laub, a 16-year-old Anaheim
resident who has his own soft-soled organ shoes for stepping on the pedals.
Matt likes to watch the reaction when he tells friends he plays the pipe organ. " 'Are you serious?' " he
said they will ask. " 'I didn't know anybody played the organ anymore.' "
Tomorrow, the students will get a chance to quell that rumor at their public recital at Christ Lutheran
Church in Pacific Beach. They will put the pedals to the metal. Pull out all the stops. And for a couple
hours, Bach will rock and the pipe organ just might be awesome.

•Sandi Dolbee: (619) 293-2082; sandi.dolbee@uniontrib.com
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Sonasoft Experiences
Record Growth
Doug Caverly
Staff Writer
Published: 2006-07-19

Business is booming for Sonasoft, a San Josebased company specializing in backup,
recovery, and replication software.
According to the latest press release, both
revenue and customer installations grew by
200 percent in the first half of 2006.

(9 PAIN"T
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areN·r Mea T

TO Be ~HareD ...
SECURE MANAGED
DEDICATED SERVERS
From the Leader in Enterprise Windows Hosting
STARTING@ $199!

1ST MONTH FREE!

Sonaso:ft describes its products as a "high-availability solution, protecting data from hardware/software
failures and human errors." It also mentions that its software "is the focused solution for Microsoft
servers."
Andy Khanna, the president and CEO at Sonaso:ft, described the achievement, and his company's plans
for the future. "Sonasoft has made tremendous progress in the past six months and the product is
getting great traction in the SMB market. We will be very aggressive in our customer acquisitions and
we expect to grow even faster in the second half of 2006."
The CEO ofNetswitch agreed with Khanna's assessment. "We see tremendous growth for SonaSafe
and we strongly believe that Sonasoft will become one of the top players in backup/recovery and
replication for Microsoft servers in the next couple of years," said Stanley Li. To be fair, Li may not be
an entirely impartial observer - his co
is the "Master Distributor of Sonasoft products in AsiaPacific region. 11 (And to be even mo
·s relationship isn't a guarded secret - it's plainly stated in
the press release.)
Sonasoft lists Stanford U
olby, Vodafone, the Juilliard School, One World Health, Ophedge
Investment, the Glide Fo
, University of Botswana, Phillips, the Abington Police Department,
the pniversity of San Diego, and Kokusai Semiconductor among its customers. Not a bad group. And
200 percent in six months - not a bad growth rate.
Add to document.write("Del.icio.us") I DiggThis I Yahoo! My Web
Technorati: Sonaso:ft
View All Articles by Doug Caverly
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The Mission Resource Conservation District earned a Clean Water Champion
award at the County of San Diego's Clean Water Summit June 30 at the
University of San Die
The Mission RCD ea rn
was joined by the Mast
and Quail Botanical Garde
"Each of those organizations i
said County Supervisor Greg Co
presentation .

four Clean Water Champion awards. The district
.er Association, the Chula Vista Nature Center,

n way is really making a difference, "
.ster of ceremonies for the award

The Mission RCD was nominated for t he award for its dedication to education
and its grassroots technical assistance to growers, nurseries, and homeowners
as well as for its trash cleanup, arundo removal, and citizen watershed
monitoring .
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"We're very excited to receive this award because of our long-standing
partnership with the water agencies," said Judy Mitchell, the executive director
of the Mission RCD . "We feel this group particularly represents a recognition for
water quantity and quality."
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The Mission RCD has also been working with the San Diego County Water
Authority to provide irrigation water management to local farme rs. Mitchell
noted the necessity of volunteers, as well as district staff, in accomplishing the
programs of the RCD.
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Bonsall Chamber

Information
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Quick Links

Resource conservation districts, which are formed to control water runoff and
prevent soil erosion , were originally created to focus on agricultural use of land
but now involve themselves in watershed management, recreiltional area
management, urban and agricultural irrigation and water use, water quality,
forest land productivity, and public education for children and adults. A resource
conservation district is a public agency, although it has no regulatory authority .
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Temecula Valley News
Fallbrook.org
The Clean Water Summit is an annual event hosted by the County of San Diego .
The theme of this year's clean water summit was integrated regional water
management, which focuses on long-term plans to balance water supply, water
quality, and natural resources.
Comments or Questions about this piece?
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Coronado
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Wednesday, June 28

11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Teen movie

in the Coro nado Com mun ity Center Nautilu s Roo m , 1825 Stran d
Way. Call (619 ) 522- 7342 fo r
mov ie titles.
Noo n Coro nado Seni or Center lu nche on at 1019 Seve nth
Stree t. Cost is $4.5 0 for members,
$5.5 0 fo rnon-members. Call (619)
43 5-26 16 for adva nce rese rvations.
3 p.m. Teen mov ie show ing
"Gre mlin s" in the Coro nado Public Libr ary Winn Room , 640 Orange Avenue.
4 - 7 p.m. New tunnel optio n
publ ic meet ing at the Coro nado
Com mun ity Center, 1845 Stran d
Way. Call (619) 522-2426.
6 p.m. Susa nna Han 's school
recit al featu ring Coro nado student s i~ _t~~ Joan B. Kroc Thea ter
on the .lJ.Sll.cam pus, 5998 Alca la
Park.
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Slaughter to suit up for Lakers'
N ORTH C OUNTY TIMES

Former San Diego State
basketball standout Marcus
Slaughter will play for the
Los Angeles Lakers in the
Summer Pro League at Long
Beach, the Lakers announced Thursday.
Slaughter, a 6-foot-9 forward, went undrafted in lc1St
month's NBA draft. He's one
of 13 players listed on the
Lakers' summer roster. Also
on the roster are first-round
draft pick Jordan Farmar of
UCLA and three players who
played for the Lakers last
season - center Andrew
Bynum, guard Devin Green
and guard Von Wafer.
The Lakers' eight-game

summer league schedule
gins Saturday and
through July 19. All
are at The Pyramid o
Long Beach State camp
Also, former University of
San Diego forward Corey
Belser 1s on the Dallas Mavericks' summer league team
that will be playing in Las
Vegas. 1-ffiD center Nic;k
Lewis is vying for a spot on
the Phoenix Suns' summer
league team.
- Mike Sullivan

USD's Matusz honored
-~~n::iv:-::e:::r-istit~y__:-otf~S:,-a~n~D,,1~·e~i.~o:-

freshman left-hander Bnan
Matusz garnered his third
freshman baseball All-American honor of the season as
Rivals.com named him to its

eshman All-American secnd team.
Matusz also was selected
as a Freshman All-American
by Collegiate Baseball, a
West Coast Conference honorable mention and an AllWest Coast Conference
Freshman team selection.

Preseason football picks
Four USD football players
are among those named to
The Sports Network's I-AA
Mid-Major Preseason AllAmerica team.
Quarterback Josh Johnn
1,jsflii;:,,_0offensive lineman Jor-~""~aopao, defensive lineakhtiari and lineHawkins are
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Murphy sits, waits for chance
By Jerry Magee
STAFF WRITER

July 30, 2006

CARLSBAD - Emma Murphy is the former USD tennis player from Ireland who says her game is based on
"running around like a madwoman."
She might arrive in the second round of qualifying for the Acura Classic without taking a step.
For this reason: She was matched in the opening round of qualifying yesterday at the La Costa Resort and
Spa against Bethanie Mattek of New York. Mattek, however, was playing doubles at the Bank of the West
Classic at Stanford and was unable to keep the date.
A player in Mattek's position is permitted to gain a one-day postponement. She cannot gain a two-day
postponement. Unless Mattek shows up at La Costa today by noon, she will be defaulted and Murphy will
move ahead to challenge veteran Amy Frazier, the No. 1 qualifying seed, with the winner to gain a place in
the main draw of the $1.34 million tournament.
San Diego players, meantime, found the going difficult yesterday as the qualifying procedure began. Three
players with San Diego identities competed. Three lost.
Allison Bradshaw, who had not attempted to serve since suffering an abdominal injury last Sunday in an
Acura "opportunity" match at the San Diego Tennis & Racquet Club, had Alla Kudryavtseva of Russia
dismiss her 6-3, 6-4.
Biffy Kaufman drew one of the qualifying procedure's most impressive players, Lioudmila Skavronskaia of
Russia, and fell 6-2, 6-2.
Alexandra Stevenson on Friday had accepted an nth-hour invitation to the qualifying test when entries did
not fill the 32-player draw. For a time, Stevenson played strongly against American Jessica Kirkland, gaining
a 4-2 advantage in the opening set, but turning her right ankle handicapped the San Diego player and
Kirkland won 6-4, 6-3.
Of the graduates of the "opportunity" series the Acura had arranged as a means of affording area players a
vehicle in which to gain the qualifying draw, the one who made the strongest stand was Hilary Barte, a
Southern California high school champion. Barte, from Los Angeles, was down 0-5 in the final set. She
mounted a rally that Vasilisa Bardina of Russia barely survived 6-2, 3-6, 6-4.
Stanford player Celia Durkin of West Los Angeles, like Barte an "opportunity" winner, had her moments
before Olga Savchuk of Ukraine was able to complete a 6-3, 3-6, 6-o victory.
■.Terry

Magee: (619) 293-1830; _jerry.magee@uniontrib.com
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Packers learn that mental game is very superstitious
By KEVIN MERFELD
Herald Staff Writer

Michael Lugo couldn't have been much colder on a warm night in Vacaville. On June 27
season, their utility infielder was still looking for his first hit.
Two at-bats into the game against the Solano Thunderbirds, the University of San Diego freshman sat at 0- for- 26 . One
more out would mean nine innings of hitless ball.
But in the sixth inning, Lugo wouldn't be the only one who heated up.
Manager Tim Gower was looking for a way to spark his team 's sporadic play. The Packers had just won seven of nine
games to reach the .500 mark, but they needed to continue their strong play to stay in contention for a berth to the
National Baseball Congress World Series.
So Gower, who is well -schooled in the world of superstition as a former reliever, found a Tiki torch in the dugout and told
his players to light it.
"I think that might be able to help us out," he told them.
Players grabbed their bats and stuck them under the torch . Lugo went over and rubbed his hands next to the flame in an
effort to catch fire, figuratively anyway .
He stepped up to the plate that inning and ripped a line drive to left field for a base hit. Lugo added hits in his next two
at-bats, starting a different kind of streak. Since his 0-for-26 start, Lugo has raised his batting average to .250, going
12-for-22 in the process . He even batted leadoff Friday night, going 3-for-5.
His teammates also responded to the Tiki torch, scoring nine runs against Solano and starting a four-game winning
streak .
"That's the power of the Tiki torch," Gower said .
The Tiki torch has burned bright just outside the Packers dugout every game since .
Through Friday, the Packers were 24-21 overall and 11 - 11 in the California Collegiate League, tied with the San Luis
Obispo Blues for the final league berth to the World Series in Wichita , Kan .
"We have to do whatever it takes to get to Wichita," Gower said.

Mental toughness I
While improved starting pitching, hitting and a strong bullpen are important reasons why the Packers have resurrected
their season after beginning 7- 12, the power of superstitions should not be overlooked. They are more about winning
than witch-doctoring.
Gower prides himself on teach ing the mental side of baseball. As a former closer who racked up 49 saves and an ERA
under 2.00 in two seasons with the Salinas Peppers of the Western Baseball League, Gower knows how important it is to
have that closer's mentality and to finish games.
"I really try to teach the mental aspects like thought process and how to be tough," he said. "I want them to be gamers.
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They are going to be taught the physical mechanics at their schools. I just try to enhance their mental game."
Superstitions can relax players and build confidence. That is why Gower, who pitched Double-A in 1997, puts his uniform
on the same way every time and prepares the field the sam·e way every time. That even includes which way he drags the
infield and cuts the outfield grass.
What happens if he messes up?
"I don't," Gower said .
The overriding rule of a superstition is if something works, don 't change it. If the Packers are having a big inning, Gower
will be sure that he stays in whatever position he's in the entire time.
But if something doesn 't work, it's not coming back. After the Packers lost a doubleheader earlier this week, Gower
showed up at the ballpark in different shoes for the next game.
"Nobody would know, but in my head they're out there," Gower said. "Superstitions make you feel comfortable . I guess
it's just routine. It's fun to do things like that."

Bay Sox update I
The Monterey Bay Sox are still mathematically in contention for that final World Series berth after taking three straight
games from the Surf City Hammerheads of Santa Cruz.
They are still alive because the Santa Barbara Foresters (35-8, 20-8), who lead the CCL, have an automatic berth after
finishing second in the 2005 World Series. The second-place Santa Maria Indians (26-9, 18-9) won a tournament to gain
a second spot in Wichita.
Through Thursday, the Bay Sox are 20-20 overall and 10-15 in the CCL, 3½ games behind the Packers and Blues for
fourth place and that final berth.
The three wins came on the heels of a six-game losing streak. The Bay Sox, who had not lost more than two games in a
row, were swept by the Foresters and the California Oaks of Thousand Oaks, currently holding onto third place in the
league .
The Bay Sox, who have 11 league games remaining, close out a three-game series with the Foresters today .
Pacific Grove graduate Trevor Howell continues to anchor the middle of the Bay Sox lineup, hitting .338.
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Reds make strong playoff statement
By SCOTT SPRUILL
YAKIMA HERALD-REPUBLIC
Whether or not the Yakima Reds advance to the PDL playoffs remains to be decided, but an emphatic
case was made Saturday night that the Northwest Division's best team resides right here.
With the third-place Reds trying to chase down second-place Abbotsford, British Columbia, for the
league's final playoff berth, Yakima administered a complete and unqualified thumping at Marquette
Stadium in a 4-0 victory.
Adam Mariani punched in two headers and Chris Sarden assisted on three of the goals as charging
Yakima ran its record over the last three weeks to 5-1-1.
"We've got a real nice flow right now and we're getting better every time out," said Mariani, who joined
the team in June after the Reds had won only one of five matches in May. "We've had everybody
together for a while now and it shows. We also know we have to keep winning to have a shot at the
playoffs."
Abbotsford dropped to 7-4-3 with two matches left while Yakima improved to 7-6-2 with a home finale
next Friday against FC Tacoma. The BYU Cougars are pacing the division at 9-5-1.
Yakima's urgency has been impressively productive of late. The Reds scored twice in the first 10
minutes of Friday's 3-1 win over Cascade, and on Saturday it was the same story.
In the ninth minute, Sarden set up Al Valencia for a goal and, after Yakima made it 2-0 at the break,
Mariani converted Sardon's comer kick into his second tally and a 3-0 lead just seven minutes into the
second half.
"Scoring first just makes it so much easier. We figured that o'ut," said Sarden, who ranks second on the
team with six goals. "We're finally clicking and it feels great. This was a good match for us, but I think
we can play even better. The way we're play now, it would be great to get in the playoffs."
Alonso Rojas' goal in the 65th minute, which was assisted by Nie Malrnstrom, made it 4-0 and equaled
Yakima's highest-scoring match of the season.
"What I like most is how consistent we've been creating opportunities," said coach Luiz Machado. "And
we've been very productive out of those opportunities. Five or six matches ago our chemistry started to
take shape and now we're real comfortable together out there."
It wasn't as if Abbotsford completely rolled over. The Rangers took as many shots as Yakima - 11 but they couldn't organize effectively on offense nor could they solve Robert McCurdy. Yakima's
goalkeeper and co-captain made seven saves, including a blocked penalty kick in the 87th minute to
preserve the shutout.
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"It was another great effort by Robert, and Adam's presence is really making a difference," Machado
said. "We had nice set plays and a lot of breakaways. It was a great effort to build on."
It's no wonder Mariani and Sardon have good chemistry. They, along with starting defender Eric Forner,
played together on a high school team in Sacramento that finished the 2003 season 29-0-1 and ranked
No. 1 in the nation.
"We've been great friends for a long time, growing up playing high school and club ball together," said
Mariani, who plays for the University of San Diego during the college season. "Coming up here to play
the summer."
with them, I couldn't think of a better way to s
First half: 1, Yakima, Al Valencia (Chris Sard
Second half: 3, Yakima, Mariani (Sardon), 52 :45;

5; 2, Yakima, Adam Mariani (Sardon), 21 :25.
· a, Alonso Rojas (Nie Malmstrom), 65:05.

Saves: Robert McCurdy (Y) 7, Kristjan Johannsen (A)
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'Dogs dig out win
By Brian Ojanpa
The Free Press

MANKATO- Mankato MoonDogs manager Jason Nell is a zealot for cleanly played baseball games.
Even after a blowout win, he's been known to chew out his squad if the victory was accompanied by
sloppy play.
But on Friday he looked about as content as you'll see him following the MoonDogs' 3-1 Northwoods
League win over Duluth before 1, 117 fans at Franklin Rogers Park.
"We got our bunts down, we pitched well, there were no errors. That's about as well as we've played all
year," Nell said.
Duluth came into the game leading the North Division with a 10-0 mark, while Mankato stood second at
7-3.
The Huskies also lead the league in hitting, but the MoonDogs' Tyson Brummett had something to say
about that.
The slender right-hander from UCLA (2-3) was masterful, pitching 7113 shutout innings while allowing
six hits and fanning nine - many of those on a crippling c eball.
"His curve was impossible," Mankato catcher Brandon
aid. "He was hitting his spots the whole
night, and that's all you can ask for. He's been stron
ting. The only difference this time is we
gave him some run support."
Robert Rodebaugh gave Mankato a 1-0 lead w·
omer in the fourth, only the second hit off
Huskies starter and loser Charlie Shirek (2-1
Shane Buschini gave Mankato another run i
fth. With the infield playing in, the powerful
outfielder from the University of San Diego hit a line-drive missile that devoured Huskies second
baseman Joey Bonadonna.
'
The shot hit his glove hand, just below the wrist, raising a welt and forcing him from the game.
"The ball was knuckling at me a little bit, and I didn't have time to react," he said.
Mankato got its final run in the sixth when Nate Hanson scored on an infield out.
Duluth scored its run on a bases-loaded bloop single in the top of the ninth off Mankato closer Jason
Novak.
The same two teams meet again 7:05 p.m. today at Franklin Rogers Park.
Notes
Buschini is tied for the longest road-game hitting streak (11 games) in the Northwoods this season . ...
The MoonDogs have been involved in 23 one-run games this season and are on pace to break the mark
of 32 set by Wisconsin in 2000 . ... Minnesota Twins infielder Nick Punto will be the guest of honor for
the MoonDogs' Twins Night on Thursday.
Copyright © 1999-2006 cnhi, inc.
Photos
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Crew's Coiner confident he can add scoring punch
Wednesday, July 19, 2006
Shawn Mitchell
TH E COLUMBUS DISPATCH

Ryan Coiner is pretty confident for a man who likely will
play his first minutes in Major League Soccer when he
lines up at forward tonight in Columbus Crew Stadium.
"I'11 be disappointed if I don't knock in more than a
handful (of goals)," he said.
Of course, Coiner, signed by the Crew last week, was
referring to the rest of the season, not just the game
tonight with the New York Red Bu11s. Rookie Kei Kamara
has scored three times to lead the Crew, so a handful of
goals over the 14 remaining games could make Coiner the
team's top scorer. His confidence, along with an ability to
score that was proven during three years in the German
third division, is precisely why Crew coach Sigi Schmid
pursued him.

NEW YORK
AT COLUMBUS
7:30 tonlellt
TV: none
Radio:

lNBWR-FM
(105. 7)
WXOL-AM
(1550)

"He's a player that believes strongly in his abilities," said Schmid, w
familiar with
Coiner, a fellow southern Californian, and saw him play on a scou ·
winter. "He's a very driven person. You want guys that are hung
arly successes
(coaching) at UCLA weren't guys who were on the under-20 n.,....~···~• ·eam. Mike Lapper,
Joe-Max Moore, Ante Razov- they were guys who were hu
Those former Bruins are pretty heady company for C~ine
a two-time West Coast
Conference player of the year at the University of San Qiego, He went was not drafted by an
MLS team after graduating in 2002, but his goals continued to be lofty.
With the help of former German national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann, Coiner secured a
professional contract in Germany. He was married in July 2003 and, speaking no German,
left six weeks later to play for his first professional team.
Coiner scored 16 goals in 20 games playing for the second team of Arminia Bielefeld, a
Bundesliga club. The next season, he scored 12 times for Union Berlin. Last season, he had 10
goals for Holstein Kiel before clashes with the club's coach prompted him to ask for his
release to sign with the Crew.
"That coach never really trusted me and we never jelled," Coiner said. "I'd score a goal and
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then sit on the bench the next game. It never made sense. So I spoke with my wife, made
some calls and talked to Sigi."
Schmid said Coiner will sta1t tonight, pending clearance by the German federation, which
should come this morning. Although he arrived only Friday, the 6-foot-1 striker is expected
to immediately influence an offense that has scored more than one goal in a game only twice.
Coiner, whose wife, Katie, gave birth to a daughter, Kyla, two weeks ago, is ready for the
challenge. Despite not playing in more than six weeks and an ongoing struggle with the time
zone change, he's ready and willing to become the Crew's top scoring threat. He said his time
in Germany was invaluable.
"In three years I grew by leaps and bounds as a player, a person and a man," Coiner said.
"No one in Germany will pat you on the back. If you score nine goals in a game and miss one
chance, they ·will want to know why you didn't score the tenth.
"The standard that people hold themselves accountable to (in Germany) is ingrained in me
in a way that isn't necessarily congruent with our culture here in America."
smitchell@dispatch.com

Copyrig ht © 2006, The Columbus Dispatch
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Crew signs Coiner to contract
Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The Columbus Crew has signed forward Ryan Coiner, who spent the past three years playing in the

German Third Division .
The team announced the deal Thursday but d!d not disclose the terms.
The 6-foot-1 Coiner had 10 goals in 31 games during the 2005-06 season for Holstein Kiel, which finished fourth in the
final standings, just missing a chance for promotion to the second division .
Coiner, 26, played at the Universjty of Sap Qjggp from 1999 to 2002, twice earning second -team All -American honors
and being named West Coast Conference Player of t he Year in 2000 and 2002 .
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Crew work Coiner into offensive mix
By John Kuhn / MLSnet.com Staff
COLUMBUS -- Head coach Sigi Schmid wasted no time getting Ryan Coiner into the lineup as the Columbus Crew's
new target man . Coiner lasted just more than an hour in the Crew's midweek loss to the New York Red Bulls, and while
he showed promise in his first match in six weeks, it will still take some time for the striker to adjust to the MLS schedule.
"It (two games a week) is something that I am not used to at all," said Coiner. "In Germany, we played every Saturday
and had a full week of training to look at our mistakes."
But with the quick turnaround this week, as the Crew play host to the Los Angeles Galaxy on Saturday, Coiner will not
be able to get in as much training time as he would like.
"Now, we don't have any time to do anything other than regenerate. It is frustrating because I would like to get out and
work on my finishing, crossing, and quickness, but there just isn't time ," said the former University of San Die~o star.
"With this heat and this schedule, it is pretty demanding."
'
Coiner spent the last three years in the German Third Division, playing the 2005/2006 season with Hal
he tallied 10 goals in 31 games, before signing with the Crew on July 13.
With the All-Star break quickly approaching, Coiner said that he hopes to be completely fit coming out of it.
"I hope to use the next two weeks as a training camp. Then during the br,eak, I can find my legs again and be fre
said Coiner. "I think that is a realistic goal."
In addition to fitness, the Crew forward needs some time to become acquainted with his new teammates . On several
occasions on Wednesday, Coiner and Marc Burch were not on the same page when trying to combine on the left wing.
"He (Burch} is new to the team . I am new to the team. We are new to each other," said Coiner. "I expect that next three
or four weeks will be a learning curve ."
Despite being limited by his fitness level, Coiner showed signs that he could be a player that could help end the Crew's
offensive struggles. He made several good runs off the ball and showed the ability to hold the ball under pressure while
waiting for the midfield to join in the attack.
"Ryan did well for us. He was holding the ball, moving the ball off of the midfielders, and getting behind the defense,"
said captain Ritchie Kotschau .
Added Schmid: "I thought Ryan Coiner helped us up front because he was holding the ball."
Moreover, the Crew boss sees Coiner as someone that can help become an attacker that the team can rally behind .
"I think Ryan Coiner will develop into a leader for us," said Schmid.
John Kuhn is a contributor to MLSnet.com. This story was not subject to the approval of Major League Soccer or its
clubs.
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Dixie fans set to face new rivals
For nearly a century an assortment of Badgers, Vikings, Eagles, Spartans, Gauchos, Artichokes and assorted
other mascots have cheered for their teams as they played at Dixie State's athletic fields .
Local fans will need to learn a different assortment of team nicknames as the Rebels open the NCAA Division II
era this season . Dixie State is now a provisional member of the NCAA. Its teams will play a completely different
assortment of opponents.
Some of the nicknames are common ones, just as they were during the Rebels' years in the NJCAA. Dixie State
played two different Golden Eagle teams - from Southern Idaho and Eastern Utah - each year.
This season they'll meet two different Eagle squads, from Biola University out of Los Angeles and Sierra
University from Riverside, Calif.
Fred Dungan , whose e-mail address dubs him an Old Pro, took the time to make note of the different team
mascots who'll pass through St. George during the 2006-2007 school year.
Everyone will know the Thunderbirds when Southern Utah University and Dixie State College meet on the
baseball field . But how many knew that Texas A&M International was the Dustdevils before Fred looked it up?
Speaking of looking it up, if you want to find out the nickname of Jerry Sloan's Evansville team {the Purple Aces)
or how many are known as the Raiders (seven, including Southern Oregon , a DSC football opponent this
season), check out "The Handbook of Mascots and Nicknames" by Peter J. Fournier.
Fournier's introduction includes the notation that "Athletic nicknames and logs are powerful cultural symbols
because they not only evoke allegiance to an institution's athletic teams but also may be instrumental in shaping
the image of the entire college or university." That came from a September 2000 Journal of Higher Education
article entitled "What's in a Name?"
Back to the issue at hand . Two different Griffins - from Westmin
DSC stage. So will the Adams State Grizzlies , the BYU-Hawai"
Ft. Lewis Skyhawks and the Mesa State Mavericks.
No deer will play but Grand Canyon's Antelope {better k
So will the Cal State Monterey Otters .

r and Missouri Western - will appear on the
·ders, the Colorado Christian Cougars, the

the 'Lopes) will drop by for a baseball series .

And that's just the teams coming to town . The Reb
eet both the Northern Arizona and Humboldt State
(Calif.) Lumberjacks on the road in football. (NAU's
erjacks will play UNLV's Rebels in Burns Arena in early
December.) They'll meet the Upjyersjty of San Diego Tpreros and the Notre Dame de Namur Argonauts on the
road .
Hard to believe but football season is almost here . Coach Ron Haun's players will be on campus this week,
reporting Tuesday and beginning practice shortly thereafter. The Rebels open the season at Mesa State in
Grand Junction, Colorado, on Aug . 24. Their first home game is Sept. 23 against Humboldt State. {The two
teams meet in Arcata , Calif., on Oct. 21.
Things will be different with Dixie State sports this season , but the Rebels' winn ing tradition will remain . It may,
however, be bruised during the transition to four-year athletics . Still, it's an exciting time to follow the Rebels.
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A FIGHTING CHANCE
With a full preseason, Palma product Gasperson hopes to make Eagles' squad
By JOHN DEVINE
Herald Staff Writer

Two practices in pads and a pair of late nights scrambling to learn a playbook.
A rehabilitated right knee still not completely healed.

Michael Gasperson wasn't going to pass up a shot at being in an NFL camp last summer.
If Gasperson was going to make an impression on the Philadelphia Eagles, he would get one game -- actually the final
four minutes of one game.
Two receptions later, the receiver had a job. Sort of.
Released before the start of the season by the Eagles, the one-time Palma standout was re-signed to the practice squad
for the rest of the season.
A week into the Eagles' training camp this summer in Bethlehem, Pa ., Gasperson is one of 13 receivers on the current
roster trying to make people forget malcontent Terrell Owens .
Partly because of the distractions Owens created, the Eagles stumbled to a 5-11 season after reaching the Super Bowl
the year before.
"As we've learned in the past, distractions aren 't good," Gasperson said . "If one person has a different agenda, it can be
disruptive. We're all in it together."
While Owens created a tumultuous atmosphere, Gasperson spent last season strengthening his knee and honing his
skills with the Eagles.
"I feel more comfortable with the system, knowing what is expected and how things are run here," Gasperson said. "The
fact that I was brought back says something."
The most scrutinized players on the Eagles last year were the receiving corps. Despite having a perenn ial all - pro
quarterback in Donovan McNabb, the passing game was no longer feared .
With eight of the 13 receivers in camp having two years or less experience, developing a rapport with McNabb is critical
in the preseason .
"I get a chance to work with him in drills and routes," Gasperson said. "He's pretty open to talking. He is always keeping
it light and cracking jokes."
Because Gasperson normally runs with the Eagles' second unit, he spends more time catch ing passes from former 49ers
quarterback and Gilroy native Jeff Garcia .
In fact, the pair hooked up twice in a full-team contact drill Thursday .
"It's kind of cool catching passes from him," Gasperson said. "Growing up in Monterey, I was a 49ers fan . He's a threetime Pro Bowler. This system fits him perfectly. "
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The same could be said about Gasperson's talents. His 6-foot-4, 232-pound frame would seem to fit perfectly in the
Eagles' West Coast offense.
"It's more of a possession game," said Gasperson . "It plays to my stv.le. It's tough to get a lot of reps when you're not
working with the first unit. So I need to make the most of my opportunities, no matter who's throwing passes."
No single receiver caught more than 42 passes last year for the Eagles. Their most seasoned receiver is five-year veteran
Todd Pinkston, who spent last season on injured reserve.
"We have quite a few young guys battling for spots," Gasperson said . "Right now things are going well . My knees are
holding up. My body feels pretty good."
Any concerns about having just three weeks to heal up for the Eagles camp after playing a 10-week season in NFL
Europe have been squelched.
"I was a little concerned how the muscles would respond," Gasperson said. "In this business, you have to make the most
of any window that might open up."
Gasperson caught 17 passes for 205 yards for the Cologne Centurions, showing no fear in crossing the middle and
demonstrating deceptive speed in hauling in a 40-yard pass.
Experience, though, was the biggest thing for the 24-year-old . The Eagles now have film of him in a game situation.
"In a game, live bullets are flying," Gasperson said . "There is no better practice than that. I have some stuff on tape.
Being able to travel for free in Europe was nice."
About the only feedback Gasperson received from his stint in NFL Europe was a couple of his teammates talking about
him blocking a punt on special teams.
"I expected that," said Gasperson, who is playing on two surgically repaired knees damaged in college. "But I think I
showed I can play at a higher level."
During his collegiate career at the University of San Diego, Gaspe
touchdowns. Two years were interrupted by injuries.
Eight months after tearing his knee in his final collegia
Philadelphia with a week left in the preseason .

aught 116 passes for 1,894 yards and 18

sperson was signed as an undrafted free agent by

"I don 't have the experience of going to a big sc
putting up big numbers," sa id Gasperson, who played under
former Bears quarterback Jim Harbaugh at ~ "So I have to be able to do the little things to have a chance to make
this team."
That includes special teams, where Gasperson is working with all four units. He also played special teams in NFL Europe.
"It definitely enhances my position with the team," Gasperson said. "It's only going to help me out in my situation. I can
run well for a big guy . I can block and make some tackles."
Gasperson, who got married in Monterey during his abbreviated off-season, will be on national television Aug . 6 when
the Eagles face the Raiders in the Hall of Fame Game in Canton, Ohio.
The fact that the Eagles have five preseason games this summer is a bonus for Gasperson.
"I think it works to my advantage," Gasperson said. "If I stick around, they'll get more film of me. I need all the
opportunities I can get. We put off our honeymoon until February . Hopefully I can turn someone's head. You have to be
confident."

John Devine can be reached at jdevine @montereyherald.com and 646-4405.
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USD Names Brent Hilliard Interim Head Coach
Brent Hilliard will be USD's interim head coach for the 2006 season.
July 10, 2006
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - Ky Snyder, University of San Diego Executive Director of Athletics, announced
Monday that Brent Hilliard will be the interim head coa:
women's volleyball for the upcoming
2006 season. He will take over for current head coach J
ie who will be taking the year off to
spend time with her new born son Charles, her two-year o
ane, as well as time with her
husband Mark. Petrie, who just completed her 7th year, will re
ead coaching position for the
2007 season.
"Brent and Jennifer work well together as a team, and they have proven that over the past four seasons
with a tremendous amount of success," stated Snyder. "We look forward to another successful campaign
this season."
Hilliard, USD's top assistant for the past four seasons, said that he is humbled by this opportunity.
"Normally when a coach steps into their first head coaching job it is not for a top-20 program. I know it
will be difficult, but I feel that my competitive experience as a player and an assistant coach will carry
over and help me to succeed at this level."
Hilliard brings a wealth of volleyball experience to the head coaching position as he has won at the
highest levels of volleyball. During his tenure at USD, the Toreros have advanced to the NCAA
Tournament four of his five season's with a program-best Sweet Sixteeen appearance in 2004.
Hilliard was a catalyst for the 1991 Long Beach State men's volleyball national championship team en
route to earning the NCAA Player of the Year award. In 1992, Hilliard was a member of the bronze
medal winning U.S. Olympic team, and one year later, he helped the U.S. earn a silver medal at the Pan
American Games.
Hilliard continued his volleyball career as a professional in Europe from 1995-1998, playing two
seasons in Belgium and one season in the Netherlands. In 1996, Hilliard and the Maasiek Volleyball
club from Belgium won the country's championship and competed in the European Champions League.
Hilliard and the Toreros will open their 2006 campaign on August 25th as they open play in the San
Diego State Tournament against Hofstra University at 11 a.m.
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Soule, Tolan aim to carry over success
Local golfers face a Colorado Open field full of contenders
By Paul Willis, Special to the News

July 26, 2006

Both have left their imprint on local high school and college golf and dabbled in larger-profile events.
But for Charlie Soule and Derek Tolan , the HealthOne Colorado Open represents an opportunity to expedite a career in the
sport.
The winner of the event (Thursday through Sunday at Green Valley Ranch Golf Course) receives an exemption to The
International at Castle Pines in August, a notable career step for each amateur.
Soule, who attended Longmont High School and recently finished his senior season at the University of Denver, was the top
amateur in last year's event and fourth overall with an 11-under-par 277 total.
Soule, who posted 13 sub-70 rounds for the Pioneers last season, finished nine shots behind winner Wil Collins, who enters
Thursday as a favorite.
Tolan , who will be a redshirt sophomore at the University of Colorado in the fall, has gained national notoriety. As a 16-yearold in 2002, the then-ThunderRidge High School product qualified for the U.S. Open.
He finished No. 2 with the Buffaloes with a 74.33 stroke-per-round average last season. His 281 total at last year's Colorado
Open resulted in a 12th-place finish .
Most eyes, though , will be on Collins, of Rapid City, S.D., who broke 70 in all four rounds last year and finished at 20-under
268.
Collins parlayed the win into a respectable showing at The International - a tie for 57th place, good for $11,200.
The chain of events allowed Collins to overcome a bittersweet experience earlier that summer.
He qualified for the U.S. Open at Pinehurst No. 2 in North Carolina but didn't make the cut after shooting 161 through two
rounds .
Collins will be attempting to become the event's first consecutive-year champion since former PGA Tour s
of Denver, in 1976 and 1977.
"I'm definitely coming in with no expectations," Collins said. "It's another week and another tourna
event, because it's the Colorado Open, but that's how I have to treat it."
Also among the field are the relatives of two world famous golfers. Tim Mickelson , the you
Phil, will be on hand .
Tim Mickelson, who played for Oregon State, is the golf coach at the University of San Diego.
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Golden's Steve Irwin, son of three-time U.S. Open champion and Champions Tour star Hale Irwin , will participate as an
1ateur.
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Other notables include John Douma (Scottsdale, Ariz.) and Brett Wayment (Logan, Utah), who finished tied for second last
year, six shots behind Collins. Wayment won the event in 2001.
Locals Bill Loeffler and Mike Zaremba also are golfers to watch .
Loeffler, from Castle Rock, is a three-time Colorado Open champion (1991, 1993 and 2004) and has been a pro since 1989.
Zaremba didn't win the Colorado Open last year but did win the Colorado Senior Open six weeks later, an achievament
which made the Pueblo native the first golfer to win both events. He won the Colorado Open in 1995.
Other past champions in the field are James Blair (1983, 1987) and Chris Endres (1989) .
While the buzz will surround many of the past champions, many will have their eyes on first-time participant Brock
Mackenzie. The Yakima, Wash ., native has some large steps to follow. Mackenzie's sister, Paige , won the Colorado
Women's Open last month .
Copyright 2006, Rocky Mountain News. All Rights Reserved .
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Passion joined by perspective
New Kings coach Eric Musselman attempts to strike a
balance
By Sam Amick -- Bee Staff Writer
Published 12:01 am PDT Sunday, July 30, 2006
"Defeat is worse than death, because you have to live with defeat." -- The late Bill
Musselman
Eric Musselman is in relaxation mode, which is a good start in and of itself.
If his reputation precedes him -- and it does -- that's a gear many weren't sure he had, a
shift from the persona of the 5-foot-7 fireball coach known for his fervor and sometimes
friction-causing ways.
He is stretched out on a lounge chair, shirt off and smile on as he sunbathes poolside at the
Palms Casino Resort in Las Vegas earlier this month. Musselman 's two sons, 10-year-old
Michael and 5-year-old Matthew, play in the water with his new Kings coaching staff, the
immediate family and the extended one getting along famously during this break from
summer-league action.
"There's nothing like competing, but you've got to let it go when you've got to let it go," he
said. "I think, as a competitor, everyone has different levels of will to win."
And by name alone, for those who don't know, the Musselman level is something altogether
different.
"Defeat is worse than death, because you have to live with defeat" was a motivational
message gone wrong, the outlook of Eric's late father, coach Bill Musselman, that hung inside
the University of Minnesota men's locker room on a January night in 1972. That's when
intensity went too far, when a bench-clearing brawl between his Gophers and Ohio State was
perhaps the worst of its kind in college basketball history, and largely blamed on a man who
was known as much for his legendary passion as he was for his five Continental Basketball
Association titles.
But mostly, his approach produced wins, a 589-421 record in a 25-year career that included
college, the CBA, American Basketball Association, Western Basketball Association and threeplus seasons as an NBA head coach in Cleveland and Minnesota.
The son also built his own name in the CBA, becoming the youngest head coach in the
league's history at 23 en route to dominating the minor leagues and eventually earning NBA
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credentials.
"I don't know if I've ever seen anyone with the intensity of his father," said former coach
Chuck Daly, whose Detroit Pistons teams won titles in 1989 and 1990 and who guided the
Olympic gold-medal-winning Dream Team in 1992. "(The Musselmans) are a little bit like the
Woods family -- Tiger was raised to be a golfer, and Eric was raised to be a coach."
The kid who grew up in Cleveland and Minnesota with a round-the-clock basketball influence
is now 41, an NBA head coach for the second time two years after his firing at Golden State
raised so many questions about his style.
"Maybe they (coaches) should never be fired. Maybe you should do a lot of research before
you hire a guy, then you hire the right guy. And when things don't go well, you look
somewhere other than him." -- Eric Musselman, San Francisco Chronicle, March 21, 2004 .
They didn't look elsewhere.
In April 2004, the Warriors replaced the man who hired Musselman, promoting franchise
hero Chris Mullin to the post formerly held by Garry St. Jean. And when the time came to
consider the future that appeared so bright, they looked directly at the coach.
Musselman had gained his first head-coaching job after stops as an assistant in Minnesota,
Orlando and Atlanta. He wowed Warriors owner Chris Cohan and chief operating officer
Robert Rowell in the interview process, beating out finalists Brian Winters and Eddie Jordan
on the same platform on which he became the Kings' coach -- passion and preparation.
In Year No. 1, Golden State improved by 17 games and Musselman was a runner-up in
Coach of the Year voting to San Antonio's Gregg Popovich. All was well. Year 2 saw the
Warriors' roster depleted by trades and free agency. Future All-Stars Gilbert Arenas and
Antawn Jamison were gone, with veteran point guard Earl Boykins.
Still, the Warriors went 37-45, winning more games than they've won in the two individual
seasons since as their playoff drought has been extended to 12 years.
"When you try to change the culture, it's not easy," Musselman said when he was introduced
as the Kings' coach in June. "This culture here has been set up. It's a winning culture. I went
into a situation (with the Warriors) where things had to change, and sometimes with change,
there is resistance. You have to keep pushing, you have to keep prodding. I mean, if your
son is a straight 'D' student for 10 years, you're not going to change him to a 'B' or 'C'
student with a new teacher."
But while Musselman's tough tactics improved results on the floor, the locker-room flareups
never helped his case . With so many players lost to free agency and trades, he lost some of
the remaining talent in a much more dangerous way as his rotations and methods were
questioned.
There were one - practice protests from Arenas and then-first-round draft pick Mike Dunleavy,
and mysterious game absences from Danny Fortson for "personal reasons" or "the flu."
And there was, of course, center Erick Dampier referring to his coach as "Musselhead" to
reporters after a loss to Minnesota in which the two argued over whether to double-team
Kevin Garnett (Musselman challenged Dampier to handle the duty alone). There was a
reported argument with Dunleavy, the Mullin favorite telling Musselman he was no fan of his
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coaching ways. It was also reported that Mullin wasn't fond of how Musselman used
Dunleavy and, in the next season, rookie draft pick Mickael Pietrus. Mullin and Dunleavy
could not be reached for comment.
Yet many players who once seemed to despise Musselman now swear by him, perhaps
because of the lesser talked-about effect of his tenure. Arenas, Dampier and Jamison, among
others, had some of their finest years under Musselman and landed huge contracts after
leaving Golden State. Musselman was fired with one year left on his three-year contract.
"What happened at Golden State? He brought a team up, did what it took, and we won {17)
more games than the year before with the same group," said Arenas, the two-time All-Star
Washington guard. "That should speak for itself."
Arenas' first impression wasn't so flattering. On the first day of training camp, Musselman
told him that Bobby Sura was going to be the opening-game starter. Musselman was, as
Arenas learned, telling a white lie to motivate him into having a good camp.
"I was like, Uh, uh, not on my watch," Arenas said. "But he got me going. He reminds me of
an Avery Johnson (Dallas) type of coach. He's fiery. He's going to push you . He's a player's
coach, and you rarely find that in this league."
Months after Dampier's name-calling, he became the first player to invite Musselman to his
house. With some Warriors teammates, they had a catfish dinner courtesy of Dampier's
mother and sisters that showed Musselman the importance of player-coach bonding.
"That was a point in time where there was pressure, and I felt we should have won the
(Minnesota) game," said Dampier, who is now with Dallas. "It was (said) just out of
frustration. If I could go back and do it over, I never would've said that.
"Eric gave me the opportunity that no other coach has given me, the opportunity to show the
real Erick Dampier. He's a player's coach, even though he's never played in this league."
In many ways, Musselman's Golden State experience was an eerie case of history repeating .
In 1989, Bill Musselman had become the first coach of the expansion Minnesota
Timberwolves. In two seasons, he went 51-113 in what was an extreme case of relative
success. He won more games than any of the four expansion teams and more in his second
season {29) than any expansion team since the 1974-75 New Orleans Jazz.
But from the beginning, he was questioned for not playing the young talent and using an
autocratic style that led to his firing .
"I think Eric learned a lot by watching the situation that his father had been in," said Keith
Smart, a Golden State assistant who coached under Eric Musselman with the Warriors and
played in the CBA for father and son. "He started to reach out more, understand the league
and the new players coming in. He knew he'd have to start forming relationships with guys."
"You never want to see guys who care about the game be out of it. But it's a player's league,
and I think you have to understand that as a coach. If there is a problem, the coach has to
go." -- Then-San Antonio coach Larry Brown, regarding Bill Musselman, Dec . 22, 1991,
Minneapolis Star Tribune
Soaking up rays by the pool wasn't the only good start in Vegas.
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The first day Ron Artest joined the youngsters, Musselman found a seat next to the small
forward on the team bus. They talked about Artest's new rap career, about his family and
Queensbridge, N.Y., roots, connecting in ways he now knows are so important.
Musselman disputes claims that he's no fun. He rewards hustle, good play and, of course,
victories. At summer league, he canceled a morning shootaround because of the previous
night's victory and rescheduled a practice for R&R purposes.
"It's hard to please 12 guys for 12 months out of the year," said Musselman, who
interviewed for head-coaching jobs in Cleveland and Orlando last summer while hew
Memphis assistant. "As in any relationship or any family, you're always going to hav
and downs. The key is that, when there is a fragmentation, you try to get to it rig
But the fragmentation that can never be fixed is the absence of his father, who s
bone marrow cancer in 2000 at 59. From Eric's first day at theJJniversity of San Diego in
1983 until his dad was gone, they spoke daily on the phone. In 1990, Bill gave his son his
first NBA experience, adding Eric to his T-wolves staff in a season he said he'll always
cherish. When Eric was hired by the Warriors, the Mussel mans became the first father-son
head-coaching duo in NBA history. And in a twist of irony, Bill's passing disproved his
infamous quote about defeat vs. death. At least for the family he left behind.
While Musselman is close with his younger sister, Nicole Boykins, and mother, Kris
Musselman, the immediate family now begins and ends with his boys. The towheaded mini Musses have been at nearly every Kings practice and summer-league game thus far, playing
video games while they wait or wrestling with their dad and his players.
Musselman is recently single after 13 years of marriage. His ex-wife lives in Danville, making
the proximity to his boys a fringe benefit of the new gig. And with a daily routine that is
typically filled with basketball, two hours of exercise and an occasional afternoon baseball fix,
the boys are his favorite hobby.
"It's not easy to all of a sudden have your kids when you're single like he is now," said
Boykins, who lives with her husband and 2-year-old son in Dallas. "I can't believe all the
things Eric has taken on. He's packing their suitcases and folding their clothes, laying all their
stuff out for them. As a mom, it's very lovely to see."
Smart, the Warriors assistant, said Musselman's boys have taught him the value of give and
take -- whether it's negotiating with 10-year-olds or $10 million-per-year athletes.
"You can't challenge the guys all the time, no different than you can't be on your kids all the
time," said Smart, the father of two sons. "I think there's been an evolution between learning
from his first head-coaching position and his sons coming of age."
Memphis general Jerry West agreed.
"I think Eric is certainly intense, but he's not to that level (of his father)," said West, who
hired Musselman midway through the 2004-05 season when he was a commentator for ESPN
Radio. "With the changing nature of the game, with the younger players who need maturing,
I think it makes all the difference in the world for a coach to understand that they have to
change sometimes also. Everyone has to change ."
It seems to be the only question about Musselman, whether he can convince his players to
buy into a system that has proven effective wherever he has been. Otherwise, few dispute
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his hoops acumen.

(

Musselman played point guard at San Diego and was drafted in the CBA, but he never played
professionally.
Before his coaching career began, he was selling tickets for the Los Angeles Clippers, a job
that segued into a position as an account executive and, three months in, an assistant
director of scouting role that came with the basketball responsibility he so desired.
Then came the call from Pat Hall, the owner of the CBA's Rapid City Thrillers in South
Dakota.
"Everybody in the league said, 'Don't do this,' " Hall said, opting to hire the 23-year-old
Musselman because Bill Musselman was busy coaching the Timberwolves. "The commissioner
of the CBA called me and said, 'Don't do this. You're insane.' "
They weren't saying that for long. Upon arrival, Musselman traded 10 players from a team
that had gone 18-36. The following season, the Thrillers went 36-18. In eight seasons,
Musselman had 24 players called up to the NBA and was attracting the best of the NBAcaliber players. Despite his youth, his no-nonsense attitude already had begun.
He once cut three former NBA first-round draft picks from his Thrillers team because of their
apparent lack of interest in the CBA. They couldn't name another team in their three-team
division, and so came the ax. At Th1·illers games, Musselman was known to bark not only at
officials, but the occasional fan, too.
"He was so fierce, it was unbelievable," Hall said. "He'd turn to some fan who was criticizing
him and say 'I'll be at your office tomorrow at noon. I want to talk to you the way you're
talking to me.' "
Mussel man's CBA stint concluded with a .689 winning percentage (270-122), ranking behind
only George Karl in a CBA history that includes coaches Phil Jackson, Flip Saunders and John
Chaney among its alumni.
But the Kings don't play in the CBA, and recent history shows that they're far from the
Warriors. Eight consecutive playoff berths were orchestrated by former coach Rick Adelman,
whose NBA credentials trump Musselman's 10 times over.
With Artest as the new frontman on a team with plenty of talent, Musselman has players like
never before. He knows his hiring doesn't come with lowered expectations from the fans,
that the playoffs are expected and that having a three-year contract worth more than $7
million doesn't mean history can't repeat again . He wants to win now. And his will to win,
after all, is on a level all its own.

"If coach Musselman could put the tennis shoes on and the jersey, he would go out there and
do it," Jamison said. "When you're in his practice and playing the game, you can feel his
passion and how much he wants to win. Anytime you have a coach with that much passion,
you're in a good situation. Your organization and your team is definitely going in the right
direction."

About the writer:
• The Bee's Sam Amick can be reached at (916) 326-5582 or samick@
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The Year of the Quarterback·
Running backs grow on palm trees here, but 2006 will be the quarterback's year in
San Diego.
By Tom Shanahan
Tuesday, July 25, 2006 7:04 PM PDT
Tuesday, July 25, 2006 I This is San Diego, home of the Heisman Trophy winner for at least
another five months, so the opening of NFL and college camps in the next couple of weeks brings
running backs to mind. They hang from palm trees out here, you know.
Reggie Bush, the Helix High product from USC who became San Diego's fourth Heisman Trophywinning running back last season, is now a rookie in New Orleans, although he'd be in Houston as the
first pick of the draft if his agent had been more reasonable in contract negotiations on the eve of the
draft.
LaDainian Tomlinson, the Chargers' Pro Bowler and the best running back in the NFL, returns for his
sixth season when training camp opens for the public Saturday at Chargers Park. AB good as he's
been, don't be surprised if he has better seasons ahead.
Marshall Faulk, who was robbed of the 1992 Heisman as a sophomore at San Diego State when that
talking head Lee Corso pounded the table with the power of the ESPN cameras in his successful
campaign for the forgettable Gino Torretta, may not suit up this year with the St. Louis Rams after
undergoing more knee surgery, but his place in football history is secure.
Even Ricky Williams, the 1998 Heisman Trophy winner from Patrick Henry High, still has some
football in him, despite his broken arm suffered last week during his one-year exile in the Canadian
Football League.
Williams will return to the Miami Dolphins a more mature man in 2007 when he turns 30. Don't
forget he gained 280 yards in his final two games last year. Why do ou think Dolphins head coach
Nick Saban, a taskmaster, has been so accommodating in allowi
· Iiams to return to the team in
2005 and saving a spot for him in 2007?
But the San Diego's 2006 football season, I believe, wil
Philip Rivers replaces Drew Brees as the Chargers i 1
his third NFL season, Kevin O'Connell is
essentially a third-year starter at San Diego State _ _.... g his junior year and even the University of
San Diego's quarterback is worth watching.~ Josh Johnson, also entering his junior year, could
be joining O'Connell in an NFL training camp in a couple of summers.
Chargers head coach Marty Schottenheimer says he isn't as worried about Rivers as a coach would be
with most first-year starters. Rivers, the son of a high school football coach, was a four-year starter at
North Carolina State.
"He's played a considerable amount of football, although not in the NFL," Schottenheimer said. "He
has credibility with his teammates as a leader and he understands what he needs to do at that
position. I like the idea that the mantel has been passed and he has stepped forward. The team will
tell you he hasn't missed a step."
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Last year O'Connell threw for 2,665 yards and 19 touchdowns with 12 interceptions. Give him a
running game and offensive line, both of which he lacked last year, and watch those respectable
numbers improve.
New SDSU coach Chuck Long was the offensive coordinator at Oklahoma when he coached Jason
White to the Reisman Trophy in 2003. Long says he likes what he sees in O'Connell's ability to run
and throw and lead the team.
''You look for what guys add to team off the field, not just in X's and O's," Long said. ''You look to see
if they take care of their business and help other guys on the team take care of their business."
If you don't see Johnson play this year, you're missing out. You know how you'll hear a movie is so
good and it's always a letdown once you go see it? I had heard about Johnson last year and when I
went to see him, he was better than advertised.

Johnson completed 70.1 percent of his passes (260 of 371) while throwing for 3,256 yards with 36
touchdown passes and only eight interceptions. He led USD to an 11-1 record and its first Pioneer
Football League title. Yes, it's Division I-AA, but a touchdown/interception ratio of 4.5-to-1 is good in
any league.
·
"If there was an SAT for football, he would blow it away," says USD coach Jim Harbaugh.

It's also a good year for high school quarterbacks in San Diego. St. Augustine senior Chris Forcier has
given an oral commitment to UCLA. El Capitan's Ryan Lindley, being tutored by former SDSU
quarterback Lon Sheriff, and Hilltop's Craig Rasmussen are also Division I prospects.
Yeah, it's a good year to watch quarterbacks. Dan Fouts and Brian Sipe will be happy to know that
some San Diego quarterbacks are about to reclaim the position as the pre-eminent position in San
Diego football.

(Correction: The original version of this story incorrectly referred to the Miami Dolphin heads
coach Nick Saban as Nick Corso. We regret the error.)
Tom Shanahan is voiceofsandiego.org's sports columnist. He is the media coordinator for the San
Diego Hall of Champions. Send a letter to the editor.

Tom Shanahan
Close Window
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Celebrity softball gives
a fresh start to children

(

by Chuck Karazsia
dynamic assemblage of present and prof
letes and media personnel participated i
nual Celebrity Softball Game before the
Dawgs minor league baseball game Monday, Ju
Fresh Start Surgical Gifts.

Hicks (Washington Redskins), former Chargers Marcus Price
(1997-1999) Scott Turner (1998-2002), Alex Moulden (20012002) , and media personalities Marc Prescott (Channel 8), Jason
Austell (Channel 7/39), sports writers Jim Trotter (Union Tribune),
and Chuck Karazsia (East County Gazette) .

Former Chargers quarterback and current ~D head football
coach Jim Harbaugh joined a cast of celebrity athletes including
Eric Allen (Philadelphia Eagles), Andre Reed (Buffalo Bills), Skip

Proceeds from the game benefit Fresh Start Surgical Gifts, a
non-profit organization that provides flights to San Diego and
free surgery and rehabilitation to children around the world with
physical deformities to give them a fresh start.
'

A
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Solo & Frimpong Help National Team to Exhibition Victory
U.S. women's soccer squad defeats Sweden 3-2

July 15, 2006

BLAINE, Minn. - The U.S . Women's National Soccer Team opened its 2006 domestic schedule with a
wild 3-2 win over Sweden on an oppressively hot day, Saturday at the National Sports Center as U.S .
captain Kristine Lilly scored the dramatic winning goal in the second minute of stoppage time.
Temperatures soared as high as 99 degrees with a strong, hot wind blowing the entire match, but the
pace of the game was remarkably good despite the conditions.
Former Washington standouts Hope Solo and Tina Frimpong both started the game. Solo played the
entire 90 minutes while Frimpong was replaced in the 60th minute.
The USA opened the scoring in the 38th minute off an excellent finish by Abby Wambach and looked to
be cruising to a one goal win. Sweden had taken just one shot through the first 71 minutes of the game
before the visitors struck for an equalizer in the 72nd minute. That set the stage for a crazy last four
minutes.
In 89th minute, Leslie Osborne was fouled 10 yards behind the midfield stripe, earning the USA a free
kick. Defender Cat Whitehill stepped up and blasted an improbable 70-yard service that flew over
charging Swedish goalkeeper Sofia Lundgren, who was being challenged hard in the air by Wambach.
The ball bounced once inside the penalty box and then sailed over the goal line and into the roof of the
net.
Pandemonium broke out in the stands and on the U.S . bench, but that was quickly silenced as Sweden
scored an unlikely blast of their own in the first minute of stoppage time as substitute Elin Ekblom lifted
a cross deep from the right comer. In the swirling winds, the ball flew over Solo and settled into the left
side netting at the far post.
The USA was not done, however, and earned the winning goal just seconds before the final whistle off a
throw-in from the right side. Whitehill's long throw was met by Wambach at the near post and she
flicked the ball perfectly into the middle with her head. Carli Lloyd battled with a couple of Swedish
defenders to keep the ball alive and the ball bounced perfectly to the lethal left foot of Lilly, who drove
her first-time shot just under the crossbar from 12 yards out. Sweden didn't even have time to kick off
before referee Rachel Woo blew the final whistle.
"It was a tough day for both the Swedes and us," said U.S. head coach Greg Ryan. "What was the
temperature today? One hundred? Ninety-nine? We play with a lot of pressure, and it was hard to keep
our shape today. Our forwards were so tired it was hard for them to get back. The backs were tired, so it
was hard for them to get up. The only way you can play pressure is if you can get up and back as a
group, but I am really proud of the players. They made such a great effort today, and didn't give up ."
The goal for Lilly was the 110th of her career, second all-time behind only Mia Hamm (158).
Wambach's score was her 55th in 73 career games, the best strike rate in U.S. history so far, while
Whitehill scored her seventh career goal, tying her with 2006 National Soccer Hall of Fame inductee
Carla Overbeck for third all-time among U.S . defenders.
The USA lost tlie last meeting between these two teams at the 2004 Algarve Cup by a 3-1 score, and
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while the Americans were in control most of this match, out-shooting Sweden 12-3, the Swedes held up
remarkably well in the stifling heat.
Sweden started in a 4-4-2 with forwards Therese Lundin and Victoria Svensson up top but most of the
danger from the 2003 FIFA Women's World Cup runner-ups was produced by flank midfielders Lotta
Schelin coming from the left and Josefine Oqvist from the right.
The USA had some good possession in the match, but heavy legs and over-extended lungs made most of
the game a bit scrappy and sluggish.
The first U.S. goal was a thing of beauty, with Osborne starting the play by sending Lilly down the left
flank with a nice spinning pass. Lilly busted through into the penalty box and fought off a tackle from
Marlene Sjoberg before cutting a short pass back to O'Reilly, The young U.S. forward had her back to
the goal and laid a perfect pass back to Wambach, who ran onto the ball and crushed her shot first-time
into the upper right corner from 12 yards out.
Sweden's tying goal came off a set play as they chipped a short pass into the U.S . penalty area from
about 30 yards out. In the ensuing scramble, the USA couldn't clear and Anna Sjostrom had enough time
to strike a shot that deflected off a U.S. defender and bounced past the wrong-footed Solo and into the
net.
The match marked the first time under U.S. head coach Greg Ryan that the USA has given up two goals
in a match, and the second Swedish score was just the second goal from the run of play that Ryan's
teams have given up since he took over in March 2005. With the win, Ryan's overall record moved to
15-0-4.
Osborne played all 90 minutes at defensive midfield and had an excellent match in place of Shannon
Boxx, who is still coming back from hip surgery. Boxx may be ready for action in the USA's match next
weekend against Ireland in San Diego.
Lilly had a dangerous chance in the seventh minute as she got behind the defense, but her shot from 12
yards out was kick-saved by Jonsson, who also pushed a Lilly blast over the top in the 34th minute.
Solo saved Sweden's most dangerous chance (not including the goals), as she denied her former club
teammate Schelin with a flying tip of a shot from the left side of the penalty that hit the crossbar before
bouncing away. Solo played with Schelin in Goteburg, Sweden, in 2004.
Solo (Richland HS/Richland, Wash.) has been the USA first-choice goalkeeper in 2005 and 2006,
starting nine of the 10 matches and posting five shutouts. She received the Outstanding Goalkeeper
award following a silver-medal performance at the Algarve Cup in March.
A veteran of the international circuit, Solo earned 28 caps for appearances between the posts for the U.S.
Nationals. She did not surrender a goal during seven international games in 2005 , covering a span of 630
minutes.
Solo finished at UW in 2002 as the Huskies' all-time leader in every goalkeeping category. Solo started
68 games, amassing 325 saves, 18 shutouts and a 1.02 goals against average. In each of her final two
seasons (2001, 2002), she was one of 15 nominees for the Hermann Trophy that honors the national
player of the year.
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A four-time all-conference honoree, Solo received the 2001 Pac- IO Player of the Year award. She
surrendered only 12 goals in 17 games in 2001 en route to a school single-season record 0.68 goals
against average. In 2000, Solo led Washington's to its only Pac-10 women's soccer championship.
The USA had another good chance in the 54th minute as Lloyd hit her shot well from about 30 yards
out, only to see it smack the outside of the right post and roll·away.
Unfortunate Swedish goalkeeper Lundgren had come into the match in the 70th minute for Jonsson and
gave up the final two goals, including Whitehill's blast, which just might be a record for longest goal in
U.S. Women's National Team history.
Frimpong (Hudson's Bay HSNancouver, Wash.) completed her collegiate career in 2004 as
Washington's all-time leader in goals (42) and points (97).
From her forward position, she led the Pac-10 in goals as a junior (13) and senior (15) and was named
the Conference Player of the Year twice, in 2003 and 2004. Frimpong garnered All-America acclaim in
2003 and 2004.
Frimpong has earned 11 caps for internationa
been converted to a defender.

1

es with the full national team where she has

The USA will play its second domesti.....,._,.. of 2006 next Sunday, July 23, at Torero Stadium on the
campus of the ,University of San Diego. Kickoff is 1 p.m. PT. The USA finishes its July schedule against
Canada at SAS Soccer Park in Cary, N.C. on July 30. Kickoff for that match is 1 p.m. ET. The USA will
also play on Sept. 13 at the new PAETEC Park in Rochester, N.Y., against Mexico. That match will be
kickoff at 8 p.m. ET. All three games will be broadcast live dn ESPN2.

(Some text courtesy of U.S. Soccer Communications)
For additional information, please visit USsoccer.com
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Women's National Team

Ryan Names 18-Player Roster for Match vs. Ireland on July 23 in San Diego
U.S. Women Will Face Irish for the Fourth Time in Four Years
Second Domestic Match of 2006 Will Be Live on ESPN2 at 1 p.m. PT

CHICAGO (July 19, 2006)- U.S. Women's National Team head coach Greg Ryan has named the 18-player roster that will face
Ireland on July 23 at Torero Stadium on the campus of the Unjyersjty of San Djegg in the USA's second domestic match of the year.
The match will be broadcast live on ESPN2 at 1 p.m. PT/ 4 p.m . ET. Fans can also follow the match live on ussoccer.com's
MatchTracker.
Tickets for USA-Ireland are on sale online at ussoccer.com, at all San Diego and
(including Tower Records, Robinsons-May and Second Spin stores) and by phone
purchase tickets by logging onto ussoccer.com or calling 312-528-1290. Tickets will
of the event.
The match at Torero Stadium will mark the second trip to San Diego for the U.S. women ,
of 2003. Coincidentally, the only U.S. Men's National Team match ever held at Torero also
the MNT's first match of 2006.

California area Ticketmaster outlets
0-8497. Groups of 15 or more can
le at Torero Stadium only on the day

Japan, 0-0, there in the first game
a 0-0 draw, against Canada in

The picturesque Torero Stadium has quickly gained a reputation as one of the best small soccer facilities in the country. The match
is convenient for the U.S. team , who will bus to San Diego from its Residency Training Camp home base at The Home Depot Center
in Carson , Calif.
·
The USA has played Ireland four times in its history - once in 1999, once in 2003 and twice in 2004 - and scored five goals in the
each of those matches, the most recent being a memorable five-goal performance by Abby Wambach on the "Fan Celebration Tour"
after the Olympics in 2004. All five of her goals came in the second half of the match played in Houston, Texas. The meeting with
Ireland on June 14, 2003, in Salt Lake City, Utah, was memorable as well , as young forward Heather O'Reilly, who is of Irish decent,
made her first-ever start for the USA, and within 74 seconds had scored the first goal of the game and broken her leg in a collision
with Ireland goalkeeper Emma Byrne on the same play. The injury eventually cost O'Reilly a place on the 2003 Women 's World Cup
Team .
Ireland is still in the qualification process for the 2007 Women's World Cup but has already been eliminated and can't advance to
China. Ireland sits fourth out of five teams with two matches left to play in Group 4, which also includes defending Women 's World
Cup champions Germany and rising European power Russia .
Ryan made two changes from the roster that beat Sweden last weekend in Blaine, Minn ., on a dramatic last minute goal by Kristine
Lilly, adding goalkeeper Briana Scurry in place of Nicole Barnhart and forward Christie Welsh in place of Lilly. The U.S. captain was
not named to the roster this week and will also miss next week's match against Canada on July 30 in Cary, N.C ., (tickets) as Ryan
continues to develop some of the young forwards on the team in game action. The USA is also without defensive midfielder
Shannon Boxx, who tore knee ligaments during practice on Monday and will be out six to eight months.
The USA will bring eight members of its 2004 Olympic gold medal winning team to San Diego, including Wambach, who has scored
55 goals in her first 73 games, the best strike rate in U.S. history. Wambach played a part in all three goals in the 3-2 win against
Sweden last weekend, scoring the first, challenging the Sweden goalkeeper on the second, a move that allowed Cat Whitehill's 70yard blast to find its way into the net, and then winning a header off a throw-in from the right flank that led to Lilly's game-winner
(watch).
Also on the roster is Lindsay Tarpley, who earned her first cap against Japan at Torero Stadium in 2003 and scored the opening
goal in the Olympic gold medal match against Brazil, as well as gold medalists Christie Rampone, Heather Mitts, Aly Wagner,
O'Reilly and Whitehill. San Diego fans will be familiar with Wagner, who was the top draft choice of the San Diego Spirit of the nowdefunct WUSA in 2003 and helped the Spirit to its first-ever playoff berth.
Legendary goalkeeper Briana Scurry missed last week's game in her home state of Minnesota due to lingering symptoms from a
concussion, but has been pronounced fit and ready to play. With 155 appearances, Scurry is by far the most capped goalkeeper in
U.S. history but has not played in a match for the USA since the end of 2004 after taking 2005 off from the international game. Hope
Solo has been the goalkeeper of choice for most of Greg Ryan 's tenure, starting 16 of the 19 matches Ryan has coached. During
that time, Ryan has not lost a match in regulation, going 15-0-4.
The USA will bring several young talents to San Diego as well, including 23-year-old Leslie Osborne, who played in place of Boxx
last week against Sweden and had a fine match, 24-year-old midfielder Carli Lloyd who has just 1O caps and Megan Rapinoe, who
at 21 years old will be looking for her first cap. The USA has some young talent on defense as well in center backs Amy LePeilbet
and Tina Frimpong, as well as dynamic outside back Lori Chalupny, who last weekend made her first appearance for the USA since
January after recovering from a series of concussions.
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Rapinoe is a rising sophomore at the University of Portland , who scored 15 goals with 13 assists as a freshman last year to help the
Pilots to an undefeated season and the NCAA title. She was also one of the stars on the U.S. team that finished third at the 2004
FIFA U-19 Women 's World Championship in Thailand , scoring three goals, tied for the team lead , including one in the third-place
match victory over Brazil. Rapinoe came into Residency Training Camp only in the middle of May, but has made enough of an
impression on the coaching staff to make her first two WNT rosters.
The USA will arrive in San Diego on Friday , July 21 , and train that afternoon as well as on Saturday before facing the Irish on
Sunday.
UNITED STATES WOMEN 'S NATIONAL SOCCER TEAM
USA vs. Ireland
Torero Stadium - San Diego, Calif.
July 23, 2006
No.

Player

Pos.

Ht.

DOB

Hometown

College

Caps/Goals

Scurry, Briana

GK

5-8

09/07/71

Dayton , Minn.

UMass

155

2

Mitts, Heather

D

5-5

06/09/78

Cincinnati, Ohio

Florida

51/2

3

Rampone, Christie

D

5-6

06/24/75

Point Pleasant, N.J.

Monmouth

145/4

4

Whitehill, Cat

D

5-5

02/10/82

Birmingham , Ala .

UNG

90/7

5

Tarpley, Lindsay

M

5-6

09/22/83

Kalamazoo , Mich.

UNG

48/9

6

Kai , Natasha

F

5-8

05/22/83

Kahuku , Hawaii

Hawaii

6/3

8

Frimpong, Tina

D

5-9

05/20/82

Vancouver, Wash.

Washington

11/0

9

O'Reilly, Heather

F

5-5

01/02/85

East Brunswick, N.J.

UNG

47/7

10

Wagner, Aly

M

5-5

08/10/80

San Jose, Calif.

Santa Clara

98/20

11

Lloyd , Carli

M

5-8

07/16/82

Delran, N.J.

Rutgers

10/0

12

Osborne, Leslie

M

5-8

05/27/83

Brookfield, Wis.

Santa Clara

19/0

14

LePeilbet, Amy

D

5-7

03/12/82

Crystal Lake, Ill.

Arizona State

18/0

15

Miller, Marci

M

5-7

12/04/75

St. Charles, Ill.

SMU

5/0

16

Rapinoe, Megan

F

5-7

07/05/85

Redding, Calif.

Portland

0/0

17

Chalupny, Lori

D

5-4

01/29/84

St. Louis, Mo.

UNC

18/2

18

Solo, Hope

GK

5-9

07/30/81

Richland , Wash.

Washington

28

19

Welsh, Christie

F

5-10

02/27/81

Massapequa Park, N.Y.

Penn State

37/20

20

Wambach, Abby

F

5-11

06/02/80

Rochester, N.Y.

Florida

73/55

GOALKEEPERS (2t Briana Scurry (Dayton, Minn.), Hope Solo (Richland , Wash .);
DEFENDERS (fil; Lori Chalupny (St. Louis, Mo.), Tina Frimpong (Vancouver, Wash.), Amy LePeilbet (Crystal Lake, Ill.), Heather
Mitts (Cincinnati , Ohio), Christie Rampone (Point Pleasant, N.J.), Cat Whitehill (Birmingham , Ala .);
MIDFIELDERS mt Carli Lloyd (Delran, N.J.), Marci Miller (St. Charles, Ill.), Leslie Osborne (Brookfield, Wis.), Lindsay Tarpley
(Kalamazoo, Mich.), Aly Wagner (San Jose, Calif.);
FORWARDS mt Natasha Kai (Kahuku, Hawaii), Heather O'Reilly (East Brunswick, N.J.), Megan Rapinoe (Redding, Calif.), Abby
Wambach (Rochester, N.Y.), Christie Welsh (Massapequa Park, N.Y.)
Team Staff:
Head Coach: Greg Ryan - Colorado Springs , Colo.
Asst. Coach: Bret Hall - St. Charles, Ill.
GK Coach: Mark Dougherty - Littleton, Colo.
General Manager: Nils Krumins - Manhattan Beach, Calif.
Team Physician : Dr. Scott Powell - Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Medical Trainer: Cody Malley - Apex, N.C.
Medical Trainer: Debbie Prouse - Thousand Oakes, Calif.
Massage Therapist: Scott Street - Atlanta , Ga .
Massage Therapist: Kara Mirarchi - Boston , Mass.
Equipment Manager: Zac Herndon - Long Beach, Calif.
Team Security: Mark Pharris - Atlanta , Ga .
Press Officer: Aaron Heifetz - Long Beach, Calif.

ussoccer.com is the official website of U.S. Soccer, the governing body of soccer in the United States
-i t you are unable to click on the above links. copy and paste th:s UR L into your browser:
http://www .ussoccer.com/articles/viewArticle.jsp_ 2811 72.html
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100% Soccer: U.S. women begin quest for the Cup

By Nick Green
DAILY BREEZE
The men's version of the World Cup is over, but the final run-in to the 16-nation women's edition,
scheduled for next September in China, is under way.
The U.S. women's national team began preparations for November's six-team regional qualifying
tournament with its first domestic game of the year, a frantic 3-2 victory Saturday over 2003 World
Cup runner-up Sweden in Blaine, Minn.
Despite playing in 99-degree heat with a suffocating hot wind, the U
victory after the teams exchanged three of the game's five goals in

hed a stoppage-time
three minutes.

"It was good for TV," said Coach Greg Ryan on Monday at C
the team is back in the extended residency that began in Ap ·
The next in a string of four scheduled (so far) home games r p.m. Sunday against Ireland at the
6,000-capacity Torero Stadium on the 1Jnjyersity of San Dieg_o campus.
The game will be televised live on ESPN2, but tickets, available via Ticketmaster, start at $18 .
It's the closest of the remaining three games to the South Bay before qualifying begins, although it's
possible that tournament could be played in the U.S. -- perhaps at Home Depot Center -- U.S .
Soccer officials said Monday.
South Bay residents planning to make the short trip down the San Diego Freeway on Sunday may
be disappointed, however, if they had anticipated seeing South Torrance graduate and midfield
stalwart Shannon Boxx make her expected return to the u.s·. lineup.
Boxx, who had just recovered from hip surgery that caused her to miss the Sweden game, suffered
a right knee injury after colliding with a goalkeeper during practice Monday about 40 minutes
before a scheduled interview.
The extent of the injury is unknown, but Boxx was scheduled for an MRI on Monday night.
That threw somewhat of a damper on the buoyant mood in camp in the wake of last weekend's
victory that saw Ryan preserve his 19-game undefeated record since taking over as coach in March
2005.
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The 29-year-old Boxx, who has started 58 of the 59 games she has played for the U.S . since
unexpectedly emerging as a midfield fixture before the last World Cup, is the driving force behind
the team.

"There's just no replacing Boxxy's experience, her composure, her play out of the back," Ryan said,
comparing her to Brazil's 1994 World Cup midfielder destroyer, Dunga. "She's our playmaker."
Having said that, Ryan was encouraged by the positioning and performance of Boxx's replacement,
23-year-old Leslie Osborne, who earned her 19th cap in her outing against a quality Swedish team.
Osborne is among a cadre of young players Ryan is grooming as the next generation of female U.S .
soccer players.
After spending the initial stages of residency evaluating new and old talent, Ryan is down to a core
group of about 30 he will rely on during qualifying.
The young players he has brought in are still becoming accustomed to the 4-3-3 system Ryan
installed to compensate for the lack of natural wide players at his disposal.
"We're still developing our system, we're still developing our style of play, we're still developing
our young players," he said.
Still, Ryan said he's encouraged by the youngsters' progress so far.
Among those he mentioned specifically was Carli Lloyd, who has nine caps. Lloyd, who turned 24
Sunday, showed why Ryan praised her as a "wonderful attacking midfield player" when she
smacked a long-range shot off the post against Sweden.
Ryan also praised defender Tina Frimpong, who has 11 caps.
"She is the best individual defender in the world," Ryan said of the 24-year-old Frimpong. "No one
is even close to her in terms of taking on an attacker one on one."
Boxx may be in doubt for Sunday, but she will undoubtedly show up on crutches if necessary for a
soccer camp she will host Aug. 1-4 at her high school alma mater in Torrance.

Cost is $300 for the camp that runs from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. daily with space limited to 100 girls ages
8-17. The registration deadline is July 28.
For more information or to register, log on to www.shanno~boxx.com .

E-mail Nick Green at nick.green@dailybreeze.com.
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Women's National Team

U.S. Women Ready for Ireland Clash on Sunday, July 23, Live on ESPN2 at 1 p.m. PT
U.S. WOMEN TAKE THE 405 TO THE 5: The U.S. Women's National Team
faces Ireland on Sunday, July 23, at 1 p.m. PT live on ESPN2 from Torero
Stadium on the campus of the University of San Diego. To get to this match,
there were no airports involved . The U.S. just hopped on a charter bus to San
Diego from its base at The Home Depot Center, where the 2004 Olympic champs
have been holding Residency Training Camp since the first week of April. After
playing the first nine matches of the year outside of the United States, the U.S.
Women's National Team came home to face Sweden in the first domestic match
of year last weekend and came away with a dramatic 3-2 win in boiling
temperatures. The match saw three goals in the last four minutes , including two
in stoppage time, the final tally from Kristine Lilly who rifled her shot under the
crossbar with seconds left after Abby Wambach had flicked a header into the box L--=---off a throw-in . Before the Sweden game , the USA had not played an international Aly Wagner and the WNT face Ireland Su nday in San
match since May 9, a 1-0 win over Japan in Osaka, winning on a goal from
Diego.
.
th
Natasha Kai. The U.S. team has been in intense training during Residency
@ Brad Sm'
Training Camp for three and half months. The six-month camp, which required all
Photo Galle!}'
the players to move to the Los Angeles area to train full time, will run through the
end of September. The USA is 7-0-3 in 2006, with all three draws being 0-0 affairs. The USA and Germany played to a 0-C tie in the
championship game of the 2006 Algarve Cup in Portugal last March , with the USA falling in penalty kicks, 4-3. The Ireland game is
the second of what could be as many as seven domestic matches for the USA in 2006, leading into qualifying for the 2007 FIFA
Women 's World Cup. CONCACAF qualifying this year will take the form of a six-team CONCACAF Women·s Gold Cup, to be staged
in the USA in late November with dates and venues TBA.

on

U.S. WNT Remaining 2006 Schedule
Date

Opponent

Venue

City

July 23

Ireland

Torero Stadium

San Diego, Calif.

1 p.m. PT

ESPN2

Available

July 30

Canada

SAS Soccer Park

Cary, N.C.

1 p.m. ET

ESPN2/Telemundo

Available

Aug . 27

China

Toyota Park

Bridgeview, Ill.

12 p.m. CT

ESPN2

Sept. 30

Mexico

PAETEC Park

8 p.m. ET

ESPN2

RYAN'S REIGN: The U.S . team is 15-0-4 under head c
would not be hired officially until April of 2005). No ot
matches unbeaten . Even more impressively, the U.
one to France, one to Japan and two to Sweden I
of those goals came from the run of play , with on

Kickoff

TV

Tickets

Available

Ryan since he took over the team at the 2005 Algarve Cup (he
omen's National Team head coach has ever gone his first 19
have allowed just five goals over those 18 games - one to Norway,
the first' time a team had scored twice on the USA under Ryan . Just two
off a penalty kick, one off a corner kick and one off a free kick.

USA LOOKING FOR FIRST GOAL AT TORERO: The U.S. Women 's National Team has played just one match in San Diego in its
history, that coming on January 12, LUU3, mthe fif~t match of that year. The USA tied Japan, 0-0, and will be looking for its first-ever
goal in San Diego and at Torero. Midfielder Lindsay Tarpley earned her first-ever cap in that match and now has 48 games under
her belt.
SAN DIEGO'S FINEST: San Diego has produced several U.S. Women 's National Team players , most notably Escondido's Shannon
MacMillan who scored 60 goals for the USA from 1993-2004 and played on two Women's World Cup and two Olympic teams .
Midfielder Jen Lalor from Chula Vista was a member of the USA's 1995 Women's World Cup squad , playing 21 matches from 19921995, and another two in 2001 . Midfielder Nikki Serlenga of San Diego played 30 matches for the USA in 2000 and 2001 , and was a
member of the 2000 Olympic Team . More recently, midfielder Angie Woznuk from El Cajon has been a star on the U.S. Youth
National Teams and earned her first cap for the senior team in 2005. She just played for the U.S. U-21s at the Nordic Cup in
Norway. Defender Carrie Dew from Encinitas should be a key player on the USA's 2006 FIFA U-20 Women's World Championship
team that will compete in Russia this fall.
SCURRY BACK: U.S. goalkeeper Briana Scurry, a native of Dayton , Minn ., was originally on the roster for the game in Minnesota
last weekend , but was replaced by Nicole Barnhart the day before the USA traveled after the veteran suffered some lingering effects
from a mild concussion that occurred in training . She has recovered , is fit and has been playing very well in training. Scurry , who has
appeared 155 times for the USA and has racked up an amazing 71 shutouts , has been between the posts for five world
championship events -- three Women 's World Cup tournaments and the 1996 and 2004 Olympics, where she helped the U.S.
women win two gold medals.
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San Diego's Sports Bargain
If you've got a young daughter or son interested in basketball, this is the sports
bargain you've been overlooking while ringing up credit card debt to take your
kids to watch pro sports.
By Tom Shanahan
Monday, July 17, 2006 7:20 PM PDT
Tuesday, July 18, 2006 I Candice Wiggins is a two-time college basketball All-American -- the La
Jolla Country Day alumnus is two-for-two after her sophomore season at Stanford-- but before her
national profile grew you could have watched her play many times in San Diego's best-kept sports
secret: the 20th annual San Diego Classic.
Diana Taurasi --the darling of women's basketball at Connecticut, on the 2004 U.S. Olympic team
and now as the leading scorer in the WNBA with the Phoenix Mercury --caused the biggest stir in the
Classic's two decades when she played in the high school girls' basketball tournament six years ago
with her Don Lugo High team from Chino.
"It was unbelievable," said Classic director Wade Vickery, also known as San Diego's record holder
for career wins in girls' basketball as the long-time coach at Santana High. "You knew where her
team was playing just by looking for the ring of people standing around the court."

Even Terri Mann -- the Bill Walton of San Diego girls' basketball until knee injuries prematurely
ended the Point Loma legend's career in college -- is an alumnus of the Classic. Mann, the 1987 USA
Today National Player of the Year, was the original drawing card when Vickery dreamed up this idea.
"I just wanted to have different teams from different areas play some games in the summer," Vickery
said. "It wasn't my intent to create this monster, but it just kept growing every year by word of
mouth."

If you've got a young daughter, or son for that matter, interested in basketball, this is the sports
bargain you've been overlooking while ringing up credit card debt to take your kids to watch pro
sports. A $20 season pass could have got you in to watch Wiggins or Taurasi and others over and
over for four straight days.
This year's San Diego Classic is Thursday through Sunday and includes 380 teams, a new high, with
Mandan, N.D., having traveled the longest distance. The headquarters is UCSD's RIMAC Arena, but
games are spread out on 10 multi-court facilities.
It's the largest girls' basketball tournament of its kind in the nation, with high school teams
competing as opposed to club teams or individuals that are invited by a shoe company for a
recruiting event.
But college coaches do turn out for the San Diego Classic, because there will be Division I prospects
such as Mount Miguel senior Precious Robinson, Bishop's senior Kathleen Rohrkasse, Torrey Pines
senior Lauren Zaniboni, Rancho Bernardo sophomore Victoria Lippert and LJCD's tandem of 6-3
junior Janae Fulcher and athletic 5-10 sophomore Gizelle Studevent.
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"There is pressure to win in our tournament, but not the pressure there is at the other tournaments
when everyone is chasing a scholarship," Vickery said. "At the club tournaments, they'll feel lousy if
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they didn't play well even if their team won. They know they hurt their scholarship chances. Our
focus is on the team. I never like to lose, but I can sleep after a loss in the summer. I can't sleep after
a loss in the winter."
That also means there isn't some Internet basketball geek running around ranking the supposed best
sixth-, seventh- and eighth-grader in the nation.
A low-pressure tournament in a vacation spot also lends itself to family trips. Vickery hasn't
commissioned a financial impact study, but he's an algebra teacher at Santana, so he crunched som
numbers.
"With 380 teams, and over 300 coming from out of town with a lot of parents, I figure about 4,0 o
people come to San Diego," Vickery said. "With hotels and meals, I think the impact is about $
million, and I think that's conservative."
The multi-court facilities that have been built in recent years -- RIMAC, Alliant University. USD's
Jenny Craig Pavilion, San Diego City College's Harry West Gym -- have allowed the San Diego Classic
to grow so large. Imagine the draw of a medium-sized outdoor facility -- 10,000 seats-plus -- that
could host international soccer and track and field competitions or even local high school football
double-headers. But that would require some vision from city leaders.
As the tournament grew, Vickery at one point looked into applying for TOT (Transient Occupancy

Tax) funds that are available to events that attract tourists. But after reviewing the paperwork, he
decided there was too much bureaucracy involved.
So he kept things simple and the San Diego Classic continued to grow and attract tourist dollars
without any help from the city of San Diego, a body that was at the same time throwing grants from
hotel tax funds at such dubious events as Gold Coast Classic at Qualcomm Stadium.
There's another event, the Comic-Con, in town Thursday through Sunday that brings in far more
money than the San Diego Classic, but would you rather you and your kids be in the company of the
next Candice Wiggins or a so-year-old man dressed up like Spiderman?

Tom Shanahan is voiceofsandiego.org's sports columnist. He is the media coordinator for the San
Diego Hall of Champions. You can e-mail him at toms @sdhoc.com. Or send a letter to the editor.

Tom Shanahan
Close Window
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SD Union Tribune

JtJl - 5 2006
eball Showcase
The seven th annua l San Diego
Showcase will be held Sunday a
The daylong event, which highligh
the top area underclassmen, features
game~ betw~en the North County and
the South Bay at 10 a.m., followed by
East County's best taking on the City
Conference's elite at 3 p.m. The event
is attended by dozens of college scouts
and most major league organizations.

July 14 at San Diego Mesa College.
Kickoff is at 7:30 p.m.

Waastad honored
The National Interschr>lastic Athletic
Administrators Association (NIAAA)
has recognized Granite Hills Athletic
Director Dave Waastad - a longtime
ossmont Conference football coach
Certified Athletic Administrator.
ral Catholic leftultz will attend

All-Star Football Classic
The 16th annual Alex Spanos North
vs. South Football Classic will be held t
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Kahanamoku Foundation aids 31 athletes
Advertiser Staff

The Outrigger Duke Kahanamoku Foundation awarded $50,000 in college scholarships to 31 Hawai'i high school water
sports and volleyball athletes for the 2006-07 school year.
Recipients were required to have a minimum 3.3 grade point average and demonstrate a need for financial aid.
The foundation also awarded $50,000 in athletic grants to accomplished competitors in "Duke" sports and organizations that
support water sports and youth programs.
The $100,000 awarded by the ODKF is a 20-percent increase from last year.
Of the 31 scholarship winners, 19 are first-time recipients. Twenty two are or will be attending Mainland colleges.
Outrigger Canoe Club started the foundation in 1990 to "financially support the development of individuals and organizations
that perpetuate the spirit and legacy of Duke Paoa Kahanamoku. 11

2006-07 COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS
Volleyball: Virginia Aguilar (Waimea, Hardin-Simmons), Paul Fai (Waipahu, University of the Pacific), Josiah Guerreiro
(Kalaheo, Santa Barbara CC), Caine Jette (Maui, MIT), Marissa Kanemura (University High, Syracuse), Lacey Lavarias
{lolani, Utah), Celeste Manuia (Waiakea, Hawai'i-Hilo), Tina Marie Moger (Kaua'i, Loyola Marymount), Elijah Sanchez
('Aiea, Washington), Heitiare Wallace (Seabury Hall, Brigham Young-Hawai'i).
Water Polo: Sean Aoyagi (Mid-Pacific, Chaminade), Lauren Cheape (Mililani, Hawai'i-Manoa), Sara Mirels (Kahuku,
University of the Pacific), Kealaonapua O'Sullivan (Kamehameha, Cal State Long Beach).
Canoeing: Joseph Broe (Kahuku, Hawai'i Pacific), Desiree Wallace (Baldwin, Hawai'i-Hilo).
Rowing: Jeffrey Casebier (Punahou, Lewis & Clark College).
Surfing: James Chung (Kapa'a, Hawai'i Pacific).
Swimming: Amanda Hamilton (Kealakehe, Lewis & Clark College), Josiah Karnuth (Kahuku, Hawai'i-Manoa), Yusuke
Kobayashi (Kaiser, Linfield), Luana Mayfield (Campbell, Lewis & Clark College), Leoho'onani Reyes (Kamehameha,
Universi of San Die o Katelyn Umetsu (Waimea, Pacific Lutheran).
Multiple sports: Dana
· o, UC San Diego; diving, swimming, water polo), Kathryn Huntsman (Maryknoll, Naropa;
canoeing, kayaking), Au
Kamehameha, Point Loma Nazarene; canoeing, swimming, water polo), Joshua Mapanao
(Campbell, Portland State;
volleyball); Kelly Noecker (University High, UC Irvine; swimming, water polo), Star
Simpson (Hawai'i Prep, MIT,
, water polo), Wailana Waite (Kula, Hawai'i-Manoa; canoeing, swimming).

2006-07 ATHLETIC GRANTS
Brittany Beauchan (swimming), Cedric Caires (surf competition), Patrick Keoni Dolan (kayaking), Aleia Monden (diving),
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